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Abstract

Information about the structural evolution that occurs in the deformed areas of

the nuclear chart can be obtained from measuring the energies and lifetimes of

the excited states. Level lifetimes in nuclei belonging to the deformed regions

around mass numbers A ' 110 and A ' 150 were measured in a fast-timing

experiment performed at the Argonne National Laboratory between December

2015 and January 2016. The nuclei of interest were populated in the spontaneous

fission of a 252Cf source which was placed at the focus of the Gammasphere array.

Half of the detectors in the array (51 HPGe) were coupled with a fast timing array,

made of 25 LaBr3(Ce) scintillator detectors to obtain a 76-detector hybrid array

able to cover the full solid angle. This was the first time that the Gammasphere

array was successfully coupled with an array containing such a large number of

LaBr3(Ce) detectors and also the first time that a fully digital acquisition system

was used for this scintillator array.

The data collected during the month-long experiment showed low statistics

and very low peak-to-background ratios. Since the fast-timing technique with

LaBr3(Ce) detectors aims to measure lifetimes of the order of tens of picoseconds

this bad data quality led to the need for an accurate background characterization.

The background correction methods used in the literature have been developed for

much cleaner data. This work introduces a new background correction approach,

supported by a very simple but solid mathematical basis. This background

correction procedure is then combined with the Generalized Centroid Difference

method, to measure the lifetimes of the first three excited levels in the yrast band

of 100Zr and 114Pd. The τ values of 855(44) ps, 34(11) ps and ≤ 26 ps obtained

for the 2+
1 , 4+

1 and 6+
1 states in 100Zr, respectively, agree well with the literature

values. The lifetims of τ = 25(12) ps has been measured for the first time for the

4+
1 state in 114Pd and an upper limit of 15 ps is suggested for the lifetime of the

6+
1 state. The two new lifetimes are discussed in the context of IBM and Shell

Model calculations and a reasonable agreement is found.
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Introduction

Important information about the evolution of deformation across the nuclear

chart can be obtained from lifetime measurements of low-lying excited states in

nuclei. In particular, the lifetime of the first excited states can be used in the

calculation of the reduced transition probability B(E2; J → J − 2) which gives,

in turn, the quadrupole moment related to the quadrupole deformation parameter

β2. Quantifying the occurrence of deformation across the nuclear chart (or chains

of isotopes), as a function of proton or neutron number, is therefore of particular

interest for nuclear structure studies.

The experiment

In this experiment a source of 252Cf was used in order to populate the regions

around mass numbers A ' 110 and A ' 150 where nuclei are known to have

non–spherical shapes [1]. This source produces fission fragments with the highest

yields [2] in these deformed regions with respect to other fission sources. For a 30–

day long period, gamma rays emitted from the fission fragments were detected using

a hybrid detector array made of 51 Hyper Pure Germanium (HPGe) detectors from

Gammasphere and 25 cerium–doped Lanthanum Bromide scintillator detectors

(LaBr3(Ce)). The LaBr3(Ce) detectors are part of the FATIMA array [3], used in

the past in many successful experiments to measure lifetimes in the sub-nanosecond

range, for example during the EXILL–FATIMA campaign [4] and at RIKEN [5].

The 25 scintillator detectors are part of the UK NuSTAR collaboration and in

this experiment they were coupled for the first time to a fully digital acquisition

system.

Research method

This work focuses on the experimental technique called fast–timing, performed

using LaBr3(Ce) scintillator detectors, which is the latest evolution of the Delayed

Coincidence technique [6], introduced in 1948. Because of the messy nature of
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Introduction

fission gamma–ray spectra and the absence of any form of particle identification,

cases of interest had to be identified by gating on the gamma–ray energies detected

in Gammasphere. In such a dataset the quality of a lifetime measurement is

heavily affected by the quality of the energy gates, and by the energy and

time background correction procedure applied to the data. Different picosecond–

sensitive methods [7–10] have been developed in the past to perform fast–timing

measurements and very different results can be obtained from one or the other.

Due to the nature of the current data and the, in general, low statistics and high

background, many different approaches have been tried using known techniques

and, ultimately, a new background correction method has been developed. This

has been combined with the Generalized Centroid Difference (GCD) method [11]

to perform lifetime measurements on low–lying excited states on nuclei in the

A ' 110 region. In practice only even-even nuclei very close to the fission

maxima showed enough statistics to be successfully analysed using the hybrid

array. Transitions belonging to odd nuclei in the fission maxima were visible,

especially when using HPGe detectors, but did not show sufficient statistics to

perform lifetime measurements with the LaBr3(Ce) array. Furthermore, neutrons

produced by the fission of 252Cf severely limited the maximum time coincidence

window applicable to the LaBr3(Ce) detectors to 1 ns.

Chapter plan

This work is divided into five chapters:

� Chapter 1 gives an overview of the theoretical framework for this study.

In particular, the Shell Model, the Collective Model and the Interacting

Boson Model are described. The occurrence of nuclear deformation across

the A ' 110 mass region of the nuclear chart is discussed together with the

reason why further investigation is necessary.

� In Chapter 2 a detailed description of the experimental set-up is given. Many

aspects of the LaBr3(Ce) array are investigated with particular attention

to the time calibration and time performances of the scintillator array,

which constitute essential ingredients to be used in the following chapters

to perform lifetime measurements. A section is dedicated to the effects of

fission neutrons on the fast–timing set-up.

2
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� Chapter 3 is a description of different procedures used to perform fast-timing

measurements. Particular attention is given to the Gammasphere energy

gating and background subtraction, and to the time background correction

to be applied on the LaBr3(Ce) array. Here, a new background correction

procedure for fast–timing measurements is suggested. The combination of

techniques that best reproduces the lifetimes in the literature for a test case

is identified.

� In Chapter 4 all the results obtained in this work are presented. Some of them

are new measurements of known lifetimes, others are previously unknown

lifetimes. For each case, all the important details of the measurements, such

as energy gates on DGS, energy gates on the LaBr3(Ce) and background

correction, are discussed.

� In Chapter 5 the results shown in Chapter 4 are discussed in the light of

the theoretical models described in Chapter 1. In particular, the two new

lifetimes obtained for the 4+
1 and 6+

1 states belonging to the yrast band in
114Pd are interpreted within recent Interacting–Boson–Model , Projected–

Shell–Model and collective–model calculations.

3





Chapter 1

Theoretical framework and physics

motivation

In this chapter the topic of nuclear deformation is introduced and an overview of

some of the theoretical models used in nuclear structure, that will be useful later

on in this work, is given.

The topic of nuclear deformation is introduced in Section 1.1 and the procedure

which describes how to obtain the absolute value of the quadrupole deformation

parameter |β2| from a lifetime measurement, is given.

The Shell Model is described in Section 1.2. The Monte–Carlo Shell Model 1.2.1

and Projected Shell Model 1.2.2 are also described in separate subsections.

Section 1.3 briefly introduces the Collective model, in particular focusing on

vibrations of spherical nuclei and the rotational motion of deformed nuclei. In

this section the Bohr Hamiltonian is also described, and the particular case of the

Killingbeck potential is discussed.

The Interacting Boson Model (IBM) is described in Section 1.4 with subsections

on the two different approaches given by IBM1 and IBM2.

The occurrence of nuclear deformation in the region around mass number

A ' 110 of the nuclear chart is discussed in 1.5. This focuses on the Zr and Pd

isotopic chains of interest for this work.

An overview of the motivations behind the ANL experiment is also given in

Section 1.6.
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1 Theoretical Framework 1.1 Nuclear deformation

1.1 Nuclear deformation

The nuclear radius R(θ, φ) of a deformed nucleus, defined as the distance of a

point of the nuclear surface from the origin, can be written as [1]

R(θ, φ) = Rav

[
1 +

∞∑
l=0

l∑
µ=−l

αl,µYl,µ(θ, φ)

]
, (1.1)

where Rav is the average radius, usually given by Rav = 1.2·A1/3 fm (A is the

nuclear mass number) and it represents the radius of a spherical nucleus, l is the

multipolarity of the shape and Yl,µ(θ, φ) are the spherical harmonics. The αlµ are

the expansion coefficients of the spherical harmonics Ylµ. The first four possible

values for l represent the following types of nuclear deformation:

� l = 0 monopole deformation, describing a compression of the nucleus.

� l = 1 dipole deformation is a displacement of the centre of mass and doesn’t

represent an intrinsic type of excitation.

� l = 2 quadrupole deformation where the nucleus is elongated or compressed

along one of its axes and therefore describes a surface deformation [1].

� l = 3 octupole deformation leading to pear–shaped nuclei [12].

In the case of quadrupole deformation, the most abundant in regions of the

nuclear chart far from shell closures [13], the nucleus looks like an ellipsoid: if

only l = 2 is considered in Eq. 1.1 the equation

R(θ, φ) = Rav

[
1 +

2∑
µ=−2

α2,µY2,µ(θ, φ)

]
, (1.2)

is obtained. Of the five expansion coefficients α2µ, the terms α2,−1 and α2,+1 can

be set to zero, since they represent the motion of the centre of mass of the nucleus.

The other three coefficients are those describing the nuclear deformation and can

be parametrized as [14]

α2,−2 = α2,+2 =
1√
2
β sin γ and α2,0 = β cos γ, (1.3)

from which

α2
2,0 + 2α2

2,2 = β2, (1.4)

6



1 Theoretical Framework 1.1 Nuclear deformation

where β and γ define the Hill–Wheeler coordinates [14]. Deformations can then

be quantified by the parameters β and γ: β is the deformation parameter which

describes the elongation or contraction in a reference direction. The angle param-

eter γ defines this reference axis and also if the nucleus is prolate (rugby ball) or

oblate (disk). Values of γ different from γ = n · π
3
, where n is an integer, describe

axially asymmetric shapes i.e. all three axes are different. Figure 1.1 shows a way

to represent a deformed nucleus by using Hill–Wheeler β–γ coordinates.

P( ,β )γ/3π zz

x

x

y

y

γ

O
Rδ z

Rδ y

Rδ x

z

xy

Figure 1.1: A representation of nuclear deformation in Hill–Wheeler coordinates. The

origin O represents a spherical nucleus and the point P represents a deformed nucleus

with parameters β and γ. The former is given by the angle with respect to the horizontal

axis, while β is given by the length of the OP segment [14]. The projections of the OP

segment on the three axes is proportional to the change in radius δRi on the i–th axis.

As a consequence of a deformed nucleonic distribution, the nuclear electric

quadrupole moment will be different from zero. The intrinsic quadrupole moment

is obtained from the wave function describing a generic state ψJMK using

Q0 = 〈ψJMK |Q2(r
′)|ψ∗JMK〉, (1.5)

where Q2(r
′) is the quadrupole moment operator defined in the intrinsic coordinate

system of the nucleus and J and M are the total angular momentum and the

magnetic quantum number, respectively. The quantum number K represents the

7



1 Theoretical Framework 1.1 Nuclear deformation

projection of J on the symmetry axis. Equation 1.5 can also be written as

Q0 =

∫
ψ∗(~r)(3z2 − r2)ψ(~r)d~r, (1.6)

where in this case z represents the symmetry axis. If a constant charge distribution

is assumed, and the nucleus is axially symmetric i.e. the radii on the x and y axes

are the same Rx = Ry, then Eq. 1.6 can be integrated to obtain

Q0 =
2

5
Z
(
R2
z −R2

x

)
. (1.7)

From Eq. 1.7, it can be seen that shape of a nucleus determines the sign of the

physical quantity Q0 as follows:

Q0 = 0 spherical ,

Q0 < 0 oblate ellipsoid (disk–like) and

Q0 > 0 prolate ellipsoid (rugby ball).

(1.8)

The fact that the intrinsic quadrupole moment is one indicator of stable

deformation is highlighted by its relation with the deformation parameter β2. This

is obtained from Eq.1.1 under the assumption of constant nuclear volume [15] and

of axial symmetry of the system, the radius of a quadrupoloid is defined by

R(θ, φ) = Rav(1 + α00Y00 + α20Y20), (1.9)

where the term α00 keeps the volume constant and α20 is usually called β2. This

parameter is in fact analogous to the parameter β in Eqs. 1.3 for γ = 0. Therefore,

a prolate nucleus is defined by β2 > 0, while for an oblate nucleus β2 < 0. The

relation between Q0 and β2 is shown in the equation [15]

Q0 =
3√
5π
R2
avZβ2(1 +

2

7

√
5

π
β2 +

1

14π
β2
2 + ...), (1.10)

where Z is the proton number and the dots indicate terms of β2 with order higher

than two. Similarly to the quadrupole moment Q0, β2 can be used to label nuclear

deformation as shown in Fig. 1.2.

The quadrupole moment is in turn related to the reduced transition probability,

B(E2), for an electric quadrupole transition decaying from a state of spin Ji to Jf .

Transition probabilities between two levels are dependent on the wave functions

8



1 Theoretical Framework 1.1 Nuclear deformation

z

ProlateSpherical Oblate Triaxial

Rz = Rx = Ry Rz > Rx = Ry Rz < Rx = Ry Rz ≠ Rx ≠ Ry

x y

β2 = 0 β2 > 0 β2 < 0

γ = n π/3, for n    Z  γ ≠ n π/3
β2 < 0
β2 > 0or

z z z

y y yx x x


Figure 1.2: Spherical nucleus compared with the symmetric quadrupole deformations,

prolate and oblate (middle), and the triaxial (asymmetrical) deformation on the right

side. Rx,y,z indicate the radii of the ellipsoid on different axes.

of the states involved and, therefore, measuring the lifetime of those states can

provide essential clues about the structure of nuclei. The relation is given by the

equation

B(E2; Ji → Jf ) =
5

16π
e2Q2

0

〈
JiK20|JfK

〉2
, (1.11)

where the symbol in brackets
〈
. . .
〉

is the Clebsch–Gordon coefficient. The

reduced transition probability B(E2) is related to the partial gamma–ray transition

probability Pγ(E2; Ji → Jf ) by the equation

Pγ(E2; Jf → Ji) =
B(E2; Jf → Ji)E

5
γ

8.161 · 1010
, (1.12)

where Eγ is the energy of the transition in keV and B(E2; Jf → Ji) is given in

e2b2. Finally the lifetime of the state with spin Ji is related to Pγ(E2) by the

equation

Pγ(E2; Ji → Jf ) =
Nγ(E2)

τ ·
∑

iNi

, (1.13)

where Nγ(E2) is the gamma–ray intensity of the transition of multipolarity E2,

between the two states, and
∑

iNi is the sum of all the intensities of the transitions

depopulating the level of interest, in the same units as Nγ(E2) and τ is the gamma–

decay lifetime of the level, given in nanoseconds [16]. This means that one way to

get information about the shape of a nucleus is to measure the lifetime of the first

9



1 Theoretical Framework 1.2 The Shell Model

excited state and then extract β2 using the following chain of relations:

τ → B(E2; Ji → Jf )→ Q0 → |β2|. (1.14)

In general, the collective behaviour of a Ji → Jf transition can be determined from

the comparison between the experimental partial transition probability λγ = 1/τγ

and the so–called Weisskopf estimate [17]. This is defined, for an E2 transition,

as

λW (E2) = 7.3 · 10−8E5
γA

4/3. (1.15)

The ratio λW/λγ between the two decay probabilities defines the hindrance

factor FW . For transition probabilities of ∼1 W.u. single–particle behaviour is

expected, for which FW ' 1, while for collective excitation, transition probabilities

are expected to reach ∼ 100 W.u. [18] and FW will be of the order of 10−2.

1.2 The Shell Model

It was in a work from E. Gapon and D. Iwanenko that, in 1932, the nuclear shell

model was first proposed [19]. The model was then developed independently by

M. Goeppert–Mayer [20,21] and O. Haxel, J. H. D. Jensen and H. E. Suess [22].

The idea originated from the experimental observation of proton and neutron

separation energies showing sudden drops after the so called “magic numbers” (2,

8, 20, 28, 50, 82, and 126). Also, it was observed that isotopes with magic numbers

of neutrons or protons (or both) were more abundant than the others. This was the

nuclear analogue of the low chemical reactivity of noble gases in atomic physics, as

a consequence of full electronic orbitals. This led to the conclusion that nucleons

were organized in shells inside the nucleus (energy levels) and that the shells for

neutrons and for protons were independent of each other. The shell model is based

on the Pauli exclusion principle and considers the nucleons to be independently

trapped inside a potential V , which they themselves create. In contrast to the

atomic case, where electrons are moving inside a Coulomb potential created by the

nucleus, in the atomic nucleus, the potential V can be assumed to have different

shapes. The shape of the potential V is what determines the arrangement of the

predicted energy levels and therefore it must be able to provide good agreement

with the experimental magic numbers. The importance of V can be seen from the

Schrödinger equation obtained by applying the single–particle Hamiltonian

10



1 Theoretical Framework 1.2 The Shell Model

H = − ~2

2m
∇2 + V (~r), (1.16)

to the wave function ψ, where ∇ is the vector differential operator and ~r is the

distance from the centre of the potential V . This takes the form[
− ~2

2m
∇2 + V (~r)

]
ψ(~r) = Eψ(~r), (1.17)

where E are the allowed energy values for the particles, i.e. the eigenvalues of

Eq. 1.17 give the energy levels for nucleons trapped inside the generic potential

V (~r). A good potential, able to describe the experimental shell closures, needs

to be identified. Among the possibilities is the simple harmonic oscillator (SHO)

potential, suggested in Ref. [23], given by

V (~r) =
1

2
k~r2. (1.18)

By substituting Eq. 1.18 into Eq. 1.17, the obtained eigenenergies for the three–

dimensional problem are given by

En = ~ω0

(
n+

3

2

)
, (1.19)

where ω0 is the angular frequency of the oscillator and n is the principal quantum

number which can take values for 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . For this case the occupancy of

the energy levels follows the rule (n+1)(n+2).

Another possible shape for V (~r), suggested in [23], is that of an infinite square

potential, defined as

V (~r) =

0, 0 ≤ r ≤ a,

∞, r < 0, r > a
(1.20)

where 0 and a define the limits of the potential well. In this case the bound states

are given by

En =
~2π2

2ma2
n2, (1.21)

where n is serves to number the states with a given `, where ` is the angular

momentum quantum number which can take any value of 0, 1, 2 , 3 . . . , corre-

sponding to the spectroscopic labels s, p, d, f , etc. and the degeneracy is given

by 2(2`+ 1). Unfortunately the energy levels given by Eq. 1.19 and Eq. 1.21

11



1 Theoretical Framework 1.2 The Shell Model

are able to reproduce only the magic numbers 2, 8 and 20. In Fig. 1.3 the shell

structure for the simple harmonic potential (left–hand side) and for the infinite

well potential (right–hand side) are shown.

Infinite wellHarmonic oscillator
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Figure 1.3: Shell structure obtained using a harmonic oscillator (left–hand side) and

an infinite well potential (right–hand side). The numbers inside the red boxes indicate

the number of nucleons for each shell closure. The number of nucleons needed to fill

a level are indicated to its right. In both cases it can be observed that only the magic

numbers 2, 8 and 20 are reproduced. Adapted from Ref. [24].

The two potentials described so far are not able to reproduce magic numbers

higher than 20 for several reasons. The infinite well potential requires an infinite

amount of energy to separate a neutron or a proton from the nucleus and has

very (infinitely) sharp edges. On the other hand the simple harmonic oscillator

also requires infinite separation energies but its edges are not sharp enough. An

intermediate more realistic form between the two is the Woods–Saxon potential [25]

given by

V (r) =
−V0

1 + exp
(
r−R
a

) , (1.22)
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where R is the nuclear mean radius and a is related to the skin thickness, i.e. the

distance over which the potential V (r) drops from 0.9V0 to 0.1V0 [25]. Following

experimental observations, the nuclear radius R is usually given by R = 1.25A1/3

and a = 0.524 fm [26]. The parameter a reflects the finite range of the nuclear

force. Like the previous two, this potential is able to reproduce the first three

magic numbers. Thanks to the independent work of Mayer [21] and Haxel, Jensen

and Suess [22] a spin–orbit term was added to the Woods–Saxon potential. This

is written as Vs.o.~̀ · ~s and is used to describe the interaction between the spin of

a nucleon s = ±1/2 with its own angular momentum `. A weaker term, ~̀2, was

also introduced to describe the self interaction of the orbital angular momenta.

The new potential is written as

V (r) =
−V0

1 + exp
(
r−R
a

) + A~̀ · ~s+B~̀2, (1.23)

where A and B are the strengths of the spin–orbit and angular momentum

self interaction, respectively. These additional terms are responsible for the

rearrangement of the energy levels. The degeneracy changes from 2(2`+1) to

2j +1, where ~j is the total angular momentum obtained from the coupling between

the ~̀ and ~s vectors and can take the numbers j = |`±1/2|. On the left–hand side of

Fig. 1.4 the shell structures obtained using the Woods–Saxon potential in Eq. 1.22

is shown, while on the right–hand side the shell structure after introducing the

spin orbit component in Eq. 1.23 is presented. This last one perfectly reproduces

the magic numbers. In general, a small difference between the shell structure

for protons or neutrons can be observed for nucleon number > 82 and can be

accounted for by the inclusion of a Coulomb term in Eq. 1.23.

1.2.1 Monte–Carlo Shell Model

When performing shell model calculations the core of the nucleus is assumed to be

“frozen” and only nucleons in the valence shell are considered. Slater determinants

are given by a linear combination of Hartree products [28], and are able to fulfill

the Pauli exclusion principle for a system of interacting fermions. All possible

Slater [27] determinants are generated in the valence shell, when performing Shell–

Model calculations, and these can be classified according to the z component (M)

of a given value of angular momentum. The Shell–Model dimension is defined as

the number of such Slater determinants for a given M . In Shell–Model calculations

a large number of particles leads to a large number of matrix elements which in turn

13
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Figure 1.4: The shell structure obtained using Woods–Saxon potential (left–hand

side) and with Woods–Saxon potential plus a spin orbit term (right–hand side). The

cumulative capacity at each shell closure is indicated by the numbers inside the red boxes

and the capacity of each level is indicated in the right column. When the spin–orbit

potential is added, the magic numbers are perfectly reproduced. Adapted from Ref. [24].

means a large number of possible Slater determinants for the Hamiltonian. The

number of dimensions quickly becomes very large [29], and therefore diagonalizing

the matrix becomes very challenging. For some nuclei this dimension is around

1 billion and this is one order of magnitude larger than what modern codes can

deal with. In order to overcome these problems, the Shell–Model Monte–Carlo

(SMMC) method was proposed by S. E. Koonin et al. [30] but this focused on the

ground–state and thermal properties of nuclei. A few years later the Quantum

Monte–Carlo Diagonalization method (QMCD) has been proposed by T. Mizusaki

et al. [31], which, when applied to the nuclear Shell Model, takes the name of

Monte–Carlo Shell Model (MCSM). The first step for QMCD is the generation of

a random set of basis states |ψ(σ)
〉

by the equation
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|ψ(σ)
〉
∝ e−βh(σ)|ψ(0)

〉
, (1.24)

where |ψ(0)
〉

is the initial state, usually selected from a Hartree-Fock local minima.

The term σ represents a set of random numbers that control the generation of the

basis. The operator h(σ) is the one–body Hamiltonian which, for realistic cases

and number of fermions Nf , is given by

h(σ) =

Nf∑
α=1

(
Eα + sασαVα

)
Oα, (1.25)

where α is an index, Eα are single-particle energies, Vα are the interaction strengths,

Oα are single-particle operators and σα is a random number. The term sα is

equal to ±1 if Vα < 0 or sα = ±i if Vα > 0. The effect of Eq. 1.25 is to vary the

(generally deformed [29]) single–particle wave functions which are the ingredients

of the Slater determinants. Among the basis states defined in Eq. 1.24 only the

important ones are selected i.e. those contributing the most to the lowering of

the energy eigenvalue being calculated, while the other basis states are ignored.

The second step for the QMCD procedure is to use the basis vectors for a given

eigenstate to calculate the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian, which is then

diagonalised to obtain the eigenvalue and associated wave function. The procedure

is iterated for different values of σ, creating more vector basis states and selecting

only the important ones, until the energy eigenvalue converges.

Among the advantages of using QMCD for MCSM calculations is the possibility

to compress the basis space by shifting the random number σα. This allows to see

how the eigenvalue has changed after the shift and eventually select even better

states. This way, the QMCD basis is compressed and the result is unchanged. A

second advantage is the fact that spherical yrast states and deformed rotational

bands can be described simultaneously by the same Hamiltonian in the same

model space. At the same time, MCSM calculations are capable of handling many

valence particles.

1.2.2 Projected Shell Model

The description of shell structure of nuclei given in Section 1.2 works very well in

regions of the nuclear chart close to magic numbers, where nuclei are spherical.

When dealing with the conventional shell model to describe deformed nuclei, the

different modes of excitation become soon very complicated and a huge configura-
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tion space would be necessary even to describe the ground state band. Therefore,

due to the high number of valence particles to be considered in regions far from

shell closure, a different approach is necessary. The SU(3) Shell Model was devel-

oped with this purpose [32], but it works only for light nuclei [33]. The Projected

Shell Model (PSM) provides a possible solution for heavy systems and high spin

states [34]. The PSM characterizes a deformed mean field which will provide

the projection basis, truncates the number of valence nucleons and ultimately

diagonalises a shell–model Hamiltonian in this space. The total Hamiltonian

used for PSM calculations is that of an harmonic oscillator Ĥ0, containing the

spin–orbit force, with the addition of pairing and quadrupole forces, and it is

given by [33]

Ĥ = Ĥ0 −
χ

2

∑
µ

Q̂µ
ˆ
Q†µ −GM P̂ P̂ † −GQ

∑
µ

P̂µ
ˆ
P †µ, (1.26)

where Q̂µ is the quadrupole operator, P̂ is the pairing operator, P̂µ is the monopole–

quadrupole operator and χ, GM and GQ are the strengths of the three interactions,

respectively. This results in the Hartree–Fock–Bogoliubov (HFB) [36] single–

particle Hamiltonian

ĤHFB = Ĥ0−χ
∑
µ

〈
Q̂µ

〉
Q̂µ−GM

〈
P̂
〉(
P̂+P̂ †

)
−GQ

∑
µ

〈
P̂µ
〉(
P̂+

ˆ
P †µ

)
, (1.27)

where
〈
. . .
〉

represent the expectation values with respect to the HFB ground

state [33]. For axially symmetric nuclei, all terms in Eq. 1.27 vanish with the

exception of the first two and the second has µ = 0. The first two terms in Eq. 1.27

can be identified with the stretched Nilsson potential [34]

Hτ
Nilsson = Hτ

0 −
2

3
ετ~ωτ Q̂0, (1.28)

where the subscript τ indicates either protons or neutrons, Hτ
0 is the same as in

Eq. 1.26. The proton and neutron oscillator frequencies ωp,n are given by

ωτ = ω0

(
1± N − Z

A

)1/3

, (1.29)

where the positive sign is for neutrons, the negative sign is for protons and

ω0 =
(
41.47A−1/3

)
/~. The basis of the model space is defined by diagonalising

Eq. 1.28 using a BCS procedure [35]. The sum of the expectation values for
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the quadrupole moments of valence protons and neutrons
〈
Q̂0

〉
n,p

is calculated.

By equating the first two terms in Eq. 1.27 with Eq. 1.28, the self–consistent

conditions

χnn
〈
Q̂0

〉
n

+ χnp
〈
Q̂0

〉
p

=
2

3
~ωnεn,

χpp
〈
Q̂0

〉
p

+ χpn
〈
Q̂0

〉
n

=
2

3
~ωpεp,

(1.30)

are obtained, where the deformation parameters εp and εn are generally different

from each other but they can be assumed to have the same value ε. These

equations, under the assumption of a pure isoscalar coupling, give the relation

that determines the quadrupole–quadrupole coupling constant χ as a function of

deformation [33]:

χττ ′ =
2
3
ε~ωτ~ωτ ′

~ωp
〈
Q̂0

〉
p

+ ~ωn
〈
Q̂0

〉
n

. (1.31)

The χ coupling strength fixes the Hamiltonian given in Eq. 1.26, which can be

diagonalised in the Shell–Model space spanned by a selected set of projected states.

Note that for ε = 0, the two quadrupole expectation values
〈
Q̂0

〉
p,n

vanish and

therefore χττ ′ remains undetermined.

1.3 Collective model

In comparison to the Shell Model where single-particle effects are dominant, the

Collective Model aims to describe the atomic nucleus as a single entity, which

is able to undergo rotations and vibrations. In contrast with other models the

Collective Model is considered to be a macroscopic one. This idea of the nucleus

was first introduced by N. Bohr and F. Kalckar [37] in 1937 when the Liquid Drop

Model (LDM) was introduced. In this model the nucleus is treated as a drop of

incompressible fluid. It was the work of J. Rainwater [38] in 1950 and eventually

the development of the model by A. Bohr and B. R. Mottelson [1,18] that shaped

the Collective Model the way it is, taking into account aspects of both the Shell

Model and the LDM.

In the following sections nuclear vibrations and rotations are explained and

finally the particular case of the Bohr Hamiltonian coupled with a Killingbeck

potential is discussed. The B(E2) values obtained with this approach will be used

in Chapter 5 as a comparison with experimental B(E2) values.
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1.3.1 Vibrational energies

Nuclear vibrations can be described in terms of Eq. 1.1 as instantaneous deforma-

tions around a spherical equilibrium configuration. By analogy with the photon,

which is the quantum of the electromagnetic field, the phonon is the quantum

of vibrational energy. For a single unit of vibrational energy the l = 1 phonon

is called a dipole phonon and carries one unit of angular momentum, the l = 2

phonon is a quadrupole phonon carrying two units of angular momentum and so

on. Quadrupole deformation is usually the most important term in Eq. 1.1, it

describes the instantaneous deformation of the nuclear surface, and it can therefore

be associated with the Hamiltonian of a harmonic quadrupole oscillator Hvib

Hvib = ~ω
( 2∑
µ=−2

b†µbµ +
1

2

)
, (1.32)

where ω is the oscillation frequency and bµ and b†µ are the quadrupole vibration

creation and annihilation operators, respectively. The number of vibrational

quanta is defined by the eigenvalue n of the operator N̂ =
∑
b†µbµ. In the

harmonic approximation the energy spectrum will have the form [39]

E = ~ω
(
n+

5

2

)
, (1.33)

for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , where the 5/2 factor comes from the fact that a quadrupole

deformation is a 5-dimensional oscillator. Equation 1.33 represents a band of levels

equally spaced by the amount ~ω and leads to the ratio R4+1 /2
+
1

= E(4+
1 )/E(2+

1 )

between the 4+
1 and 2+

1 energy = 2, where the energies, E, are measured with

respect to the n = 0 bandhead.

1.3.2 Rotational energies

Whenever a nucleus is undergoing rotational motion its total rotational Hamilto-

nian it is assumed to have the form [40]

Hrot =
3∑

ei=1

R̂2

2Ii

, (1.34)

where ei are the three directions in the reference system, Ii is the moment of

inertia of the nucleus with respect to the i–th axis and R̂ is the rotational angular

momentum. Under the assumption that the ground state Jπ = 0+ and that the

projection of J along the symmetry axis, K, is equal to 0, the rotation must occur
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about an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis (see Fig. 1.5 for the definition

of K). Therefore, the total angular momentum Ĵ = R̂ and the expectation values

for Eq. 1.34 follow the relation

Erot =
~2

2I
J
(
J + 1

)
, (1.35)

where only even J are allowed [13]. This gives rise to the rotational ground-state

band with angular momentum values of Jπ = 0+, 2+, 4+ etc., with energies given

by

Erot(0
+) = 0,

Erot(2
+) = 6

~2

2I
,

Erot(4
+) = 20

~2

2I
, . . .

(1.36)

For low–spin values the moment of inertia can be assumed to be constant, but

at higher energies the centrifugal stretching changes I [41]. From the energy

values in Eq. 1.36, it is deduced that for a deformed rigid rotor the ratio R4+1 /2
+
1

takes the value of 3.33.

Symmetry

 axis

z

J

K

M

Rotation

 axis

Figure 1.5: The quantum number K is defined as the projection of the total angular

momentum vector ~J on the symmetry axis of the system.
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1.3.3 Combined vibrations and rotations of deformed nuclei

The two cases described in the previous sections can be combined into the case

of nuclei oscillating around a non–spherical equilibrium shape. In the case of

quadrupole vibrations, whose phonons carry two units of angular momentum, the

quantum number K can take the values K = 0 and K = 2. These correspond

to vibrations along the symmetry axis or perpendicular to it, respectively. The

second case represents a deviation from the axial symmetry [42]. Therefore, in

the presence of combined rotational and vibrational excitation modes, axially

deformed nuclei can undergo both β and γ vibrations. The general Hamiltonian

for this case is given by

H = Hvib +Hrot, (1.37)

where the two terms in the sum are the Hamiltonians described in Eqs. 1.32

and 1.34 respectively. However, the explicit form of Eq. 1.37 depends on the J ,

K and the deformation parameters β and γ. If nβ and nγ are the number of

vibrational quanta on the β and γ axes, respectively, the level scheme for this

type of combined vibrational–rotational motion is given by [42]

EnγnβJK = ~ωβ
(
nβ +

1

2

)
+ ~ωγ

(
2nγ +

1

2
|K|+ 1

)
+

~2

2I

[
J
(
J + 1

)
−K2

]
, (1.38)

where ωβ,γ are the oscillation frequencies on the two axes. The first two terms in

Eq. 1.38 are the contributions given by β and γ vibrations, while the last term

represents the rotational energies built on an intrinsic excited energy state. Note

that this last term reduces to Eq. 1.35 for K = 0. Since only |K| appears in

Eq. 1.38, only positive values of K are considered. Figure 1.6 shows a schematic

representation of a deformed nucleus undergoing β– and γ–vibrations.

vibrationβ vibrationγ

End 
view

Side 
view Figure 1.6: Representation of a

spheroidal nucleus (axially symmetric)

undergoing β–(left–hand side) and γ–

vibration (right–hand side), seen from

both the side and the end of the sym-

metry axis.
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Signatures of deformation

As shown in Sections 1.3.1, 1.3.2 and 1.3.3, the R4+1 /2
+
1

ratio is a good signature

for nuclear deformation and evolves from values of less than 2 (approximately

1.5 [43]) for nuclei close to shell closures, to the rigid rotor limit of 3.33. Figure 1.7

shows three generic level schemes associated with the different R4+1 /2
+
1

limits which

can be used to describe, in the first approximation, the behaviour of the deformed

nucleus. The energies of the transitions in the figure are normalized with respect

to the 2+ → 0+ transitions. In the case of pure vibrational nuclei on the left–hand

side, the R4+1 /2
+
1
' 2. In the centre of Fig. 1.7 the typical energy level for a

rotational nucleus are shown, where the level energies give R4+1 /2
+
1
' 3.33. Finally,

the right–hand side shows the case of a static axially asymmetric nucleus soft for

γ vibrations where the ratio R4+1 /2
+
1

is approximately 2.5 [44,45].
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Figure 1.7: Characteristic level schemes for different types of collective behaviour.

The energy of the levels are normalized with respect to the 2+ → 0+ transition.

1.3.4 The Bohr Hamiltonian – Killingbeck potential

The case of the Killingbeck potential is discussed because in Chapter 5, B(E2)

values in 114Pd calculated using this potential [46], will be compared with the

experimental values presented in Chapter 4. In Ref. [46] the Bohr Hamiltonian is

defined in the five–dimensional quadrupole deformation space [47] as

HB = T + V =
∑
µ

(
1

2B2

|πµ|2 +
C2

2
|αµ|2

)
, (1.39)

where αµ are the coefficients in Eqs. 1.3, πµ are the conjugate momenta with

respect to the αµ coefficients and B2 and C2 are the mass (or inertia) and stiffness

parameters from the Liquid Drop Model [48], respectively. The Hamiltonian in
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Eq. 1.39 can be written in a more generic way where the potential is a function of

the β and γ parameters defined in Eqs. 1.3 and which is made of three contributions:

HB = Tvib(β, γ) + Trot(β, γ) + V (β, γ), (1.40)

where the two kinetic terms in Eq. 1.40 are given by the vibrational and rotational

components. They can be written as functions of β and γ as

Tvib(β, γ) = − ~
2B2

(
1

β4

∂

∂β
β4 ∂

∂β
+

1

β2

1

sin 3γ

∂

∂γ
sin 3γ

∂

∂γ

)
(1.41)

Trot(β, γ) = − ~
2B2

1

4β2

3∑
k=1

Ĵ2
k(

sin (γ − 2π
3
k)
) (1.42)

where Ĵk (k = 1, 2, 3) are the operators for the total angular momentum projec-

tions on the three intrinsic Cartesian coordinates. Different types of potential

V (β, γ) can be used in the Bohr Hamiltonian. Some of them, like the harmonic

oscillator and the infinite square well potentials, have already been discussed. The

Killingbeck potential has been used for the first time in Ref. [49] in the study of

triaxial nuclei. Such a potential consists of an oscillator potential, plus a Cornell

potential [50], i.e.

VK(r) = ar2 + br − c

r
, (1.43)

where the first term is the oscillator potential, the second, linear, term is called

the confining term and the third one represents the Coulomb potential. These

last two combined define the Cornell potential [51]. For the more generic triaxial

case where γ ' π
6
, an “approximated” separation of variables [46, 49] can be used

to re–write the potential in terms of β and γ parameters as

V (β, γ) =
~

2B2

(
ν(β) + ν(γ)

)
, (1.44)

where ν(β) has the form of the Killingbeck potential with respect to the variable β

plus a 1/β2 term

ν(β) = a′β2 + b′β +
c′

β
+
d′

β2
. (1.45)

The ν(γ) component is instead the potential of an harmonic oscillator in the γ

direction
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ν(γ) =
1

2
k

(
γ − π

6

)2

. (1.46)

In this sense the Killingbeck potential is just a very generic one that can be

reduced to the other types of more familiar potential by setting any combination

of the a′, b′, c′ and d′ parameters to zero. The same approximated separation of

variables can be used for the eigenvalues, which are then split into two components

εβ and εγ

E =
~

2B2

(
εβ + εγ

)
, (1.47)

which are given by the equations

εβ = 2n+ 3 + 2A+
b

4(n+ 2 + A)
for n = 1, 2, . . . , (1.48)

and

εγ =

√
2k

〈β2〉

(
nγ +

1

2

)
for nγ = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (1.49)

where A is a coefficient that depends on the angular momentum components and

〈β2〉 is the average value of β2.

1.4 The Interacting Boson Model

After the Shell and Collective (geometrical) Models the Interacting Boson Model

(IBM), or Interacting Boson Approximation (IBA), represents a third possible

approach to nuclear structure. This was invented by A. Arima and F. Iachello in

1974 [52,53] in order to describe intermediate and heavy atomic nuclei. The IBM

is an algebraic model that describes the excitation of collective states in even–even

nuclei by assuming that protons and neutrons (fermions) are organized into pairs

(bosons) with angular momenta 0 or 2, called s and d, bosons respectively. The

excitation of medium and heavy nuclei is then described by the interaction of such

bosons. Closed shells are assumed in the model, but excitations out of them are

ignored. It is mainly for this reason that the IBM truncates the Shell–Model space

by several orders of magnitude. The IBM is divided into two sub–models, IBM–1

and IBM–2. In IBM–1 no distinction is made between protons and neutrons,

while in IBM–2 the two particles are treated separately.
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1.4.1 IBM–1

Creation and annihilation operators for the s and d bosons can be written as [54]

s|ns〉 =
√
ns|ns − 1〉, s†|ns〉 =

√
ns + 1|ns + 1〉 (1.50)

dµ|ndµ〉 =
√
ndµ|ndµ − 1〉, d†µ|ndµ〉 =

√
ndµ + 1|ndµ + 1〉 (1.51)

where ns and nd are the number of s and d bosons respectively and the index µ

represents the five magnetic substates of the d boson µ = −2, . . . , 2. From the

bilinear products of Eqs 1.50 and 1.51, s†s, s†dµ, d†µs and (d†µdµ)J , 36 elements are

obtained which close on commutation. In the framework of group–theory these

36 elements are the generators of the Lie Algebra U(6) [52]. The six dimensions

originate from the fact that for s bosons J = 0 and for d bosons J = 2 leading

to a total of 6 possible substates. Among the subgroups of U(6) there are three

showing a particular physical meaning: the subgroups U(5) (anharmonic vibrator),

SU(3) (symmetric rotor) and O(6) (γ–soft rotor) each of them leading to different

dynamical symmetries. These three sub–algebras have been selected among all

the possible subgroups of U(6) because they include the rotational group O(3).

The Hamiltonians for the three subgroups, described in multipole expansion are

given by [54]:

U(5) : Ĥ = εn̂d + κ′L̂ · L̂+ c3T̂3 · T̂3 + c4T̂4 · T̂4,

SU(3) : Ĥ = κQ̂χ · Q̂χ + κ′L̂ · L̂ and

O(6) : Ĥ = κL̂ · L̂+ κ′′P̂ † · P̂ + c3T̂3 · T̂3, (1.52)

where ε, κ, κ’, κ”, χ c3 and c4 are free parameters and the operators n̂d, L̂, T̂3,

T̂4, Q̂χ and P̂ are defined as:

n̂d ≡ d† · d, number of d bosons,

L̂µ ≡
√

10
[
d† × d

](1)
µ
, angular momentum operator,

T̂3,µ ≡
√

10
[
d† × d

](3)
µ
, octupole boson operator,

T̂4,µ ≡
[
d† × d

](4)
µ
, hexadecapole boson operator,

Q̂χ ≡
[
d† × s+ s† × d

](2)
µ

+ χ
[
d† × d

](2)
, quadrupole operator,

P̂+ ≡
[
s† × s† +

√
5d† × d†

](0)
0
, P̂− ≡

(
P̂+

)†
, pairing operator.

(1.53)
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In practice not many systems can be properly described by only one of the

equations in 1.52 and a more generic Hamiltonian should be used. This can

include all the terms in Eqs. 1.52 and therefore has the form

Ĥ = εn̂d + κQ̂χ · Q̂χ + κ′L̂ · L̂+ κ′′P̂ · P̂ + c3T̂3 · T̂3 + c4T̂4 · T̂4. (1.54)

The three Hamiltonians given in Eqs. 1.52 describe the three symmetry limits

shown in Fig. 1.8, where Casten’s triangle is depicted [54]. This is obtained in the

assumption of a simplified Hamiltonian with the form H = ε̂nd+κQ̂χ ·Q̂χ+κ′′P̂ † ·P̂ .

Each vertex represents one of the three symmetry limits U(5), SU(3) and O(6)

and moving along the sides of the triangle the ratio between two of the three

parameters changes leading to different weights for the different components in the

Hamiltonian. The inner space describes a more general Hamiltonian like the one

in Eq. 1.54. The parameter χ in the figure is the same as is used in the definition

of the operator Q̂ in Eq. 1.53, it is also used in the consistent Q formalism [55] to

define the operator for the electric quadrupole transition as

T̂ (E2) = ebQ̂
χ, (1.55)

where eb is the boson charge. In this formalism the reduced transition probability

depends on χ, which can have any value in between the two critical values in

Fig. 1.8: for nuclei which exhibit pure SU(3), χ will be equal to −
√

7/2 while for

pure O(6) nuclei, χ = 0.

1.4.2 IBM–2

In the IBM–2 model a distinction is made between neutron and proton s and d

bosons, which become sπ and dπ or sν and dν , respectively [56]. It is convenient to

introduce a quantum spin number F to make a distinction between proton bosons

and neutron bosons. The convention is set such that the projection of F–spin on

the z axis Fz = 1
2

for proton bosons and Fz = −1
2

for neutron bosons [57]. This

is similar to the isospin quantum number, and it is used to quantify the degree

of proton–neutron symmetry of the eigenstates. The Hamiltonian in this case

becomes

Ĥ = Ĥπ + Ĥν + Ĥπν , (1.56)
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O(6)

U(5) SU(3)
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κ

 = 0χ

 = χ √(7/2)
Figure 1.8: The Casten Triangle.

where Ĥν and Ĥπ are the Hamiltonians for proton bosons and neutron bosons

separately. These have the form described in Eq. 1.54. The third term in Eq. 1.56

contains the proton–neutron interaction and can be expanded in multipoles as:

Ĥπν =
∑
λ

κλT̂λ,πT̂λ,ν , (1.57)

where λ is the multipole order. When using the IBM–2 approximation the

transition probability is calculated from the operator T̂ (E2) given by

T̂ (E2) = eπQ̂
χ
π + eνQ̂

χ
ν , (1.58)

where Q̂χ
π and Q̂χ

ν are different for protons and neutrons but have the form given

in 1.53.

1.5 Deformation in the A ' 110 region

In regions far from magic numbers, nuclei are observed to have a permanent defor-

mation, or deviation from sphericity, due to their distance from shell closures [13].

Until recently only cases of quadrupole deformations had been directly observed

in nuclei far from shell closures. This includes cases of prolate [58] or oblate [59]

shapes, axial (symmetrical) or triaxial (asymmetrical) [60, 61]. Nuclei with an
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octupole deformation have been discussed for many years, but only recently have

direct observations of octupole deformation been published [12, 62]. The A ' 110

region is characterized by competition between different nuclear shapes and also

by shape coexistence [63–66]. In Fig. 1.9 the energy values of E(2+
1 ) levels for

even–mass nuclei in the deformed region around mass number A ' 110 are shown

(values taken from Ref. [67]). It can be observed that near closed shells E(2+)

values are very high in energy, compared with the mid–shell region where E(2+)

values reach a minimum before increasing again towards the next shell closure.
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Figure 1.9: E(2+1 ) energies for even–mass isotopes in the A ' 110 region [67].

Isotopes belonging to this region are of particular interest because they have

been measured to show drastic change of shapes at N=60 [68], from spherical to

prolate [69] and this is the case, for example, for zirconium (Z = 40), strontium

(Z = 38) and molybdenum (Z = 42), which are located very centrally with respect

to the proton shell closures at Z = 28 and Z = 50. For even–mass nuclei this

rapid change can be visualized by plotting 1/E(2+
1 ), known to be related to the

ground-state deformation [70], versus the neutron number as shown in Fig. 1.10(a)

for Kr, Sr, Zr, Mo, Ru and Pd. Fig. 1.10(a) shows that Ru and Pd isotopes have

larger 2+1 energies than Sr, Zr and Mo and that the shape transition at N = 60 is

less severe or virtually absent [71] for these nuclei.

In Fig. 1.10(b) the E(4+
1 )/E(2+

1 ) ratios for the same nuclei are shown: as

explained in Section 1.3.3 these ratios can provide an indication of deformation.

The two dotted lines in the figure represent the limit of 2 for a spherical vibrator
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and 3.33 for a rigid rotor. For Ru and Pd the E(4+1 )/E(2+1 ) ratios remain approx-

imately constant around ' 2.5, as expected for γ–soft nuclei. Compared to Sr

and Zr isotopes, Mo, Ru and Pd never reach the deformed–rotor limit of 3.33.

This smoother behaviour is associated with triaxial nuclear shapes [72,73].

The quadrupole deformation parameters for the same nuclei are shown in

Fig. 1.10(c): these were calculated from the reduced transition probability

B(E2;2+
1 → 0+

1 ). For nuclei like Sr, Zr and Mo all three plots show clear in-

dication of the onset of deformation for N = 60, indicating a transition between a

spherical shape and a deformed rotor.

The two main cases of interest in this work are the cases of the zirconium and

palladium isotopic chains. Zirconium isotopes have become a reference case for the

study of this deformed region. Beside being centrally located with respect to the

proton shell closures, this isotope chain spans the nuclear chart from well before

the neutron shell closure at N = 50 and also for larger N. At N = 50, 90Zr shows

doubly magic behaviour [74] due to the reinforcement of the pf proton subshell

closure at Z = 40. Shape coexistence has been suggested for 94Zr [75]. A region

of shape–phase transition occurs between 94Zr and 100Zr, where the very high

energy 2+
1 state in 96Zr shows doubly magic behaviour [76,77]. For N = 60 the

onset of deformation occurs [5, 78] and increases until 104Zr where the maximum

deformation has been measured [5, 79].

The palladium isotopic chain lies between Cd (Z = 48), treated as vibra-

tional [80], and Ru (Z = 44) showing γ–soft and rigid–triaxial rotor behaviour [81].

According to Ref. [56] this isotopic chain is predicted to show anharmonic vibra-

tional behaviour for the lower–mass isotopes which becomes that of a γ–soft rotor

when approaching the mid–shell region: studies have indicated the vibrational

behaviour of 106,108Pd isotopes [82] which approaches that of a γ–soft rotor already

from 110Pd [83]. In addition a prolate–to–oblate shape transition was predicted

around N = 64 [84]. The isotope 114Pd (N = 68) lies very close to the mid

shell at N = 66, between the N = 50 and N = 82 neutron shell closures, and

it has been shown in Ref. [85] that the maximum of rotational collectivity is

reached for this isotope. Furthermore the maximum E(4+
1 )/E(2+

1 ) ratio of ' 2.6

is obtained for this isotope. Investigations via γ spectroscopy of higher mass
116−120Pd isotopes [86–88] suggests that, as the neutron number increases, the

behaviour of Pd isotopes moves back to that of an anharmonic vibrator showing

a loss of collectivity [89].
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Figure 1.10: (a) 1/E(2+1 ) versus the neutron number for Kr, Sr, Zr, Mo, Ru and Pd.

(b) E(4+1 )/E(2+1 ) ratio as a function of N for the same nuclei. The two dotted lines

represent the limits of E(4+1 )/E(2+1 ) = 2 for a spherical vibrator and 3.33 for a rigid

rotor. (c) β2 deformation parameters, obtained from B(E2;2+1 → 0+1 ) values, for the

same nuclei in (a) and (b). Taken from Ref. [67].
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1.6 The experiment at ANL

An experiment was organized at the Argonne National Laboratory with the purpose

of measuring the lifetime of the first excited states in even–even nuclei belonging

to the A ' 110 and A ' 150 regions of the nuclear chart [90]. Californium-252

has two possible decay paths: α decay with a branching ratio of 96.9% and

spontaneous fission with a branching ratio of 3.1% [67]. The α decay of 252
98Cf154

produces 248
96Cm152, which in turn decays via alpha decay (92%) and spontaneous

fission (8%) with a lifetime of τ = 5.02 y. Due to the very long lifetime of the
248
96Cm152 ground state, the fission fragments observe during the experiment can

be assumed to be only those produced in the spontaneous fission of 252
98Cf154.

In Fig. 1.11 the maxima of the fission fragment distribution for 252Cf can be

observed to be centred on the A ' 110 and A ' 150 regions. Spontaneous fission

yields for 252Cf are shown (purple line), together with the thermal neutron–induced

fission yields for 234U (yellow), 236U (green) and 240Pu (blue). The two maxima in

the 252Cf curve (purple) in Fig. 1.11 are shifted more towards the neutron–rich

side with respect to the other curves. The region of interest around mass number

A'110 is highlighted in blue. The independent fission yield is defined as the

expected number of nuclei of a particular nuclear species directly produced by

fission, while the cumulative fission yield takes into account the fraction produced

by the decay of their parent nuclei [92]. In Table 1.1 independent and cumulative

fission yields are listed for 252Cf for the nuclei of interest in this work, which are
110Ru, 100,102Zr and 114Pd. These are all nuclei with relatively high fission yields

and, in practice, are most of the nuclei that can be effectively analysed in the

A ' 110 region from this experiment.
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Figure 1.11: Mass distribution of the

thermal–neutron fission of 234U (yellow),
236U (green), 240Pu (blue) and the spon-

taneous fission of 252Cf (purple). The

region of interest around A' 110 is high-

lighted in blue and the regions around the

magic numbers N=50, N=82 and Z=50

are highlighted respectively in violet, light

pink and pink. Adapted from Ref. [2].
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Isotope Indep. Yield Cumul. Yield

[per 100 fissions] [per 100 fissions]

110Ru 3.62 4.50
100Zr 2.06 2.86
102Zr 1.45 1.53
114Pd 1.82 2.40

Table 1.1: Independent and cumulative fission yields for 110Ru, 100Zr, 102Zr and
114Pd for the spontaneous fission of 252Cf, taken from Ref. [91]

Figure 1.12: Log scale on z axis. Independent spontaneous fission yields for 252Cf,

values taken from Ref. [91].
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Chapter 2

Experimental set-up

This chapter describes the set-up used for the experiment that took place at

the Argonne National Laboratory between December 2015 and January 2016. It

is divided into six main sections covering the main aspects of the experimental

arrangement.

In Section 2.1 a description of the arrays and their geometry is given, together

with the basic properties of the 76 γ–ray detectors involved.

In Section 2.2 the characterization of the LaBr3(Ce) array used for this experi-

ment is given, in particular energy and time resolution and efficiency curves are

presented for the LaBr3(Ce) array.

Section 2.3 is a schematic description of the acquisition system. Particular

importance is given to the coincidence mechanism, since the acquisition systems

of Gammasphere and the LaBr3(Ce) array were kept separate until the last stage

of the acquisition where the two streams of information were merged. This was

also the first time that digital acquisition was used for this array of LaBr3(Ce)

detectors.

Section 2.4 discusses the gain–drift correction and energy calibration for the

LaBr3(Ce) detectors. Because of the gain-drift that occurs in LaBr3(Ce) detectors

during long experiments, this procedure is of crucial importance.

Section 2.5 describes the time calibration procedure performed on the LaBr3(Ce)

array. This is crucial as well, especially if the aim is to perform lifetime measure-

ments with a precision of a few tens of picoseconds. Both prompt and Compton

curves are presented in this section.

Section 2.6 is a description of the effect of neutrons produced by the sponta-

neous fission of 252Cf on the experimental set-up. Contrary to the first five sections

of this Chapter, where most the measurements are performed on calibration source
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2 Experimental set-up 2.1 The hybrid array and its geometry

data, here the analysis is carried out on the data from 252Cf, which will be the

main subject of the next chapter.

2.1 The hybrid array and its geometry

For this experiment 76 detectors in a 4π geometry were used. Fifty-one HPGe

detectors in one Gammasphere hemisphere and the other hemisphere contained

the array of 25 LaBr3(Ce) detectors. Fast–timing measurements were performed

using two LaBr3(Ce) detectors coupled with Gammasphere but this was the first

time that such a large number of 25 LaBr3(Ce) detectors were used in such a

configuration [93]. A technical drawing and a photograph of the hybrid array are

shown in Fig. 2.1(a) and (b) respectively.

(a)

151

(b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Two–dimensional model of the hybrid array. The LaBr3(Ce) detectors

are on the left–hand side while GS detectors are on the right. Taken from Ref. [94].

(b) Photograph of the hybrid array at ANL.

2.1.1 The LaBr3(Ce) array

Each lanthanum bromide detector consisted of a cerium–doped LaBr3(Ce) cylin-

drical crystal (Brillance 380) 1.5 inches in diameter and 2 inches in length (3.81 ×
5.08 cm) coupled with a Hamamatsu H10570 photomultiplier assembly comprising

a R9779 model phototube. Figure 2.2 shows different views of one of the LaBr3(Ce)

detectors, in particular in Fig. 2.2(c) the connectors for the two output signals

are shown: the dynode signal (labelled DY) was used for energy measurements

and the fast signal labelled SIG for time measurements. The difference in the
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signals is due to the stage at which they are taken in the chain of dynodes: the

DY output signal is taken after the last of eight dynodes, while the signal SIG is

taken at the anode. According to Ref. [95] the amount of cerium in the crystal is

5%, so the percentage concentration of lanthanum and bromine must be respec-

tively one fourth and three fourths of the remaining 95% i.e. 23.75% and 71.25%

respectively. The front face of each crystal was covered with an aluminium cap

for protection purposes and a 5 mm–thick lead layer covered the sides to absorb

Compton–scattered gamma rays from adjacent crystals (cross–talk events) and

the surrounding material. Some properties of these LaBr3(Ce) crystals are listed

in Table 2.1.

(a)

Pb

Al

(b)

HV input

SIG out
DY 
out

(c)

Figure 2.2: (a) Picture of one LaBr3 detector.

(b) Cross–sectional view showing the aluminum plate

covering the crystal and lead cap around it. (c) Back

side of the detector showing the high voltage power

input (HV), the dynode signal (DY) and the signal

output (SIG).

Light yield 1/e Decay Wavelength Refractive Density Thickness

[photons/keV] time [ns] of maximum index at [g/cm3] for 50%

emission emission attenuation at

λm [nm] index at λm 662 keV [cm]

49 28 350 ∼1.9 3.85 2.3

Table 2.1: Some basic properties of Brillance 380 LaBr3(Ce) crystals, from [95].

The angular positions of the 25 detectors are listed in Table 2.2 using the polar

angle θ and the azimuthal angle φ, defined in Fig. 2.3 and consistent with the

arrangement of Gammasphere detectors. The detectors were arranged in three
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rings of 5, 10 and 10 detectors at angles of 22°, 46° and 67° with respect to the y

axis as shown in Fig. 2.4. The distance of the frame from the source was 26 cm.

The positions of each one of the 25 LaBr3(Ce) detectors as they appear in Fig. 2.4

were labelled by means of their position number given in this figure and from now

on they will be used to name the different LaBr3(Ce) detectors.

Detector number

θ [°] (polar) φ [°] (azimuthal)

28.90 18 19

233.95 306.05

44.00 08

270.00

54.41 07 09

238.67 301.33

57.24 17 20

207.69 332.31

69.12 01

262.88

77.15 06 10

225.44 314.56

77.27 02

288.10

90.00 00 16 21

248.00 203.00 337.00

Detector number

θ [°] (polar) φ [°] (azimuthal)

102.72 03

288.10

102.84 05 11

225.44 314.56

110.87 04

262.88

122.76 15 22

207.69 332.31

125.59 12 14

301.33 238.67

136.00 13

270.00

151.10 23 24

306.05 233.95

Table 2.2: Angular positions of the 25 LaBr3(Ce) detectors. Angles θ and φ refer to

Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4, and have been calculated from the three angles in Ref. [94], given

with respect to the y axis.

2.1.2 The Gammasphere hemisphere

Gammasphere detectors are made of n–type hexagon–shaped germanium crystals,

Compton–suppressed by seven BGO crystals each. The BGO scintillators are

used as anti–Compton shields thanks to their high efficiency, mainly due to their

high density. If events are detected within a small time window in a germanium

and its adjacent BGO crystals, the event in the germanium crystal is rejected. A

BGO suppression plug is also placed on the rear of each detector for the same
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Figure 2.4: Mechanical drawing of the LaBr3(Ce) array frame. Detector positions are

indicated together with the angles of the three rings of detectors from the centre of the

hemisphere.

purpose. There are three different irregular hexagonal shapes for BGO scintillators

which share five different shapes for the individual BGO crystals, in order to

facilitate the contact between adjacent detectors and hence optimize the geometric

efficiency [96]. Heavymet caps were used as collimators on each detector in order

to absorb incident gamma rays which did not enter the crystal perpendicular to

its surface. In this way gamma rays are more likely to be fully absorbed either by

the crystal or the collimator and the peak–to–total ratio increases. A technical

drawing, taken from Ref. [97], of the relative position of detector, anti–Compton

shields, collimators, dewar and electronics of Gammasphere is shown in Fig. 2.5.

In Table 2.3 the angular positions for all the HPGe detectors used are given,

together with their position numbers.
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2 Experimental set-up 2.1 The hybrid array and its geometry

Detector number
θ [°] (polar) φ [°] (azimuthal)

31.72 7 9
108.00 180.00

37.38 11 13
72.00 144.00

50.07 15 17 19 21 23
22.84 49.16 94.84 121.16 166.84

58.28 25 27
72.00 144.00

69.82 29 31 33 35 37
18.49 53.51 90.49 125.51 162.49

79.19 39 41
72.00 144.00

80.71 43 45 47
36.00 108.00 180.00

90.00 49 51 55 57
18.00 54.00 126.00 162.00

99.29 59 61
72.00 144.00

100.81 63 65 67
36.00 108.00 180.00

110.18 69 71 73 75 77
17.51 54.49 89.51 126.49 161.51

121.72 79 81 83
36.00 108.00 180.00

129.93 85 87 89 91 93
13.16 58.84 85.16 130.84 157.16

142.62 95 97 99
36.00 108.00 180.00

148.28 101 103
72.00 144.00

162.72 105 107 109
36.00 108.00 180.00

Table 2.3: Angular positions of the 51 Gammasphere detectors used for the experi-

ment [98]. Angles θ and φ refer to Figure 2.3. HPGe detector numbers are given for

each combination of θ and φ.
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2 Experimental set-up 2.1 The hybrid array and its geometry
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Figure 2.5: Tech-

nical drawing of the

section for four adja-

cent Gammasphere de-

tectors. The relative

position of germanium

and BGO crystals to-

gether with their front–

end electronic compo-

nents is shown. Taken

from Ref. [97].

2.1.3 The source

In this experiment a 252Cf source was used. The source consisted of a sample of

183 ng of 252Cf that was electrodeposited on a platinum disk of ∼1.6 cm diameter

(0.025 cm thickness) with an active spot of ∼1.27 cm diameter. Around 50% of

the fission fragments are absorbed by this platinum disk. An indium layer of 250

µg/cm2 was evaporated on a second Pt disk of the same thickness, in order to

stick it on the first disk. Since the source is sandwiched between the two platinum

disks it is assumed that the fission fragments are absorbed equally on both sides

of the disk. On December 16 2011 the activity of the source was measured to be

98.1 µCi. Given that the half-life of 252Cf is 2.645 years, the activity during the

experiment has been calculated to be 34.4 µCi.

In addition to 252Cf other californium isotopes were in the sample. Traces of
249Cf, 250Cf and 251Cf were also present. They are listed in Table 2.4 together with

the atomic and weight percentage on December 16 2011 and December 18 2015

(the first day of the experiment). Of these three isotopes 249Cf and 251Cf α–decay

into 245Cm and 247Cm respectively, with a branching ratio of ∼100%, while for
250Cf there is a 0.08% chance that it undergoes spontaneous fission and 99.92% [67]

that it α–decays into 246Cm. In addition 251Cf has a high neutron–capture cross

section (2862 barns) which combined with neutrons emitted from the fission of
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2 Experimental set-up 2.2 Acquisition

252Cf might lead to the production of more 252Cf nuclei [99]. For spontaneous

fission in 252C, the average number of fast neutrons emitted per fission event is

ν̄t = 3.77 [100].

Isotope t1/2 A 12/2011 W 12/2011 A 12/2015 W 12/2015

[y] [%] [%] [%] [%]

249Cf 351 13.97 13.85 24.83 24.45
250Cf 13.08 16.34 16.26 23.67 23.40
251Cf 898 6.99 6.09 12.48 12.39
252Cf 2.65 63.58 63.80 39.90 39.76

Table 2.4: Isotopic mass distribution of the sample. A is the atomic percentage and

W is the weight percentage.

2.2 Acquisition

In this experiment, digital acquisition was used for the 25 LaBr3(Ce) detector array.

The stand–alone configuration of the 25 LaBr3(Ce) array is shown in Fig. 2.6(a),

while in Fig. 2.6(b) the acquisition scheme of the array used in coincidence with

Digital Gammasphere (DGS) is shown. The stand–alone configuration was used

for the calibration measurement, described in the following section, and for some

preliminary tests. The acquisition in coincidence with Gammasphere shown in

Fig. 2.6(b) was instead used for the entire experiment. In this configuration both

analogue and digital acquisition were used for the Gammasphere hemisphere but

the analogue acquisition was used only to make the trigger for the coincidence with

the LaBr3(Ce) array. The digital acquisition was kept separate from the analogue

one, and was connected to the LaBr3(Ce) via the MyRiad module [101,102], made

for the purpose of connecting the acquisition of Gammasphere with other ancillary

detector arrays. A detailed description of the two DAQs is given in Ref. [103,104]

for the DGS, and in Ref. [105] for the LaBr3(Ce) array coupled with DGS.

Three different types of events were collected with this set up: GS triple events

(fold ≥ 3) using Gammasphere only, triple mixed events (at least two gammas

from the LaBr3(Ce) array and at least one gamma from GS) and mixed quadruple

events (at least two gammas from GS and at least two from the LaBr3(Ce) array).

The first type was collected with the purpose of performing spectroscopy

studies with the GS hemisphere. The other two types of event were collected
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Figure 2.6: (a) Stand-alone digital acquisition scheme for the LaBr3(Ce) array.

(b) Digital acquisition scheme for the LaBr3(Ce) array coupled with Gammasphere.
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for fast–timing measurements. Between these two, for most of the experiment

the mixed fold ≥ 3 condition was used. Figure 2.6(b) shows that the two output

signals (fast and slow) coming from the PM tube were sent in parallel respectively

to the digitizer (Caen 1751) and to the CFD module (Caen 812). After being

processed by the CFD, the signal is converted from NIM to ECL and sent to the

TDC (Caen 1290). Every time a single γ–ray was detected by any of the digitizers

or CFDs, the information was collected by the logic module 1495 via the VME

bus which subsequently sent a signal to the analogue logic unit 755 which, via a

FAN–in FAN–out module, sent a trigger–in signal to the six digitizers and to the

TDC. The time measured in the TDC for each detector was the time difference

between the trigger–in signal and the detector firing. The maximum coincidence

time window was 200 ns.

Multiplicity–two events were selected sending the SUM(Σ) outputs from the

two CFDs into a third analogue CFD module in which the threshold was set to

select only events with multiplicity two or more. This process is shown in Fig. 2.7.

Σ1 Σ2 Σ1 Σ1 Σ2

Fold 1 Fold 1 Fold 1 Fold 1 Fold 2 

Time

200 ns

Δt > 200 ns Δt < 200 nsΔt > 200 ns Δt > 200 ns

Σ2

Fold 1 

No event
collected

One fold-2 event
collected

One fold-2 event
collected

Baseline

Threshold

sum sum sum

Figure 2.7: Sum output of the digital CFD modules going into the analog CFD. Three

examples on how only fold–2 events in the LaBr3(Ce) array were selected using the

analog CFD threshold.

The CFD signal output was then delayed to be aligned with the multiplicity–one

(or two) events from Gammasphere and sent into the logic unit 755. The events

coming from GS to the logic unit 755 were clean i.e. Compton–suppressed events.

Any signal identifying a good event was then sent from the logic module 755 to the

logic module 1495 which, via the VME bus connection had the role of inhibiting

the acquisition to give the system enough time to process the information before

opening the acquisition for the next good event. The interface between the
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2 Experimental set-up 2.3 LaBr3(Ce) array characterization

LaBr3(Ce) array and the digital Gammasphere (DGS) was the MyRiad module.

External signals, identifying LaBr3(Ce) multiplicity–two events, from the logic

unit 1495 were sent to the MyRiad box which provided a signal to the DGS

acquisition. This allowed the inclusion of the digital Gammasphere timestamp (10

ns) into the readout of LaBr3(Ce) data for the event merging that occurred offline.

The MyRiad module contributed significantly to the dead time of the system

which was not constant but between 300 and 400 µs for the entire experiment.

Typical rates in the digital CFD for a LaBr3(Ce) detector were 2.7 kHz (detector

at position 4). Rates for Gammasphere for γ − γ and γ − γ − γ events were

respectively 13.5 and 4.0 kHz. The multiplicity 2 window width was 200 ns for

the scintillator array, and 2 µs for Gammasphere due to its worse time resolution.

The multiplicity (γ–γ(LaBr3)–γ(GS)) window width was set to be around 500 ns

(set manually using the LeCroy 755 logic unit).

2.3 LaBr3(Ce) array characterization

LaBr3(Ce) detectors have become a key tool for fast–timing measurements in the

past fifteen years because their efficiency, time, and energy resolution are better

than most of the other scintillator materials [106]. Efficiency, energy and time

resolution measurements were performed on the detectors used in this experiment

and they are described in the following paragraphs.

2.3.1 Efficiency

Because of technical reasons, it was not possible to measure the absolute efficiency

of the full LaBr3(Ce) array when coupled to Gammasphere. Therefore, the absolute

efficiency for the hemisphere of 25 LaBr3(Ce) detectors was estimated before the

actual experiment took place. The efficiency measurement was performed for

six detectors situated in the bottom ring of the hemisphere. A source of 152Eu

of activity 63580 Bq was placed at a distance of 129 mm from the 6 detectors

for a measuring time of 17 hours. A measurement of the background was taken

during a period of about 3 hours and normalized to make it comparable with the

source spectrum before being subtracted. In Table 2.5 the lowest and the highest

efficiency values are shown, while the total efficiency for the whole LaBr3(Ce)

array is given in Table 2.6. The total absolute efficiency was obtained from the

average efficiency value for each energy, using the 6 detectors, multiplied by 25.

The final values are in line with what is expected from the simulation performed
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2 Experimental set-up 2.3 LaBr3(Ce) array characterization

in Ref. [107] for crystals of this size. The difference in the two results shown in

Table 2.5(a) and (b) can be explained by a slightly different distance from the

source and also by a small difference in the intrinsic efficiency of the crystals.

Table 2.5: (a) Lowest efficiency values among the six detectors used for this 152Eu

measurement. (b) Highest efficiency values.

(a)

Energy Abs. Eff. Error

[keV ] [%] [%]

121.782 0.331 0.034

244.698 0.310 0.032

344.279 0.254 0.026

411.116 0.212 0.024

443.965 0.175 0.019

778.904 0.113 0.012

867.378 0.109 0.012

964.079 0.088 0.009

1408.006 0.063 0.006

(b)

Energy Abs. Eff. Error

[keV ] [%] [%]

121.782 0.439 0.044

244.698 0.413 0.043

344.279 0.343 0.039

411.116 0.281 0.031

443.965 0.263 0.029

778.904 0.156 0.016

867.378 0.149 0.016

964.079 0.119 0.012

1408.006 0.092 0.009

Energy Abs. Eff. Error

[keV ] [%] [%]

121.782 9.665 0.979

244.698 9.124 0.944

344.279 7.553 0.766

411.116 6.077 0.672

443.965 5.532 0.605

778.904 3.383 0.442

867.378 3.285 0.360

964.079 2.610 0.271

1408.006 1.923 0.197

Table 2.6: Extrapolated efficiency

values for the full LaBr3(Ce) array,

calculated at the energies of the most

intense transitions in 152Eu, observ-

able with LaBr3(Ce) detectors.

The fitted graph in Fig. 2.8 was obtained from the absolute photopeak efficiency

of the extrapolated efficiency for the array of 25 LaBr3(Ce) detectors. The data
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2 Experimental set-up 2.3 LaBr3(Ce) array characterization

were fitted to the curve described by the following expression [108] for high-energy

γ rays:

Eff(E) = exp

{
p1 + p2 · log

[
E

1000

]
+ p3 ·

[
log

(
E

1000

)]2}
, (2.1)

where E is the γ–ray energy in keV. Parameters values of p1 = 0.973, p2 = −0.934

and p3 = 0.022 were found. The shape of the curve is quite consistent with

the intrinsic efficiency curve obtained from the calculation performed by the

manufacturer in Ref. [109].
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Figure 2.8: Log scale on y axis. The photopeak efficiency, obtained from Eq. 2.1, for

25 LaBr3(Ce) detectors at a distance of 12.9 cm from the source.

2.3.2 Energy resolution

The energy resolution of the 25 LaBr3(Ce) detectors was measured using the 152Eu

calibration source. The resolution values obtained have been fitted to the function

FWHM(E) =
√
a · E2 + b · E + c, (2.2)

where E is the energy in keV and FWHM is the full-width at half of the maximum

of the Gaussian peak at a given energy. Equation 2.2 describes the resolution

dependence on the energy [106] which goes approximately as '
√

E since the

second order term is relatively small, i.e. of the order of ∼ 10−4 versus a value

around ∼ 10−1 for b. In Fig. 2.9 the curves for the detector with the best

energy resolution, the one with the worst resolution and the sum of all the

detectors are plotted. As shown in Ref. [109], LaBr3(Ce) detectors produce a

self–activity background due to a small percentage of 138
57La81 (natural abundance
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' 0.09%) which decays spontaneously through electron capture ε (65.6%) and

β−(34.4%). The former produces a peak at 1435.8 keV while the latter produces

a continuous beta background in the energy region from 779 to 964 keV. This is

the reason why the peaks around 800 keV are ill–defined even after background

subtraction. Absolute (FWHM) and relative (FWHM/E) resolution values for

the sum histogram are given in Table 2.7.

(a) Parameters a = 9.651·10−5,
b = 6.811·10−1, c = 95.07.

(b) Parameters a = 1.362·10−4,
b = 5.684·10−1, c = 406.76.

.

(c) Parameters a = 1.134·10−4,
b = 6.735·10−1, c = 192.14.

Figure 2.9: (a) Detector n. 23

with the best energy resolution.

(b) Detector n. 11 with the worst

energy resolution. (c) Energy res-

olution for the sum of the 152Eu

spectra of the six detectors, after

energy calibration. Most of the

error bars are smaller than the

points.

Energy [keV] 121.78 244.70 344.28 778.90 964.08 1408.01

Abs. resolution [keV] 16.46 19.23 22.00 28.63 30.50 36.79

Rel. resolution [%] 13.51 7.86 6.39 3.68 4.39 2.61

Table 2.7: Absolute and relative energy resolution for the sum of the 25 LaBr3(Ce)

scintillator detectors.

2.3.3 Time resolution

LaBr3(Ce) detectors have excellent time resolution which is usually between

100 and 400 ps of FWHM, depending on the size of the crystal and on the
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2 Experimental set-up 2.3 LaBr3(Ce) array characterization

acquisition chain [7]. Time resolution is also affected by other factors like the

level of Ce doping [110], the high voltage at which the coupled PMT tube works

and the electronic components that make the signal acquisition [111]. Since the

detector size and the Ce concentration are fixed, the only way to optimize the

time resolution is to operate the PMT at high voltage. For these detectors the

energy response from the PM tubes is linear between 900 and 1300 Volts [111]

and within this window there is an optimal value at which the time resolution is a

minimum. Optimal HV values were selected using one detector at a fixed voltage

as a reference and varying the voltage on another one. At least four different

measurements were made for each detector and the voltage was chosen to be as

close as possible to the minimum suggested by the trend of the time resolution as

a function of HV. An example of the variation of the time resolution for different

voltages is shown in Fig. 2.10 and was obtained from the peak produced by gating

on the two gamma rays at 1173.2 and 1332.5 keV in 60Ni (from the β− decay of
60Co).
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Figure 2.10: Example of how the HV

applied to the PMT affects the time–

resolution. This measurement was taken

using the two LaBr3(Ce) at position 00 and

14, and a 60Co source.The first was kept at

the fixed voltage, and the HV of detector 14

was varied as shown. For this combination

the minimum lies around −1180 Volts.

The HV used in this experiment for each detector is listed in Table 2.10. The

decision on which CFD and TDC channels to use was based on a coincidence

measurement taken using 166Ho. Seven CFD channels were avoided due to their

distorted signals. Afterwards the decay slope showing the lifetime (τ = 1.8 ns) of

the state at 80.6 keV was produced using different channel combinations. Some of

those combinations were labelled as bad (see Fig. 2.11) because of the non-clean

shape of the exponential decay curve. The channels that were used for each

detector are listed in Table 2.8 and they were not changed during the experiment.

The pattern that those bad combinations draw between the input channels on

the outside of the CFD modules is shown in Fig. 2.11. Time resolution values

were obtained for each detector combination from two different sources: 152Eu
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Position DGF CFD HV Position DGF CFD HV

Chn Chn [V] Chn Chn [V]

00 0,0 0,0 −1180 01 0,1 0,2 −1190

02 0,2 0,4 −1170 03 0,3 0,5 −1300

04 0,4 0,6 −1060 05 0,5 0,8 −1075

06 1,0 0,9 −1200 07 1,1 0,10 −1320

08 1,2 0,11 −1250 09 1,3 0,12 −1200

10 1,4 0,13 −1185 11 1,5 0,14 −1300

12 2,0 0,15 −1300 13 2,1 1,0 −1250

14 2,2 1,2 −1180 15 2,3 1,4 −1170

16 2,4 1,5 −1210 17 2,5 1,14 −1150

18 3,0 1,8 −1150 19 3,1 1,9 −1200

20 3,2 1,10 −1200 21 3,3 1,11 −1190

22 3,4 1,12 −1300 23 3,5 1,13 −1220

24 4,0 1,15 −1220

Table 2.8: High–voltage values applied to each of the 25 detectors, together with the

channel used in the digitizer and in the CFD. Channels used for the TDC were the same

as for the CFD.

(a) (b)

Bad 
combination

Used channel

Figure 2.11: (a) The red squares are the bad combinations of channels in the CFD

module. (b) Schematic view of the two CFD modules. Blue dots represent the used

channels while red lines are the bad combinations in (a).
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and 88Y. The partial level schemes of the daughter nuclei 152Gd and 88Sr are

shown in Fig. 2.12. The measurement was performed for each combination of two

LaBr3(Ce) detectors giving (25 ∗ 24)/2 = 300 different possibilities. This allowed

the identification of the detector with the best or the worst time resolution. For

the 152Eu source (β− decay into 152Gd) the transitions at 344.3 and 778.9 keV

were used, while for 88Sr the transitions at 898.0 and 1836.1 keV (red transitions

in Fig. 2.12(a) and (b)) were used. The obtained time resolution values for the

300 combinations are shown in Fig. 2.13 for 152Eu and Fig. 2.14 for 88Sr.
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Figure 2.12: (a) Partial level scheme of 152Gd, daughter of 152Eu after β decay.

Transitions used for gates are highlighted in red. (b) Partial level scheme of 88Sr,

daughter nucleus of 88Y after electron capture. Transitions used for gates are highlighted

in red.

The sum peaks for the 300 combinations for both 152Gd and 88Sr are shown

in Fig. 2.15(a) and (b) respectively and their FWHM is respectively 636.0 and

347.8 ps. The fact that the time–resolution values measured for 152Eu are larger

by a factor of two or more with respect to 88Sr can be explained by different

factors. First, as explained in the following sections, time resolution is energy

dependent. As shown in Ref. [4], for a similar setup, comprising a smaller number

of the same detectors used in this experiment, time resolution decreases when

energy increases. The values obtained for this experiment are consistent with

that behaviour. In particular, the time resolution obtained from the 88Y source

matches the value obtained from the time resolution curve presented in [4] for the

same energy combination. However, the result obtained using the 152Eu source is
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slightly larger then the one suggested by the curve for the same energy, which is

around 500 ps.
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Figure 2.13: Time resolution for 300 combinations obtained with gates at 344.3 and

778.9 keV in 152Gd.
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Figure 2.14: Time resolution for 300 combinations obtained with gates at 898.0 and

1836.1 keV in 88Sr. The detector at position 22 has a worse time resolution than the

others.
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This could be due to a non–perfect alignment of the 300 signals or to a less

optimized acquisition chain. A small contribution to this widening is also due

to the lifetime of the state at 344.3 keV in 152Gd, which is 46.2 ps. The time

distribution shown in Fig. 2.15(a) is, fitted with a Gaussian function, in fact the

deconvolution of a prompt peak with a negative exponential decay curve with a

decay constant of 1/τ . This makes the peak broader than a pure prompt peak.

Since the level at 1836.1 keV in 88Sr has a lifetime of ∼ 0.3 ps, for these transitions

this effect is negligible. In conclusion the time resolution measured for the system

is about 346 ps at 898.0 keV and around 636.0 ps at 344.3 keV.

(a)

FWHM = 

636.0(15) ps

152Gd

(b)

FWHM = 

346.8(7) ps

88Sr

Figure 2.15: (a) Sum of the 300 time spectra obtained gating on the 344.3 and

778.9 keV transitions in 152Gd. A FWHM of 636 ps was obtained at this energy. (b)

Sum of the 300 time spectra obtained gating on the 1836.1 and 898.0 keV transitions in
88Sr. In this case a smaller FWHM value of 347 ps was measured. Note the diffferent

horizontal axis scales.

2.4 Gainmatching procedure and energy calibration

2.4.1 LaBr3(Ce) detectors

LaBr3(Ce) detectors coupled with photomultiplier tubes (PMT) show a drift in

their gain over time and this may result in a loss in energy resolution, especially

in long experiments [112–114]. Gain drift might be caused by, e.g. major changes

in the temperature of the crystal, the PM tube [115] or drastic changes in the

counting rate [95]. The Saint–Gobain data sheet [95] for LaBr3(Ce) crystals

(38x51/B380) suggests that there are no big changes in their light output if they

are kept at room temperature, which was the case in this experiment. Furthermore,

in our particular case the rate–dependent effect should be negligible since a source
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with a half–life of 2.645 years was used and the distance of the array from the

source was kept the same over the entire experiment. The typical rate for one

LaBr3(Ce) crystal in this experiment was around 2.7 kHz. The most probable

reason why the drift occurred is due to damage to the last dynode in the PM

tube caused by heavy electron bombardment. This effect is noticeable especially

in long experiments, and even if operating conditions haven’t changed [115]. The

effective measuring time for this experiment was ∼ 690 hours. Therefore, before

the data could be used it was necessary to perform a gain–matching procedure

on the LaBr3(Ce) energy information. In Fig. 2.16 the relative shift of five peaks

in the californium spectrum are plotted as a function of time. An interesting

feature of the gain–drift behaviour shown in this figure is that the drift direction

is the same for all the energies. However, the drift is not consistent over time (see

structures starting at ∼ 200 and ∼ 500 hours), and this is probably because of

temperature fluctuations.
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Figure 2.16: The gain drift for five peaks in the 252Cf spectrum for detector number 12.

On the y axis there is ∆Pos/Pos294, where ∆Pos is defined as (Posrun − Pos294).

Gainmatching procedure on LaBr3(Ce) detectors

In Fig. 2.17 three different energy spectra obtained at different stages of the

experiment are shown. With respect to Run 3 the spectra show the positions

of the energy peaks for detector number 15 changing at after ∼375 hours (Run
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146) and at the very end (Run 294) of the experiment. The duration of each run

was about 2 hours. The gain–matching procedure was performed using a second

order polynomial function, which means that each channel number in the original

spectrum was changed into the one given by the transformation

X = p2x
2 + p1x+ p0, (2.3)

where x is the old channel number and X is the new one. Coefficients pi were

calculated by minimizing the χ2 defined as:

χ2 =
N∑
k=1

(xk −X)2

δk
,

where N is the number of points and xk is the position to be matched to the peak

position. In Eq. 2.3 X is given and δk is the error associated with the position of

xk. No errors were used for the gain–matching correction, which means that all

δk were equal to 1. This choice leads to large χ2 values which, even if minimized

are mathematically meaningless. In order to identify the peaks the SOCOv2

program was used with the technique illustrated in Fig. 2.18, where a differential

spectrum is calculated for each run. The same procedure was used during the

EXILL&FATIMA campaign and in their case the order of the polynomial used

was either linear or quadratic [4]. Any zero crossing point from positive to negative

identifies the position of a peak in the raw spectrum. This is particularly useful

in this case as the peaks in the raw spectra are very hard to distinguish and

thanks to this approach, peak positions can be identified much more easily by

the program (see Fig. 2.18). In Table 2.9 there is an example of gainmatching

parameters obtained using the χ2 minimization, given together with the χ2 value

for the fit. The values of the parameters were obtained using the differential

spectrum technique provided automatically by the SOCOv2 program.

Channel Run 294 635 1530 1947 2513 3034 5325

Channel Run 5 661 1595 2036 2630 3187 5558

p0 p1 p2
Parameters 14.7899 0.943113 2.16932e-06

χ2 138.285

Table 2.9: Fit results obtained for run number 5 and detector number 4, to be used in

Eq. 2.3. For this detector six points were used, the reference run was 294.
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Figure 2.17: Three different runs for detector number 15, each of the duration of

approximately two hours. Run 3 shows the position of the energy peaks at the beginning

of the experiment, after 375 hours (run 146) shows the energy drift is evident, and after

690 hours (last run, number 294) the shift of the energy peaks is even more evident.

The gain–drift effect is clearer at high energies.

In our case, even after the procedure with SOCOv2 some spectra still looked

misaligned with respect to their reference run. This occurred only for some

detectors and especially at high energies. For those detectors each peak in the raw

spectrum was fitted manually and new parameters were obtained. Depending on

the cleanliness of the spectra for each detector, programs SOCOv2 and ROOT

were used for this procedure, the latter of which uses the χ2 minimization method

via the Cholesky decomposition [116]. A list of methods used for each detector is

given in Table 2.10. In the table it’s shown that for some detectors both methods

were used. This means that up to a certain energy the position of each peak was

identified automatically using the differential spectrum provided by SOCOv2 and

then fitted manually for higher energies. In 252Cf and 152Eu spectra there are no

well-defined peaks at energy higher than ≈ 1.5 MeV, therefore all the points used

for the gain–matching procedure were taken between zero and 1.5 MeV. Thus the

gain–drift correction and the calibration are reliable only in this region.

After the gain–matching procedure all the spectra of each LaBr3(Ce) were aligned

to their own reference run (number 294) as shown in Fig. 2.19. This produced 25

sets of 294 aligned spectra that still needed to be individually calibrated.
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Figure 2.18: Energy spectrum from the 252Cf fission products (red) with its differential

spectrum (black). The position of the maxima in the normal spectrum corresponds to

the zero-crossing points, from positive to negative, in the differential spectrum. The

“Counts” label on the left axis is not meaningful for the differential spectrum.
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Figure 2.19: The same three runs for detector number 15, as in Fig. 2.17, but after

the gain-matching correction. The spectra are not calibrated.
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Det # Fit Method Det # Fit Method

0 all automatic 1 all automatic

2 all automatic 3 all automatic

4 all automatic 5 automatic |570 keV manual

6 all automatic 7 all automatic

8 all manual 9 all automatic

10 automatic|1150 keV manual 11 all automatic

12 all automatic 13 automatic |800 keV manual

14 all automatic 15 automatic |570 keV manual

16 all automatic 17 all automatic

18 all automatic 19 automatic |800 keV manual

20 all automatic 21 all automatic

22 all automatic 23 all automatic

24 all automatic

Table 2.10: List of the 25 LaBr3(Ce) detectors with the corresponding procedure used

for the gain-matching correction. The notation automatic |x keV manual means that

differential method was used for the energy region lower than the energy value x keV

while, for the region above x, peaks were fitted manually.

Energy Calibration on LaBr3(Ce) detectors

The energy spectra were calibrated using data from a 152Eu source collected

immediately after Run 294, under the assumption that there was no shift in peak

position in between the last run and the calibration measurement (∼15 hours).

The calibration procedure has been performed, using a 152Eu source and a fourth

order polynomial in the form of

Epeak = p4X
4 + p3X

3 + p2X
2 + p1X + p0, (2.4)

where X is the new channel number as defined in Eq. 2.3. Coefficients pi of

Eq. 2.4 were obtained with the χ2 minimization method, as in the gain–matching

procedure, but this time uncertainties on the position of the energy peaks were

taken into account and so each point had an associated weight. The order of

magnitude of the five coefficients pi in Eq. 2.4 are respectively 10−15 ,10−10, 10−7,

10−1 and 1. Even if the third and fourth order term coefficients are very small,

they improve the goodness of the fit significantly. This is shown in Fig. 2.20

where the energy difference (∆E) between the positions of nine 152Eu peaks and

the tabulated values Eγ are plotted for four different order polynomials. An
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independent χ2 test was performed on the difference between the peak positions

(Epeak) after the calibration and the literature values, Eγ . For this test χ2 is given

by the equation

χ2 =
N∑

peak=1

(Epeak − Eγ)
2.

In Table 2.11 different values of χ2 and χ̃2 are listed for different order poly-

nomials. Here, χ̃2 is the reduced chi–squared value and is defined as χ̃2 = χ2/n

where n is the number of degrees of freedom, which means the difference between

the number of points (nine in this case) and the number of parameters (depending

on the polynomial). Applying those calibration coefficients to the 152Eu spectra

gives a good alignment but this simple calibration procedure is affected by the

few hours that occurred between run 294 and the calibration run and is not

accurate enough. The 252Cf energy spectra showed in fact a small misalignment at

high energies (around 1 MeV and above) due to the individual gain–drift of each

LaBr3(Ce) detector. For this reason the calibration performed on 152Eu source

data has to be corrected for the 252Cf shifted data.

Figure 2.20: Difference, ∆E, between the energy measured for transitions from the
152Eu source and the literature values, plotted for different order polynomials used for

the energy calibration. Nine different transitions were used and the Eγ literature values

were taken from [67].
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Linear Quadratic 3rd Order 4th Order

χ2 1.35 1.32 1.08 0.57

n 7 6 5 4

χ̃2 0.19 0.22 0.22 0.14

Table 2.11: χ2 and χ̃2 values for the points used in the calibration of detector number

5, for four different order polynomial functions. The value of χ̃2 is the smallest for the

fourth order polynomial.

In order to get a better set of calibration coefficients the calibration coefficients

obtained from the 152Eu source data had to be corrected. This procedure consisted

of taking the peak positions in the 252Cf spectra and aligning all of them to one

well–aligned detector. A second order polynomial function was used for the re–

calibration. So, if the first calibration transformation is given by the equation 2.4,

the re–calibrated parameters are given by applying the trasformation

Erec = A · E2
peak +B · Epeak + C (2.5)

to the calibrated energies. Consequently, each parameter in the fourth order

polynomial pi of Eq. 2.4 has to be replaced with Pi accordingly to the new

re–calibration procedure. For each of them the transformation is given by the

following expressions:

P4 = ap22 + 2Ap4p0 + 2Ap3p1 +Bp4,

P3 = 2Ap4p3 + 2Ap2p1 +Bp1,

P2 = Ap21 + 2Ap2p0 +Bp2,

P1 = 2Ap1p0 +Bp1 and

P0 = Ap20 +Bp0 + C. (2.6)

Both the calibration and the re–calibration were performed using the χ2 min-

imization technique including the error bars. Figure 2.21 shows the sum of all

the runs for every LaBr3(Ce) detector after the gain-matching procedure, the

calibration and the re–calibration (black line), together with the equivalent cali-

brated energy spectrum in Gammasphere (red line). Even though the two spectra

seem misaligned they are not, and this will be shown in the next chapter, where

the Gammasphere energy information will be gated. In Fig. 2.22 a comparison
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between 8 different LaBr3(Ce) detectors and the sum of all the Gammasphere

detectors is shown.

LaBr3(Ce)

HPGe

Figure 2.21: Sum spectrum for all the runs for all detectors, after gain–matching,

calibration and re–calibration, for the LaBr3(Ce) array (black spectrum) and for Gam-

masphere (red spectrum). The two spectra have been normalized.

2.4.2 Energy Calibration of Gammasphere

Energy calibration and gain–drift corrections were also performed for the 51

Gammasphere detectors. Shifts occurred because of temperature changes in the

digitizers and were eliminated offline by correcting the baseline in Gammasphere

traces [117]. Two different calibration measurements were taken every day for the

HPGe detectors using 207Bi and 88Y sources and collecting the γ rays emitted for

five minutes each. For 207Bi the most intense γ–ray transitions are at 569.7 and

1063.7 keV, while for 88Sr they are at 898.0 and 1836.0 keV [67]. These were used

to calibrate the germanium detectors using a second order polynomial function.
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DGS

LaBr3(Ce)
ID 24

LaBr3(Ce)
ID 21

LaBr3(Ce)
ID 18

LaBr3(Ce)
ID 15

LaBr3(Ce)

ID 14

LaBr3(Ce)

ID 04

LaBr3(Ce)

ID 05

LaBr3(Ce)
ID 01

Figure 2.22: Energy spectra of 8 LaBr3(Ce) detectors from this set-up (blue), compared

with the sum of all the DGS detectors (red). All of them were obtained by gating on DGS

energy, using the following list of transitions: 2+ →0+, 4+ →4+, 6+ →4+, 8+ →6+,

10+ →8+, 12+ →10+ in 110Ru and 2+ →0+ in 138Xe. The contributions from each

energy gate have been added together. The eleven vertical lines indicate the energies

240.7, 376.7, 381.4, 422.6, 483.7, 575.7, 575.7, 588.8, 705.3, 729.6 and 815.0 keV. The

alignment between the different spectra is very good up to at least 1 MeV. Due to the

lack of statistics and to the low efficiency of LaBr3(Ce) detectors at high energy it is

difficult to show the aligment for the region above 1 MeV.
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2.5 Time calibrations of the LaBr3(Ce) array

2.5.1 Alignment of the TDC signals

A time distribution for two transitions in cascade is obtained from the time

difference between the recognition time of the two gamma rays in two detectors.

In general, the time distribution obtained from different pairs of detectors will

have different offset values. Therefore, the distributions for all the possible pairs

of detectors must be aligned before they can be combined to apply any time

walk correction and eventually to perform any lifetime measurement. For this

experiment the offset values were obtained using the time distributions from the

344–779 keV transitions in 152Eu. In this case 25*24/2=300 offset values were

measured with respect to a reference time distribution given by the detector pair

16-20. In Fig. 2.23(a) the time distribution for every pair of detectors, without

corrections applied, is shown to be compared with Fig. 2.23(b) where the 300

components have been aligned. An arbitrary offset was eventually introduced to

plot the time spectrum simmetrically around channel zero, as also shown in the

next chapters.
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Figure 2.23: Log scale on both y axes. (a) Sum of the 300 ∆T signals obtained from

each pair of LaBr3(Ce) detectors before the alignment, using a 152Eu source. (b) Sum

of the 300 signals after they were aligned to the ∆T signal from the reference pair 16-20.

2.5.2 Time–walk correction for a pair of detectors

The time walk is the energy dependence of the time pick-off of a pulse in an

acquisition system [106]. Therefore, whenever a lifetime measurement has to be

performed using fast-timing techniques, precise information about the energy
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dependence of the time walk needs to be obtained. First consider the simple case

of two transitions feeding (Efeeder) and depopulating (Edecay) a level of interest

which has a neglible lifetime τ . Using a simple fast-timing set up of only two

detectors, detector 1 is gated on Efeeder and detector 2 is gated on Edecay and

a time distribution is obtained. For a generic case the centroid CP of the time

distribution, obtained from the time difference ∆T given by

∆T = Tdet2(Edecay)− Tdet1(Efeeder), (2.7)

where Tdet2 and Tdet1, in this case, are the arrival times of the transitions Efeeder

and Edecay respectively, which will be dependent on the energy of the transitions.

In the ideal case where the two transitions have the same energy and τ . 1 ps,

then a true prompt distribution, centred at ∆T = 0, is obtained. This mechanism

is shown by the two red dashed curves in Fig. 2.24. In the case where τ . 1 ps

and Efeeder 6= Edecay the position of the centroid, CP , will be given by the time

walk at the energies of the two transitions used to calculate ∆T. If the level has

a non–neglible lifetime then the time distribution CD is shifted according to the

equation

CD = CP + τ, (2.8)

and the time distribution obtained would be the black solid one in Fig. 2.24.

According to the convention C(Estop, Estart), the time–walk calibration in this

case consists in evaluating the curve CP (Edecay, Efeeder).
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Time
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τ

Efeeder

Edecay

CP CD

Detector 1

Detector 2

start

stop

Figure 2.24: Example of the effect of the time walk on a generic prompt time distri-

bution (dashed line). The distance between its centroid CP and the y axis (∆T = 0)

is dependent on the energies Efeeder and Edecay. If Edecay is prompt with respect to

Efeeder (τ ' 1) the centroid of the delayed time distribution CP will be shifted by the

time walk (red dashed curves). If instead the lifetime τ is not neglible, an additional

shift is introduced and the time distribution will be positioned at CD (black solid curve).
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If detector 1 is gated on Edecay and detector 2 is gated on Efeeder the situation

is reversed and the time difference ∆T will be given by

∆T = Tdet2(Efeeder)− Tdet1(Edecay), (2.9)

which shows that the time distribution will be on the negative side of the x axis.

Fig. 2.25 illustrates this situation, where the two centroids CD (delayed) and CA

(anti–delayed) are indicated together with their prompt distributions, centred in

CP
D and CP

A, respectively. This means that for such systems two different prompt

curves CP
D(Edecay, Efeeder) and CP

A(Efeeder, Edecay) must be evaluated.

0

CD(Edecay,Efeeder)

CP
D

CP
A

CA(Efeeder,Edecay)
PP

ΔTCDCA

ττ

Figure 2.25: Two prompt time distributions centred at CP
D and CP

A for the energy

values Edecay and Efeeder. Each of them represents the value of the CP
D(Edecay, Efeeder)

and CP
A(Efeeder, Edecay) curves for a given energy combination, respectively. The delayed

and anti–delayed time distributions centred in CD and CA are shifted by τ with respect

to their prompt distributions.

The CP
D(Edecay, Efeeder) and CP

A(Efeeder, Edecay) prompt curves are obtained

by gating on a reference transition in one detector and using another detector

to gate on coincident prompt transitions at different energies. The centroid

position is then plotted vs the energy of the coincident transition. For the data

discussed in this work, 25 scintillator detectors were used and a condition on the

identification number of the stopping and starting detectors was imposed such

that IDstop > IDstart, which means, in terms of ∆T, that

∆T = TIDstop − TIDstart . (2.10)

In this way, no pair of γ rays is used twice and the delayed and anti–delayed

components are not identical. The reference energy transition can be used either

as the stop or the start signal, leading to the two different curves, which are then
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“specular” and have the empirical form

CP (Eref ,E) =
a√
b+ E

+ c · E + d, (2.11)

where in Ref. [120] the curve C(E)= a
E+b

+ c, was used instead. Figure 2.26 shows

the two CD
P (344.3, Efeeder) and CA

P (Efeeder, 344.3 ) curves obtained using as a

reference the transition at 344.3 keV in 152Gd (refer to level scheme in Fig. 2.12(a)).

Reference 
transition at 
344.3 keV

CA(Edecay, 344.3)

CD(344.3, Efeeder)

P

 P

Figure 2.26: Time–walk curves for the reference transition at 344.3 keV in 152Gd.

The centroid of the prompt distribution was obtained when gating on the transitions

at 411.1, 678.6, 778.9, 1089.7 and 1299.1 keV in coincidence with 344.3 keV. The

distribution CP
D(344.3, Efeeder) was made using the transition at 344.3 keV as a stop,

the other way around for CP
A(Efeeder, 344.3).

The two curves have to cross at 344.3 keV where the dashed line is plotted. This

crossing point represents the ideal case of the energy combination 344.3 (start)–

344.3 (stop), which would give a true prompt centroid. The position of each point

was corrected for the lifetime of the level fed and depopulated by the two gated

transitions using Eq. 2.8. For example, since the lifetime of the level between the

transitions at 344.3 and 411.1 keV in 152Gd is 46.2 ps, the positions of the two

points at 411.1 keV in Fig. 2.26 have been shifted by the associated lifetime τ , up

or down for CA
P (E) and CD

P (E) respectively.
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2.5.3 The Prompt Response Difference curve

The Prompt Response Difference curve (PRD(E)) [120] which is able to describe

the time walk from both branches, is a useful way to eliminate the asymmetry

between the CA
P (Edecay, Efeeder) and CD

P (Efeeder, Edecay) curves. The PRD curve

is the difference between the two prompt response curves and is defined as:

PRD(E) = CD
P (Edecay,Efeeder)− CA

P (Efeeder,Edecay). (2.12)

According to its definition, the PRD curve could be built taking the difference

between the two curves CD
P (Edecay, Efeeder) and CA

P (Efeeder, Edecay). Alternatively

each experimental point can be obtained by measuring the centroid difference

∆C = CD
P - CA

P , at different energies and correcting the position of the point by

2τ , if the lifetime is not neglible.

Figure 2.27 shows the PRD curve produced by this procedure: the points were

obtained gating on transitions from the decay of 152Gd, 152Sm, 88Sr and 166Er.

The PRD curve was parametrized from this set of points using the equation

PRD(E) =
a√
b+ E

+ c · E + d, (2.13)

as suggested in Ref. [120]. It is usually necessary to have more points than those

obtainable from just one reference transition and this can be achieved either using

a different reference transition in the same nucleus or using transitions in other

nuclei. In both cases a new PRD curve has to be built using the new reference

transition and the set of points obtained from it. The second curve must then

be shifted, in order to overlap with the original PRD curve, by changing the

parameter d in Eq. 2.13 but leaving a, b and c fixed. Once the two curves overlap,

the two sets of points are used for another fit to Eq. 2.13. This procedure can be

iterated any number of times. It is not important which set is used first, but it is

good to start with a large number of points, so that the first PRD curve provides

parameters which are already quite reliable.

In Fig. 2.28 the partial level schemes of 152Gd and 152Sm are shown together

with some of the transitions used to build the PRD curve. The first set of values

used was obtained from the reference transition at 344.3 keV in 152Gd and its

points are represented in blue. Two more points were obtained from 152Sm using

the transitions at 444.0 keV and 964.1 keV.
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Figure 2.27: (a) The PRD curve parametrized with: a = £−13070.3 b = 47.9059

c = 0.160871 d = 603.001 in Eq. 2.13. Different colours represent different reference

energies as shown in Table 2.12. (b) Confidence limits of the PRD curve fit. The shaded

area represents one standard deviation from the fit. The error bars of each PRD point

are obtained from the quadratic sum between: the uncertainty on the centroid values

given by the fit, the errors on the literature value for the lifetime (taken from Ref. [67])

and the residual given by the PRD curve before shifting the point and performing a

second fit. The blue solid lines represent the 1σ confidence interval.
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2 Experimental set-up 2.5 Time calibrations of the LaBr3(Ce) array

The orange point at 964.1 keV is obtained using the 444.0 keV transition as a

reference and the pink point at 444.0 keV using the 964.1 keV transition as a

reference. The same procedure was applied to the 244.7 and 1212.9 keV transitions

in 152Sm and the green and grey data points were obtained. The black, cyan

and red data points at 184.4, 810.3 and 898.0 keV were obtained from reference

transitions at 280.5 keV in 166Er, 711.7 keV in 166Er and 1836.1 keV in 88Sr,

respectively. A total of 12 points were used in order to construct the PRD curve.
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Figure 2.28: Partial level schemes of 152Gd (left) and 152Sm (right) [67]. The

transitions used to build the PRD curve are indicated using the same colours as in

Fig. 2.27.

In Table 2.12 all the transitions used to make the PRD curve, with their

associated reference transitions and the colours of the related data points are

listed. As explained in Ref. [120], among the advantages of the PRD curve are:

� The cancellation of timing asymmetries.

� The ability to derive the PRD correction for any energy combination.

� The cancellation of the electronic shift.

� The PRD curve is independent of the geometry of the set-up when performing

γ–γ experiments, i.e. the two time distributions shift in opposite directions

by the same amount.

� The final error on the lifetime is reduced.
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Colour Nucleus Reference Gated τ
Transition Transition

[keV] [keV] [ps]

• 152Gd 344.3 411.1, 678.6, 46.2
778.9, 1299.1• 152Sm 444.0 964.1 2.3• 152Sm 964.1 444.0 2.3• 152Sm 1212.9 244.7 83.1• 152Sm 244.7 1212.9 83.1• 166Er 711.7 810.3 3.9• 88Sr 1836.1 898.0 1.0• 166Er 280.5 184.4 170.2

Table 2.12: The

points used to build the

PRD curve shown in

Fig. 2.27. Reference

transitions are in column

3 and gated transitions in

column 4 [67].

2.5.4 The Compton curve

When building the PRD curve only full–energy peaks are taken into account. If

the Compton background is instead used as a start or stop signal, the time walk

will in general behave differently because, for a given energy, the time response of

photoelectric absorption and Compton effect is different [121, 122]. It is logical to

assume that the difference between the Compton time–walk and the full–energy–

peak time–walk must originate from particular events that contribute only to the

background and never to the full–energy peaks. According to Ref. [122] these

are usually spurious events like γ rays scattering from the detector’s shield to

the inside of the crystal. Multiple Compton scattering events between different

detectors might also contribute to the Compton time–walk. On the contrary a γ

ray scattering one or multiple times inside the same detector might result either

in a Compton event or in a photoelectric absorption, therefore, this type of event

shouldn’t contribute to the difference between the two time–walk curves.

The Compton curve, used to describe the time walk of the Compton background,

can be obtained following a very similar procedure to the one used for the PRD

curve except that gates are set on Compton background instead of full–energy–

peaks. The Compton curve is useful for the analysis because it allows any

background time spectrum to be shifted according to the energy of the transition

of interest. The procedure for doing this will be explained in detail in Section 3.2.2.

To construct the Compton curve a source of 88Y was used. This choice was made

because after gating on one of the two transitions in the cascade 3− → 2+ → 0+

in 88Sr what is obtained is a textbook γ–ray spectrum of Compton background as

shown in Fig. 2.29(a), to be compared with Fig. 2.29(b), where the 88Sr γ–ray

spectrum without gates applied is shown.
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Figure 2.29: (a) γ–ray spectrum gated on the 2+ → 0+ transition in 88Sr. In the

region below 898 keV the spectrum is showing a very clean Compton distribution. The

time contribution of the small number of counts of the residual Compton events from

the 1836 peak (the region above 898 keV) is negligible. The spectrum is not background

subtracted. (b) γ–ray spectrum obtained from a 88Y source. The 2+ → 0+, 3− → 2+ and

0+2 → 2+ transitions are visible, together with the 511 keV peak and the backscattering

peak.

Data points for the Compton curve were obtained by gating on the 2+ → 0+

transition in 88Sr (with an energy of 1836 keV) and ∆T was measured for several

regions between ∼ 100 and ∼ 200 keV and in the region [∼ 300,∼ 650] (in order

to avoid the backscattering peak at ∼ 240 keV). This gave a first set of 36 points.

The same was done for the 3− → 2+ transition at 898 keV and the two regions

[∼ 950,∼ 1200] keV and [∼ 1400,∼ 1550] keV obtaining a second set of 36 points.

The gap between these two last regions is where the 1320 keV peak lies. The

second set of points was then shifted to be consistent with the choice of a reference

energy at 1836 keV and eventually the new set of 72 points was fitted using

Eq. 2.13, obtaining what is shown in Fig. 2.30(a). At the reference energy of

1836 keV the Compton curve should have a value of zero ps. A value of –5 ps is

instead obtained at 1836 keV which is still a good approximation considering that

it was not possible to obtain reliable points in the region after 1600 keV of energy.

Fig. 2.30(b) shows the residuals of the fit, given in terms of coincidence interval

of 1σ of deviation from the fitted curve.

Fig. 2.31 shows a comparison between the PRD curve in Fig. 2.27 and the

Compton curve presented in this section. Both curves are represented considering

a reference energy at 344.3 keV. The figure shows that the two curves have different

energy dependences.
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Figure 2.30: (a) The Compton curve (red) parametrized with: a = -17.7 b = 22.8360

c = 0.161571 d = 77.4472 using the formula in Eq. 2.13, together with the 72 points

(blue) used for the fit. The distribution of the points is related to the four energy regions

considered (see text). (b) The blue lines represent a confidence interval of 1σ of the

fit in (a). The error bars of each point are obtained from the fit of the two Gaussian

distributions.
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PRD Curve

Compton Curve

344.3 keV

Figure 2.31: Comparison between the PRD curve (red) and the Compton Curve (blue),

both are plotted using 344.3 keV as the reference energy. The two curves cannot be

overlapped, therefore they represent different time–walk contributions.

2.6 Effects of fission neutrons

In this section the time information for the gamma rays measured following the

spontaneous fission of the 252Cf source is presented for the first time. In order to

check the quality of the data collected, the 2+ state in 110Ru is “isolated” from

the data by gating on the transitions measured in the germanium detectors of

Gammasphere. The nucleus 110Ru was chosen because it has one the highest

fission yields (3.6 nuclei produced per 100 fission events) in the A'110 region of

the nuclear chart for the spontaneous fission of 252Cf [67] and the same nucleus

will be used as a test case for lifetime measurements in Chapter 3. In order to

be more selective and to maximize the statistics, several DGS double–gates were

used and the LaBr3(Ce) energy spectra obtained from each pair of gates were

added together. Therefore, the minimum multiplicity requested was 4: two γ rays

from DGS (within the energy gates) and two from the LaBr3(Ce) array with any

energy value (as imposed by the acquisition). In particular a total of 27 different

pairs of DGS energy gates were applied to the dataset. These combinations of

gates were selected by using the independent DGS dataset and were chosen among

the transitions belonging the yrast band of 110Ru (excluding the 2+ → 0+ and

4+ → 2+ transitions) and of its even–A fission partners 136,138,140Xe. As a criterion

to distinguish the good combinations of gates from the bad ones, in the resulting

γ–ray spectrum measured in DGS the 2+ → 0+ and 4+ → 2+ transitions 110Ru

had to be at least 20 keV away from any other transition. A list of the 27 pairs of

gates is given in Table 2.13. In Fig. 2.32(a) the γ–ray energy spectrum measured

in the DGS obtained using this procedure is shown, where transitions from 110Ru
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and 136,138,140Xe are labelled and in Fig. 2.32(b) the γ–ray spectrum measured

in the DGS with no gates applied is shown for comparison. The two spectra

are not background–subtracted and no background subtraction procedure was

implemented on the DGS side for the analysis presented in this section.
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Figure 2.32: (a) γ–ray spectrum measured in DGS after 27 pairs of gates (listed in

Table 2.13) have been applied to the dataset. Transitions from 110Ru and the fission

partners 136,138,140Xe are labelled. (b) Total γ–ray energy spectrum measured in the

DGS with no gates applied. Some of the most intense transitions are labelled.

The two curves shown in Fig. 2.33 represent the time difference between any

two γ rays detected in the LaBr3(Ce) array, in the case where the double DGS

energy gates listed in Table 2.13 were applied (blue), and not applied DGS (red).

The fact that the two curves in Fig. 2.33 have identical shapes means that the
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nature of the bumps at ∼ ±6.2 ns is independent of the nucleus of interest being

selected and therefore it affects the full LaBr3(Ce) data. Four different pairs of

vertical lines are also shown and they identify four different time intervals which

will be considered in the following pages and they are listed in Table 2.14.

N Nucleus 1st gate Energy Nucleus 2nd gate Energy

(g.s. band) [keV] (g.s. band) [keV]

1 110Ru 6+ → 4+ 575.7 110Ru 8+ → 6+ 705.3

2 110Ru 6+ → 4+ 575.7 110Ru 10+ → 8+ 815.0

3 110Ru 8+ → 6+ 705.3 110Ru 10+ → 8+ 815.0

4 110Ru 6+ → 4+ 575.7 136Xe 2+ → 0+ 1313.0

5 110Ru 6+ → 4+ 575.7 136Xe 4+ → 2+ 381.4

6 110Ru 6+ → 4+ 575.7 136Xe 6+ → 4+ 197.3

7 110Ru 8+ → 6+ 705.3 136Xe 2+ → 0+ 1313.0

8 110Ru 6+ → 4+ 575.7 138Xe 2+ → 0+ 588.8

9 110Ru 6+ → 4+ 575.7 138Xe 4+ → 2+ 483.7

10 110Ru 6+ → 4+ 575.7 138Xe 6+ → 4+ 482.1

11 110Ru 6+ → 4+ 575.7 138Xe 8+ → 6+ 729.6

12 110Ru 6+ → 4+ 575.7 138Xe 10+ → 8+ 687.9

13 110Ru 8+ → 6+ 705.3 138Xe 2+ → 0+ 588.8

14 110Ru 8+ → 6+ 705.3 138Xe 4+ → 2+ 483.7

15 110Ru 8+ → 6+ 705.3 138Xe 6+ → 4+ 482.1

16 110Ru 8+ → 6+ 705.3 138Xe 10+ → 8+ 687.9

17 110Ru 10+ → 8+ 815.0 138Xe 2+ → 0+ 588.8

18 110Ru 10+ → 8+ 815.0 138Xe 4+ → 2+ 483.7

19 110Ru 10+ → 8+ 815.0 138Xe 6+ → 4+ 482.1

20 110Ru 10+ → 8+ 815.0 138Xe 10+ → 8+ 687.9

21 110Ru 6+ → 4+ 575.7 140Xe 6+ → 4+ 582.4

22 110Ru 6+ → 4+ 575.7 140Xe 8+ → 6+ 566.3

23 110Ru 6+ → 4+ 575.7 140 Xe 10+ → 8+ 606.9

24 110Ru 8+ → 6+ 705.3 140 Xe 2+ → 0+ 457.6

25 110Ru 8+ → 6+ 705.3 140 Xe 4+ → 2+ 606.9

26 110Ru 10+ → 8+ 815.0 140 Xe 2+ → 0+ 457.6

27 110Ru 10+ → 8+ 815.0 140 Xe 4+ → 4+ 606.9

Table 2.13: List of double gates applied to the DGS dataset. Transitions were selected

among those in the yrast band in 110Ru and its fission partners 136,138,140Xe. Only those

combinations where no contaminant peaks were observed close to the 2+ → 0+ and

4+ → 2+ peaks are listed. The spin and parity of the levels involved are given, together

with the energy of the transitions.
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By gating on the ∆T information, these four regions of the time spectrum will

be investigated in order to understand the nature of the two bumps occurring at

∼ ±6.2 ns and to determine whether they represent an upper limit to the longest

measureable lifetime for this dataset using the LaBr3(Ce) array. From these, four

different LaBr3(Ce) energy spectra were obtained as shown in Fig. 2.34.

ΔT1

ΔT2ΔT4 ΔT3

DGS-gated

No DGS gates

Figure 2.33: The time distribution for the full data (red) and after the double DGS

gates listed in Table 2.13 have been applied (blue). The two curves have almost identical

shapes. Four time regions are highlighted in different colours and labelled with numbers

from 1 to 4.

Left limit Right limit ∆T

[ns] [ns] [ns]

∆T1 −3.3 3.3 6.6

∆T2 −6.2 6.2 12.4

∆T3 24.6 37.2 12.6

∆T4 3.3 12.3 9.0

Table 2.14: Limits of

the four time regions in

Fig. 2.33 (same colour

scheme) and their widths,

given in nanoseconds.

Each black vertical line is used to label a transition which can be associated with

the nucleus 110Ru or its fission partner 138Xe and they are listed in Table 2.15. The

red vertical lines are instead associated with unexpected transitions which need

future investigation. Their approximate energies are listed in Table 2.16. The DGS

energy spectra in Fig. 2.32 are very crowded and because the energy resolution of

the LaBr3(Ce) detectors is very poor compared with that of germanium detectors,

it is hard to tell whether the transitions in Table 2.16 are also observed in

Gammasphere or not but, if they are, their intensity is very low.
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Figure 2.34: The energy spectra obtained by gating on the four time regions shown in

Fig. 2.33. Seventeen different transitions have been labelled among known ones (black)

and unknown (red).

Label Nucleus Energy [keV] Transition

1 110Ru 240.7 2+ →0+

2 110Ru 372.1 2+
2 →2+

3 110Ru 422.6 4+ →2+

4 138Xe 483.7 4+ →2+

5 110Ru 575.7 6+ →4+

6 138Xe 588.8 2+ →0+

7 110Ru 705.3 8+ →6+

Table 2.15: List of known transitions in 110Ru and 138Xe observed in the spectra

labelled ∆T1 and ∆T2 in Fig. 2.34. Their known energies are also listed [67].

Label 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Energy [keV] 110 167 217 275 305 388 524 568 785 840

Table 2.16: List of transitions appearing in the spectra labelled ∆T2, ∆T3 and ∆T4

in Fig. 2.34. Their approximate energies are listed and they cannot be associated with

any known transition in 110Ru or its fission partners 136,138,140Xe.
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The spectrum belonging to the ∆T1 region, centred around the coincidence

peak, in Fig. 2.34 is in fact showing only the transitions listed in Table 2.15,

while the spectra produced in the ∆T3 and ∆T4 regions of the time spectrum

are showing only the transitions listed in Table 2.16. Furthermore, the spectrum

corresponding to the ∆T2 region shows the transitions from both Table 2.15 and

Table 2.16, consistent with the fact that this region includes both the coincidence

peak and part of the bump at ∼ 6.2 ns. This suggests that the origin of the

transitions labelled in red lies in the structure appearing at ∼ 6.2 ns. Also

the region ∆T3 is showing the same transitions as ∆T4, with lower statistics,

suggesting that the background region between 24.6 and 37.2 ns is the tail of the

structure at channel 6.2 ns. As a proof of this statement the energy spectrum

from ∆T4 has been subtracted from the ∆T3 one after being normalized by the

number of counts in the peak at ∼167 keV and the difference spectrum is plotted

in black in Fig. 2.35. This is not entirely flat because of a difference in counts in

some of the peaks in the two spectra, suggesting that the different transitions in

Table 2.16 might be decaying from levels with different lifetimes, and therefore

different intensities in the two regions considered. No additional transitions other

than those listed in Table 2.16 are observed.

Difference

ΔT4 scaled

ΔT3 Figure 2.35: Energy spec-

trum from ∆T3 (blue) and nor-

malized energy spectrum from

∆T4 (brown). The difference

spectrum is shown in black.

The relative intensities of some

transitions is shown to be dif-

ferent in the two spectra.

In order to identify the transitions in Table 2.16 a γ–γ matrix obtained from the

∆T4 region was produced. This is presented in Fig. 2.36(a) and it is a start–stop

matrix, i.e. the transitions on the x axis are those triggering the start of the

acquisition (prompt) while the transitions on the y axis are stopping it (delayed)

and they have been labelled according to Table 2.15 and Table 2.16. Firstly, it

can be noticed that the matrix is asymmetric, and this can be explained by the

fact that the time gate is taken only on the delayed side of the time distribution

in Fig. 2.33. In Fig. 2.36(b) and Fig. 2.36(c) the projections onto the y and x

axes are shown, respectively. What one can deduce from this matrix is that the
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two sets of transitions are playing two different parts in the start–stop system:

the transitions in Table 2.16 are delayed, with respect to those in Table 2.15, by

approximately 6.2 ns.
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Figure 2.36: (a) Log scale (counts) on the z axis. Gamma–γ matrix, obtained from

the region labelled ∆T4. Different lines appear on the two axis, meaning that the two sets

of transitions listed in Table 2.15 and 2.16 are playing a different role in the start–stop

system. (b) Projection onto the y axis (stop) of the matrix in (a). Transitions from

Table 2.16 are labelled in red. (c) Projection onto the x axis (start) of the matrix in (a).

Transitions from Table 2.15 are labelled in black.

In Fig. 2.37(a) the Eγ–∆T matrix for the ∆T4 region is shown. The ten

transitions in Table 2.16 are labelled, and the time distributions of lines at 167

and 275 keV are shown in Fig. 2.37(b) and (c) respectively, the two maxima being

at around 8.0 and 6.5 ns respectively. This centroid difference suggests that the

two transitions have a different lifetime. For the three biggest transitions the

slopes of their time distributions are all between 4 and 6 ns, suggesting that the

slope is not really related to the lifetime of the transitions. Californium-252 emits

an average of ν̄ = 3.7 free neutrons per fission event [123] with an average energy

value of 2.1 MeV and a most probable energy value of 0.70 MeV [124]. Assuming
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a distance between the detectors and the source of 12 cm, these two energies give

a time of flight of 5.9 and 10 ns respectively, approximately where the bump in

Fig. 2.33 lies. Every piece of equipment surrounding the source could be the target

of a neutron inelastic scattering (n,n′γ) reaction induced by the neutrons emitted

by 252Cf.
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Figure 2.37: (a) Log scale on the z axis. Eγ–∆T matrix for the ∆T4 region. The

lines listed in Table 2.16 are labelled on the y axis. (b) Time distribution of line number

2 in (a) at 167 keV. (c) Time distribution of line number 4 in (a) at 275 keV.

The first candidates as a target are the LaBr3(Ce) detectors, wich are very

close to the source. Lanthanum has only one stable isotope with mass number

A = 139 with 99% of natural abundance while bromine has two (A = 79,81) with

approximately 50% of natural abundance each. In Table 2.17 a list of possible

matching transitions from these three nuclei is shown, all of them have been

observed in (n,n′γ) reactions in the past and they are a possible explanation

for the transitions listed in Table 2.16. The transition at 110 keV might be the

de-excitation of the 1/2− level in 19F, used for HPGe segmentation, but its origin
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is not certain. The transition at 167 keV in Table 2.17 is the decay from the

5/2+ level in 139La which has a lifetime of 2.16 ns [67] and its time distribution is

shown in Fig. 2.37(b). Figure 2.37(c) shows instead the time distribution of the

5/2− level in 81Br which has instead a lifetime of 14 ps [67] that, according to

the time resolution of this system, is basically prompt. This is consistent with

the difference in the position of the centroids of the two time distributions. The

slopes of the two time distributions cannot be used to measure the lifetime of the

level, because they are dominated by the Watt distribution describing the energy

of the neutrons.

Label Approx. Lit. [67] Transition Nucleus

Energy [keV] Energy [keV]

2 167 166 5/2+ → 3/2+(g.s) 139La

3 217 217 5/2− →3/2−(g.s) 79Br

4 275 275 5/2− → 3/2−(g.s) 81Br

5 305 306 1/2−,3/2− → 3/2−(g.s) 79Br

6 388 382 5/2+ → 3/2−(g.s) 79Br

398 1/2−,3/2− → 3/2−(g.s) 79Br

7 524 523 5/2− → 3/2−(g.s) 79Br

538 1/2−,3/2− → 3/2−(g.s) 81Br

8 568 566 3/2− → 3/2−(g.s) 81Br

560 7/2− → 5/2− 81Br

9 785 789 5/2+ → 3/2−(g.s) 81Br

767 5/2− → 3/2−(g.s) 81Br

10 840 836 7/2− → 3/2−(g.s) 81Br

828 3/2− → 3/2−(g.s) 81Br

832 1/2−,3/2− → 3/2−(g.s) 79Br

Table 2.17: Possible origin of the γ-ray transitions listed in Table 2.16. The approx-

imate energies and the ones from literature are compared. The levels involved in the

transitions are listed. In some cases the energy peaks could be formed by more than one

transition.

Following this analysis it is evident that neutrons emitted from the spontaneous

fission of 252Cf affected the quality of the time information collected. As a partial

correction to this effect, a time gate condition of a maximum time gate of ∆T1,

has been used on all the cases of interest in the following Chapters. This reduces

the background singnificantly, as shown in Fig. 2.34 where the difference between

the spectra ∆T1 and ∆T2 is quite appreciable. However it also imposes a limit on
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2 Experimental set-up 2.7 Methodology for lifetime measurements

the longest measurable lifetime in this dataset of approximately 1.2 ns: one third

of ∆T1/2. The decay slope would otherwise be perturbed by the delayed γ rays

produced by the neutrons. In the next chapter a time window slightly narower

than ∆T1 has been used for the lifetime measurement of the 2+ state in 110Ru,

which will be used as a test case to show a few different aspects of the fast-timing

technique with lanthanum bromide detectors.

2.7 Methodology for lifetime measurements

This Section is intended to describe the methodology used to perform a lifetime

measurement. Consider the case described in Section 2.5.2, where the necessity of

time–walk corrections was introduced. If the lifetime τ of the level populated and

depopulated by the Efeeder and Edecay transitions is unknown and provided that

the time–walk curve CP (E) of the system has been evaluated, then Eq. 2.8 can be

used to measure τ , which then will be given by

τ = CD − CP
D. (2.14)

This idea is the basis of the Centroid Shift method. If instead the role played by

the Efeeder and Edecay transitions is inverted, the situation is the one presented in

Fig. 2.38. In this case the lifetime of the state of interest can also be obtained

0

τCP(Edecay)

CD CD

τ

CA P
CA

P

PRD(Efeeder,Edecay)

ΔC

CP(Efeeder)
DA

Efeeder = stop
Edecay = stop
Efeeder = start

Edecay = start

Figure 2.38: Example of the shifted delayed and anti–delayed time distributions, with

respect to the prompt distributions, given by a lifetime of a few tens of picoseconds. The

PRD value for the Efeeder and Edecay transitions is also shown.
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from

τ = CP
A − CA, (2.15)

for the two different cases and these should have the same value. It can be observed

that the two time–walk components are shifting the two time distributions in

opposite directions and that the same is done by the lifetime of interest τ . Provided

that the two prompt curves are well known, the centroid difference between the

delayed and anti–delayed time distributions is defined as

∆C = CD − CA, (2.16)

and can be used to obtain the lifetime of interest τ . An important consequence of

Eqs. 2.12 and 2.16 is that the difference between the value of ∆C and the PRD

curve is always equal to 2τ . This can be proven by substituting Eqs 2.14 and 2.15

into 2.16, to give:

∆C = CP
D + τ − (CP

A − τ) = PRD(Estart,Estop) + 2τ, (2.17)

where

PRD(Estart,Estop) = PRD(Estop)− PRD(Estart). (2.18)

Equation 2.17 shows that after the PRD curve has been built it can be used to

calculate τ from the measured centroid difference values, ∆C .

In the case of only two detectors this is called the Mirror Symmetric Centroid

Difference (MSCD) method (see Ref. [120] for a complete description of this

method). Fortunately, for systems comprising a large number of detectors, the

Generalized Centroid Difference (GCD) method comes into play. This is an

extension of the MSCD method and provides the possibility to build a PRD curve,

able to describe the time walk at different energies, for the full set-up.

Some examples of lifetime measurements using the GCD method on source

data are now presented, and another example, on the 252Cf data, will be given

in Chapter 3. For example, for the 2+ level in 152Gd, ∆C between the two time

distributions is equal to 153(4) ps. Figure 2.27 gives PRD(Estart,Estop) = 61(6) and

Eq. 2.17 gives 2τ = 153 - 61 = 92 ps, which gives a lifetime value of τ = 46(7) ps.

consistent with the literature value of 46.2(39) ps [67]. The uncertainty for each

lifetime is obtained from the sum in quadrature of the error bar for ∆C and one

standard deviation of the PRD curve at the Edecay and Efeeder energies. This

example demonstrates that the PRD curve given in Fig. 2.27 is reliable in the
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energy range around ∼350 keV. The validity of the PRD curve in the full energy

range that spans from ∼150 keV to ∼1400 keV is shown in Table 2.18 where the

lifetimes obtained for the 2+ state in 152Gd, the 4+ state in 152Sm, 4+ and 2+

states in 166Er are listed. The PRD corrections PRD(Estart,Estop) for each energy

combination were obtained from the PRD curve in Fig. 2.27 and the ∆C values

were the same used for the points listed in Table 2.12. The lifetimes were obtained

by applying Eq. 2.17 for each case and all the results are within one sigma of the

literature values, listed in the same table and taken from [67].

Nucleus Elevel Jπ Efeed Edecay ∆C PRDcorr τmeas τlit [67]

[keV] [keV] [keV] [ps] [ps] [ps] [ps]

152Gd 344.3 2+ 1299.1 344.3 547(9) 457(8) 45(6) 46(4)
152Sm 366.5 4+ 1212.9 244.7 721(7) 552(7) 85(5) 83(1)
166Er 545.5 6+ 366.8 280.5 127(9) 93(6) 17(5) 22(1)
166Er 265.0 4+ 280.5 184.4 479(7) 152(11) 163(7) 170(6)

Table 2.18: Lifetime measurements performed using the ∆C values used to build the

PRD curve in Fig. 2.27. The energy values of the transitions feeding and depopulating

the level of interest are indicated, together with the associated PRD correction. All

lifetimes obtained are within one sigma of the literature values listed in the last column.

For the examples shown in Table 2.18 the same ∆C values have been used for

both lifetime and time–walk measurements. This might seem to be a circular

argument, however, these are just examples made to prove that the PRD curve is

reliable. The time–walk corrections evaluated from the PRD curve for every single

lifetime measurement in Table 2.18, are in fact obtained from the fit produced

using all the ∆C values in the table and not just the one being used to calculate τ .
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Chapter 3

Data analysis and test cases

In this Chapter lifetime measurements, of some levels in 166Er populated by the β

decay of 166Ho source and from the spontaneous fission of 252Cf, are presented as

test cases. For these measurements the trigger was γ(DGS)–γ(LaBr3)–γ(LaBr3).

In Section 3.1 the lifetime of the 2+ state in 166Er is measured using the

exponential decay slope method.

In Section 3.2 the convolution fit method is used to measure the lifetime of the

2+ state in 110Ru. This is isolated from the data set by applying single energy gates

on DGS. A first paragraph describes how the level of interest is isolated from the

rest of the data by gating on the DGS energy information and a second describes

the construction of a start–stop Energy–Energy–∆T cube using information from

the LaBr3(Ce) detectors, from which time distribution of the 4+ → 2+ → 0+

cascade is obtained. Two different background-subtraction procedures are also

investigated. These are the banana background subtraction and the subtraction

of three shifted background components.

The aim of Section 3.3 is to remeasure the lifetime of the 2+ state in 110Ru, but

this time using the Generalized Centroid Difference method (GCD). The “banana”

and “three shifted volumes” background subtraction procedures discussed in

§3.2 will also be applied in this case, plus a third method, called the Compton

correction, which can be used for the GCD method only.

In Section 3.4, the results obtained in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 will be compared

with the literature values, and with the case of applying double energy gates on

DGS. The best procedure to perform lifetime measurements with this data set will

be indicated. This will be applied in all the measurements presented in Chapter 3.

In the Section 3.5 the calculation of the uncertainties on the lifetime values

will be briefly discussed.
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3 Data analysis and test cases 3.1 The Decay Slope method

3.1 The Decay Slope method

This measurement was performed using a 166Ho source, used for calibration. 166Ho

β–decays with 100% probability to 166Er, which is stable. The energy spectrum

of 166Er, measured with the LaBr3(Ce) array, is shown in Fig. 3.1(a), showing the

2+ → 0+, 4+ → 2+, 6+ → 4+ and 8+ → 6+ transitions at the energies of 80.6,

184.4, 280.5 and 366.5 keV, respectively. The spectrum gated on the 2+ → 0+

transition at 80.6 keV is shown in Fig. 3.1(b). No background subtraction was

applied on these spectra.
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Figure 3.1: (a) LaBr3(Ce) energy spectrum of 166Er with no gates applied.

(b) LaBr3(Ce) energy spectrum of 166Er gated on the 2+ → 0+ transition at 80.6

keV. The spectrum is not background subtracted.

The time difference spectrum shown in Fig. 3.2(a) was obtained gating on

the 2+ → 0+ and 4+ → 2+ transitions at 80.6 and 184.4 keV in two LaBr3(Ce)

detectors. The lifetime of the 2+ state was measured using the decay slope method.

The fit was performed using the function C(t) = C0 · e−λ·t only in the region

where the red line is drawn in Fig. 3.2(a), ignoring the region with the prompt

emission peak. No background subtraction was applied to the time distribution

in Fig. 3.2(a). For completeness, the partial level scheme of 166Er is shown in

Fig. 3.2(b). Unless the energy gates are including some long-lived components

(i.e. from isomers), the time contribution of the background is in fact usually only

affecting the prompt distribution or the region around it. Therefore, by fitting

the region far from the prompt peak any background time component is avoided.

Applying this method is possible whenever the lifetime of interest is much longer

than the system’s time resolution. The lifetime value obtained is 2.670(43) ns

which is within 1σ of the literature value [67] of 2.618(33) ns. In the light of

what was presented in Section 2.6, where the effect of fission neutrons on the
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3 Data analysis and test cases 3.2 The Convolution method

time information was investigated, this method will not be applied to the data

obtained from 252Cf, and it is presented here only for completeness.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Time spectrum obtained after gating on the transitions at 80.6 and

184.4 keV. (b) Partial level scheme of 166Er. The 2+ → 0+ and 4+ → 2+ transitions,

coloured in red, were used as gate conditions.

3.2 The Convolution method

This section is intended to describe the complete procedure for lifetime mea-

surements using the convolution method. The lifetime of the 2+ state in 110Ru,

populated in the spontaneous fission of 252Cf is used as an example. For this

particular measurement the coincidence window between two coincident LaBr3(Ce)

γ rays was set to 6.15 ns (see Section 2.6). This method is usually applied to

those cases where the lifetime of interest is comparable with the time resolution

of the system but not much longer. This implies that the prompt component

merges with the slope of the time distribution, hence it is not correct to restrict

the fit region only to the slope of the time distribution, as done in the previous

section. Therefore, both prompt and delayed components must be taken into

account when fitting the time spectrum. The fit is performed using a Gaussian

function convoluted with an exponential decay, with the form [132]

C(t) =
I

2τ
exp

(
σ2

2τ 2
− t− µ

σ

)
erfc

(
1√
2

(
σ

τ
− t− µ

σ

))
+ C, (3.1)

where erfc is the complementary error function and σ and µ are the standard devi-

ation and the centroid of the Gaussian component of the distribution respectively.
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The integral of the function is I, while the parameter τ gives the decay time of

the exponential component of the distribution, which is the lifetime of the level of

interest. The constant C shifts the function up or down, in order to include any

contribution from residual background. As explained in [8, 9], it is good practice

to constrain the values of I, σ and µ when performing the fit. In this section, the

parameter I was constrained to be within 95% and 105% of the integral of the

time distribution. The parameter sigma was constrained between 300 and 350 ps,

to take into account the time resolution of the system and the centroid µ was

constrained to be half of the PRD correction ± 10 ps.

In order to measure the lifetime of the 2+ state in 110Ru, the 4+ → 2+ and

2+ → 0+ transitions in 110Ru, feeding and depopulating the 2+ level must be

as clean as possible in the LaBr3(Ce) energy information. This can be done by

applying a set of double gates on the HPGe detectors, as explained in Section 2.6,

or by applying a set of background subtracted single DGS gates, which will be

done in this section. Four single DGS energy gates have been applied in this case,

on the 6+ → 4+, 8+ → 6+, 10+ → 8+, and 12+ → 10+ transitions, all belonging

to the ground-state band of 110Ru. For each of them a background gate was

also selected. The DGS energy spectrum obtained by adding together the four

single–gated energy spectra and the background-subtracted spectra are shown in

Fig. 3.3(a) in black and red, respectively. In Fig. 3.3(b) the partial level scheme

for 110Ru is shown with the gated transitions highlighted in red. Finding the right

background region for each peak can be a difficult task. The large number of

different transitions clearly observable in the energy spectrum is just a fraction of

those actually being detected: it is easy to mistake a background region for one

or more other transitions with intensities comparable with the background level.

For this reason the background subtraction is not as effective as one would like.

Background subtraction on the DGS energy gates, strongly affects the statistics

in the LaBr3(Ce) energy information. The difference is shown in Fig. 3.4 where

two γ(LaBr3(Ce))–γ(LaBr3(Ce)) matrices are shown. Both were produced by

applying the four DGS energy gates on the dataset but the matrix in Fig. 3.4(b)

is produced by subtracting a third γ(LaBr3(Ce))–γ(LaBr3(Ce)) matrix gated on

the four background HPGe gates, from the matrix in Fig. 3.4(a). For this test

case, applying this cleaning procedure on the LaBr3(Ce) information, reduces the

statistics by a factor of three. This limits the use of background subtraction proce-

dures to cases where the statistics are good. Therefore, for each case described in

the next chapter, it will be specified whether this correction has been used or not
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and at what cost to the statistics. Figure 3.5 shows a flow chart representing the

general procedure, described so far, adopted in this work to obtain clean energy

information on the LaBr3(Ce) side. As this condition is being fulfilled the lifetime

can then be measured from the data.
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Figure 3.3: (a) DGS energy spectrum resulting from adding up the four energy spectra

obtained by gating on the four transitions highlighted in red in (b) with (red) and without

(black) background subtraction. (b) Ruthenium-110 partial level scheme. The transitions

highlighted in red are those used to gate the energy information in Gammasphere. For

each of them a different background gate has also been applied.
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Figure 3.4: (a) γ(LaBr3(Ce))–γ(LaBr3(Ce)) matrix, containing 4.2·107 events, re-

sulting from adding up the four matrices obtained by gating on the four transitions in

Fig 3.3(b). (b) Background–subtracted γ(LaBr3(Ce))–γ(LaBr3(Ce)) matrix obtained by

subtracting a matrix, gated on the background, from the matrix in (a). The resulting

matrix shwon in (b) contains 1.3·107 events.
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Figure 3.5: Flow chart describing the gating procedure used in this analysis to isolate

any pair of coincident transitions in order to measure the lifetime τ . The point marked

with a ? is to be discussed later on in the chapter, see for example Fig. 3.12.
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The procedure to obtain a time distribution for the 2+ level in 110Ru begins

from the matrix in Fig. 3.4(b). This is actually the two–dimensional projection of

a start and stop γ(LaBr3(Ce))–γ(LaBr3(Ce))–∆T cube, i.e. the two energy axes x

and y represent the energy values measured for the γ rays defining the start and

the stop of the measured ∆T value, respectively. Here, ∆T is the time difference

between the two γ rays whose energies are given by the coordinates on the other

two axes, defined by

∆T = TEy − TEx. (3.2)

The information from the detector with the smaller ID was put on the x axis and

the other on the y axis. This avoids the matrix from being filled twice with the

same pair of γ rays and also makes it not symmetrical. The blue spectrum in

Fig. 3.6(a) shows the sum of the projections on both energy axes of the γ–γ–∆T

cube, compared with the background–subtracted DGS energy spectrum from

Fig. 3.3(a) (red). Apart from the different energy resolution, the two spectra are

consistent.
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Figure 3.6: (a) LaBr3(Ce) energy spectrum (blue), obtained after applying the four

energy gates on Gammasphere, compared with the DGS energy spectrum (red) shown

in Fig. 3.3(a). The most intense transitions are labelled. (b) Matrix of γ(LaBr3(Ce))–

γ(LaBr3(Ce)) from Fig. 3.4(b).

The two coincidence peaks encircled in red in Fig. 3.6(b) contain independent

events from the 4+ → 2+ → 0+ cascade in 110Ru i.e. the events inside the top–left

circle are those where the 4+ → 2+ (422.6 keV) transition defined the stop signal

and the 2+ → 0+ (240.7 keV) transition defined the start. The opposite is true

for the data inside the bottom–right circle. Two LaBr3(Ce) energy gates on the

4+ → 2+ and 2+ → 0+ transitions have been applied on each energy axis of the

cube to produce the two time distributions shown in Fig. 3.7. If the 2+ → 0+
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gate is applied on the y axis and the one on the 4+ → 2+ transition on the x

axis the blue delayed curve is obtained. The red anti–delayed curve is produced

doing the opposite. The two curves are similar but not identical, being obtained

from different events. It can be seen that both drop to zero at around ±3000 ps

because of the gate imposed on ∆T to avoid the neutrons from affecting the time

information. The zero-time axis is shown by the black dotted line in the figure

and it corresponds to the case where ∆Tdel = ∆Tantidel = 0.

DelayedAnti-delayed

Figure 3.7: Log scale on y axis. Delayed (blue) and anti–delayed (red) time distributions

for the 2+ level in 110Ru. No background subtraction was applied when gating on the

2+ → 0+ and 4+ → 2+ transitions in the LaBr3(Ce) array.

When plotted in logarithmic scale the slope of the two time distributions

should follow a straight line. The nature of this ill-defined decay slope has been

deeply investigated via different approaches. For example it was assumed that it

originated from cross–talk events between adjacent detectors, even though this

effect should be virtually cancelled by the lead shields surrounding the LaBr3(Ce)

scintillators. Indeed no difference was observed when cross–talk events were

rejected in the process of sorting the data. Another similar approach was to

reject γ rays detected by pairs of LaBr3(Ce) detectors at almost 180◦ i.e. those

on the outer ring of the LaBr3(Ce) array frame (Fig. 2.4) which could be related

to backscattering events, but still no difference in the shape was observed. This

decay slope defect is due to the background underlying the coincidence peak and,

therefore, the following subsections describe two different background approaches

for the convolution method. The resulting lifetimes are compared with the

weighted average τlit = 444(26) ps of the literature values given in Ref. [67].
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3.2.1 The banana background subtraction

The “banana” background subtraction consists in taking a background region,

around the coincidence peak, with the shape shown in Fig. 3.8(a) where the gates

applied on the 4+ → 2+ → 0+ cascade are represented by the black squares and the

two banana backgrounds are shown in red. The three–dimensional representation

of the cut inside the γ–γ–∆T cube is shown in Fig. 3.8(b).
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Figure 3.8: (a) Zoomed in γ–γ matrix from Fig. 3.6(b), showing the coincidence

peak regions (p|p) in black and the two banana cuts in red. (b) Three–D representation

of (a), inside the γ–γ–∆T cube. The z axis of the black volume contains one of the

two p|p time–difference distributions and the red volume contains the background time

distribution.

The choice of this type of background shape comes from the established practice

that any background gate must be taken at the higher–energy side of the full

energy peak (FEP) in order to avoid the Compton background originating from

the peak itself. As a general rule of background subtraction any other FEP has to

be avoided when selecting the background region, as shown in Fig. 3.8(a), which

has to be taken close enough to the energy gates to give a good estimate of the

background underneath the coincidence peak. The background–subtracted time

distribution is therefore obtained by subtracting the time distribution inside the

banana cut (red) from the time distribution inside the coincidence peak (black),

including a multiplication factor kb =
Vp|p

Vbanana
, where Vp|p is the volume of the

coincidence peak (or area in the Eγ–Eγ plane) and Vbanana is the volume of the

banana background. The delayed and anti–delayed time distributions, with their

associated banana–background histograms and the resulting time histograms after

the background subtraction are presented in Fig. 3.9(a) by the black, red and
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blue solid lines, respectively. In Fig. 3.9(b) Eq. 3.1 has been used to fit the

background-subtracted delayed time distribution.
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Figure 3.9: Log scale on both y axes. (a) Delayed and anti–delayed time distributions

obtained from the ∆T values inside the black squares in Fig 3.8(a), the scaled banana

backgrounds (red) and the resulting time distributions after the background subtraction

(blue). (b) Delayed (blue) and anti–delayed (red) time distributions, using Eq. 3.1.

Prompt Gaussian components are shown by blue and red solid lines. The fits (black

lines) gave the reduced chi squared values of χ̃2
d = 1.7 and χ̃2

a = 1.7 The lifetime values

of τd = 335(3) ps and τa = 346(3) ps were obtained.

When fitting the anti–delayed time distribution, the sign of the −(t − µ)/σ

term in Eq. 3.1 must be changed to plus. The two fitted functions are shown in

Fig. 3.9(b) by the black solid lines for the delayed and anti–delayed distributions

respectively. The Gaussian prompt components for the two time distributions

are also shown by the blue and red solid lines . In order to get good reduced
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chi-squared (χ̃2) values, the limits on the centroid parameters in Eq. 3.1 were not

used, but limits were imposed on sigma and the area of the fit, as explained in the

previous section. The fitting procedure gave reduced chi-squared values of χ̃2
d = 1.7

and χ̃2
a = 1.7, which are slightly different from the optimal value of χ̃2 = 1. This

suggests that the time distributions obtained from this procedure do not perfectly

follow the shape of a Gaussian function convoluted with an exponential decay

function. The τ parameter for the fitted functions gives the lifetime for the 2+

state in 110Ru as τd = 335(3) ps and τa = 346(3) ps. Another possibility, when

using the convolution method, is to fit the sum of the two time distributions.

These are specular but one of them can be reversed with respect to the zero-time

axis and the two can then be added together. The position of the axis is in

principle not necessarily around zero, but it can be identified as the channel where

the two distributions cross each other. The time distribution resulting from this

method is shown in Fig. 3.10, where the reflection of the anti–delayed distribution

with respect to the axis is shown by the pink histogram. The fitted distribution

is given in Fig. 3.11 where a χ̃2
s value of 3.9 was obtained. The same limits that

were applied on the parameters of the delayed distribution were also applied to

the sum distribution. The lifetime τs = 333(2) ps obtained is in agreement with

the previous two. The large χ̃2 value is probably the result of adding together

two time distributions with already quite large χ̃2 values.

Sum histogram

Anti-delayed distribution

Reversed anti-delayed distribution

ΔT=0

Figure 3.10: Log scale on y axis. Anti–delayed time distributions (red) and its reflection

with respect to the zero–time axis (pink). The sum histogram of the delayed and reversed

anti-delayed spectra is shown by the black solid line.
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Figure 3.11: Log scale on y axis. Sum time distribution from (a) fitted using Eq. 3.1.

The fitted function is the light–blue solid line. χ̃2
s = 3.9 was obtained for this fit, where

the lifetime obtained is τs = 333(2) ps.

3.2.2 The three shifted volumes background

This background correction method is an extension of the banana subtraction

procedure. This has been developed for HPGe coincidence data sets in γ–ray

spectroscopy experiments [118], but in this work it is extended to the fast–timing

technique. First of all, by comparing the DGS and LaBr3(Ce) energy spectra, four

energy intervals are selected in the LaBr3(Ce) spectrum, as shown in Fig. 3.12.

These are taken around the two transitions feeding and depopulating the level of

interest and their respective backgrounds. The background intervals are selected

in relatively flat regions such that no FEP is included. The energy spectrum

measured in the HPGe detectors is used to tell whether a background region in

the LaBr3(Ce) spectrum is contaminated by a FEP or not, and to what extent.

When the peak and background gates in Fig. 3.12 are extended into the γ–γ–

∆T cube, eight regions, four each for the delayed and anti–delayed regions, can be

identified as shown in Fig. 3.13(a). The two coincidence regions inside the black

squares are called peak–peak (p|p) and are the same ones used in the previous

section. The peak-peak regions are filled whenever two FEP γ rays are detected

by two different detectors. Each of them is surrounded by three other regions

called background–peak, peak–background (bg|p and p|bg) identified by the blue

squares and a background–background region (bg|bg, inside the red squares). The

delayed distribution is now considered as an example but using the anti–delayed

distribution would be the same. The background–peak and peak–background

regions contain the events where one of the two γ rays belongs to the FEP and
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Background 
gates
Peak
gates
LaBr3(Ce)
HPGe

Figure 3.12: LaBr3(Ce) energy spectrum (blue) compared with the background–

subtracted DGS energy spectrum. Four energy gates are presented. Two on the FEP

of the feeding and depopulating transitions of the 2+ level (black) and two on their

backgrounds (red). No FEPs are observed in DGS where the background gates are

positioned.

one to the background while in the background–background region both detected

γ rays belong to the background intervals. A three–dimensional representation of

the four volumes, for the delayed distribution, inside the γ–γ–∆T cube is shown

in Fig. 3.13(b). In order to make this procedure comparable to the one shown in

the previous section, the limits of the gates are the same ones used for the banana

subtraction. In particular the bg|p and p|bg regions correspond to the extremes of

the banana cuts in Fig 3.8(a) and the bg|bg regions lie on their corners.

Each volume in Fig. 3.13(b) contains a different time distribution. The

background–subtracted delayed time distribution would then be obtained from

the following equation:

p|pdelsub = p|pdel − k1 · p|bgdel − k2 · bg|pdel + k3 · bg|bgdel, (3.3)

where k1,2,3 are the ratios between the volumes of the p|p region and the other

three (ki =
Vp|p
Vi

) (or areas, since all the gates have the same extension on the z

axis). The argument supporting the validity of Eq. 3.3 states that by subtracting

the contributions of p|bg and bg|p, the bg|bg component is already subtracted twice

from p|p and therefore it has to be added back once. However, before being allowed

to use Eq. 3.3 another correction has to be applied to the three background time

distributions. As described in Section 2.5.4 the Compton background time–walk

is different from the FEP time–walk. The first is described by the curve shown in

Fig. 2.30, while the second follows the behaviour of the PRD curve presented in
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Figure 3.13: (a) Log scale on the z axis. Zoom of the γ–γ–∆T cube shown in Fig. 3.6(a)

with the gates applied on the full–energy peaks (black squares) and background gates

(blue and red lines) highlighted. (b) Three dimensional representation of the delayed

region in (a). The four volumes contain the ∆T values for each pair of γ rays. From

their projections four different time distributions are obtained (see text).

Fig. 2.13. Since the three background time distributions are obtained for different

combinations of energy gates, the time–walk for each of them is different. This is

shown in Fig. 3.14 where the p|pdel time distribution is presented together with

the p|bgdel, bg|pdel and bg|bgdel components. It can be observed that the three

delayed background spectra are shifted by different amounts with respect to the

zero–time axis.

ΔT=0

p|pdel

bg|pdel

p|bgdel

bg|bgdel

Figure 3.14: Log scale on y axis. p|pdel time distribution (black) with the associated

p|bgdel, bg|pdel (blue) and bg|bgdel (red) scaled time distributions as per Eq. 3.3.

The shift values depend on two different factors: the Compton time-walk and

the lifetime information carried by the background, also represented by the decay
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slope. The second contribution is the reason background needs to be subtracted.

The first is instead energy–dependent and therefore different for each of the four

regions i.e. the three background components have to be shifted with respect to

the p|pdel time distribution, to simulate what they would have looked like if they

were taken underneath the delayed coincidence peak, as shown in Fig 3.15(a).

A different shift for each background component has to be calculated from the

Compton curve presented in Chapter 2 and presented again in Fig. 3.15(b). As

an example the shift for the bg|bgdel distribution, is now calculated. The first

ingredient for this correction is the Compton time walk at the energies of the

p|pdel region. This value can be evaluated from Fig. 3.15(b) as

Compt(Estart, Estop) = Compt(Estart)− Compt(Estop) =

Compt(423)− Compt(241) = 262ps, (3.4)

and the same can be done with the bg|bgdel region where Compt(280, 450) =

307 ps. The difference between these two values, divided by two, gives a shift

value for the bg|bgdel of 22 ps. This factor of two comes into play when both

delayed and anti–delayed curve are considered: the time–walk correction obtained

from the curve is in fact considering the distance between the two distributions

and not with respect to the zero–time axis, for this reason the values obtained

from Eq. 3.4 have to be divided by two.

(a)

p|bg

bg|p

bg|bg
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Figure 3.15: (a) Zoom of the delayed region of the γ–γ–∆T cube. The three background

gates have to be shifted by the amounts indicated. (b) Compton curve in the region

between 200 and 750 keV. The time-walk correction for the p|p and bg|bg regions are

calculated.
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The value of 22 ps is then converted into channels: using the calibration of

24.6 ps/channel, and therefore the bg|bgdel distribution has to be shifted by one

channel towards the zero–time axis. If C(bg, bg) was larger than C(p, p), the shift

would have pushed the distribution away from the ∆T = 0 axis. After applying

the correct shift to the three background distributions, they are aligned as shown

in Fig. 3.16.

ΔT=0

p|pdel

bg|pdel

p|bgdel

bg|bgdel

Figure 3.16: Log scale on y axis. The p|pdel time distribution (black) with the associated

p|bgdel, bg|pdel (blue) and bg|bgdel (red) scaled time distributions after the shifts have

been applied. The four time spectra are now better aligned to the ∆T = 0 axis.

When all six background time distributions have been shifted according to the

procedure just described, the resulting time spectra are shown in Fig. 3.17. Fig-

ure 3.17(a) shows the fits performed on the delayed and anti–delayed background–

subtracted time distributions. The lifetimes obtained were τd = 455(5) ps and

τa = 431(5) ps respectively, which agree within three standard deviation. Reduced

chi–squared values of χ̃2
d = 1.0 and χ̃2

a = 1.0 were obtained from the fitting

procedure. Figure 3.17(b) shows the fit for the sum distribution. In this case the

lifetime obtained was τs = 437(4) ps. The smaller error obtained with this last

measurement, is due to the factor of two in statistics. For the sum distribution a

reduced chi–squared value of χ̃2
s = 2.0 was obtained.
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Figure 3.17: Log scale on both y axes. (a) Delayed (blue) and anti–delayed (red) time

distributions after the three–shifted–volumes background subtraction was applied. The

prompt components for both distributions are shown in darker colours. The distributions

fitted with Eq. 3.1 gave τd = 455(5) ps and τa = 431(5) ps respectively, with reduced chi–

squared values of tildeχ2
d = 1.0 and χ̃2

a = 1.0. The two histograms have been re–binned.

(b) Sum of the two distributions. Both the prompt (dark blue) and the fitted curve (light

blue) are shown. With a χ̃2
s value of 2.0 the fit gave a slope parameter of τs = 437(4) ps.

3.3 The Generalized Centroid Shift method

The Generalized Centroid Difference method [11] is a natural extension of the

Mirror Symmetric Centroid Difference [120] method which in turn is an evolution

of the Centroid Shift method [8, 9]. It is used in the case of common–start or

common–stop systems. In this section the GCD method is used to measure the

lifetime of the 2+ level in 110Ru. The method is usually applied in those cases
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where the lifetime to be measured is shorter than the time resolution of the

system, but it can also be performed on the same cases where the convolution

method applies. Most of the aspects of the analysis, discussed for the convolution

method, don’t change for this case: for example the DGS gating procedure,

the role played by the γ–γ–∆T cube and the importance of HPGe detectors

when selecting the background regions. Since the GCD method implies that the

difference between the centroids of two time distributions has to be measured, the

sum distribution described before doesn’t play any role in this section and the

position of the zero–time axis is not important. The GCD lifetime measurement

will be presented using the two background subtraction methods discussed in the

previous Section: the banana background subtraction, the method involving the

three shifted volumes, plus a third background correction technique that applies

only to the GCD method; the Compton correction. This is a procedure that

corrects the position of the centroids for the Compton background. Over the past

years background correction methods which don’t involve any actual background

subtraction but only a correction for the positions of the centroids, have been

developed and the Compton correction is one of those [8, 9, 11]. Following a

similar idea, the method that includes the three volumes will be presented in its

original version and in a new one which uses the three background distributions

only to correct for the positions of the delayed and anti–delayed centroids. As a

first demonstration of the method, the time distributions obtained without any

background subtraction are considered.

The histograms shown in Fig. 3.7 are the unsubtracted delayed and anti–delayed

time distributions for the 2+ state. Their centroids can be calculated with the

equation for the centre of gravity

C =

∑b
i=a ci · wi∑b
i=awi

, (3.5)

where wi is the content of each channel ci and a and b are the limits for the

calculation of the centroid. The associated standard errors can then be obtained

from

σ2 =

∑b
i=a

(
ci − C

)2 · δw2
i(∑b

i=awi
)2 , (3.6)

where δwi is the error bar for each data point. By applying Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6

to the two histograms in Fig. 3.7 the centroid values of Cd = 312(3) ps and

Ca = −303(3) ps are obtained which, according to the definition
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∆C = Cd − Ca, (3.7)

give ∆C = 615(5) ps. The energies of the 2+ → 0+ and 4+ → 2+ transitions of

240.7 and 422.6 keV give a PRD correction factor of PRD(240.7,422.6) = 194(6) ps.

The error on the PRD correction is calculated as 1σ of the fitted PRD curve. By

applying the rearranged form of Eq. 2.17

τ =
∆C− PRD(Estart

γ , Estop
γ )

2
, (3.8)

a lifetime value for the 2+ state τ = 211(4) ps is obtained. This is clearly too low

with respect to the literature value of 444(26) ps and some form of background

correction must be applied.

ΔC

a bba

Figure 3.18: Log scale on y axis. The time distributions from Fig. 3.7 are presented

with their centroids indicated by the vertical solid lines. The limits used in Eqs. 3.5 and

3.6 are given by the dashed vertical lines labelled with a and b. A ∆C value of 615(5) ps

was measured between the two distributions.

3.3.1 The banana background subtraction – GCD

The banana subtraction method can be applied to the delayed and anti–delayed

time distributions presented in the previous Section in order to apply the GCD

method. Applying Eqs. 3.5 and 3.8 to these distributions gives ∆C = 862(9) ps

and τ = 334(5) ps. In Fig. 3.19 the two time distributions are presented together

with their centroid positions and measured ∆C. Since the PRD correction is

dependent only on the energy of the start and stop transitions, its value is the

same for all the different procedures.
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ΔCa bba

Figure 3.19: Log scale on y axis. Same as Fig. 3.9(b) after applying the banana–

subtraction method. A ∆C value of 862(9) ps was measured which gives a lifetime of

τ = 334(5) ps.

3.3.2 The three volumes background – GCD

The GCD method can be used on the background subtracted time distributions

shown in the previous section in Fig. 3.17(a). These were obtained by shifting

and subtracting three background components from the delayed and anti–delayed

time distributions in Fig 3.18. Another possiblity is to modify the measured ∆C

value from the unsubtracted distributions according to the centroid position of

the background components. In this section both approaches are presented.

If the GCD method is applied to the background–subtracted time distributions

obtained with the three–shifted–volumes method shown in Fig. 3.17(a), the ∆C,

obtained by using Eq. 3.5, has the value of 1058(82) ps. With a PRD correction of

194(6) ps the measured lifetime is τ = 432(41) ps. The delayed and anti–delayed

time distributions with their centroids are shown in Fig. 3.20.

The three volumes background correction

A second way to apply this method is to correct the position of the delayed and

anti–delayed centroids using the centroids obtained from the three background

regions, without physically performing any subtraction. This can be useful in

those cases where the statistics, or the bad peak–to–background ratio, doesn’t

allow the final time distribution to be well–defined. In order to explain the logic

behind the correction, only one of the two distributions is now considered. Let’s

assume that from the delayed p|p region a centroid position of Cm
p|p has been

measured, where the label m stands for “measured” and that the position of the
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ΔCa bba

Figure 3.20: Log scale on y axis. Delayed (blue) and anti–delayed (red) time distribu-

tions after applying the three shifted volumes method. The centroids are indicated by

the vertical solid lines and the limits for Eq. 3.5 by the dotted lines. A ∆C value of

1058(82) ps was measured which gave a lifetime of τ = 432(41) ps.

“true” centroid Ct
p|p has to be obtained from the background correction procedure.

In the ideal case of a time resolution of one channel the situation can be simplified

in the way presented in Fig. 3.21, where Cm
p|p is defined as the centre of gravity

between the true centroid position Ct
p|p and a generic background distribution

with true centroid position Ct
bg, and therefore

Cm
p|p =

ntp|pC
t
p|p + ntbgC

t
bg

ntp|p + ntbg
, (3.9)

from which

Ct
p|p =

(ntp|p + nbg)Cm
p|p − nbgCbg

ntp|p
, (3.10)

where ntp|p is the true number of counts belonging to the coincidence peak and

ntbg is the number of counts in the background underneath the peak. Following

the logic of Section 3.2.2, ntp|p and ntbg can be obtained from the number of counts

measured in the four regions and are given by

ntp|p = nmp|p − nmp|bg − nmbg|p + nmbg|bg (3.11)

and

ntbg = nmp|bg + nmbg|p − nmbg|bg. (3.12)
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Figure 3.21: Schematic representation of

the true p|p and background time distribu-

tions, in the ideal case of a time resolution

of 1 channel. The position of the measured

centroid Cm
p|p of the p|p region, is given by

the centre of gravity between these two dis-

tributions.

From Eq. 3.10 it is clear that the only real assumption to be made is in how to

define Cbg. Similarly to Eq. 3.9 the position of the centroid of the total background

can be described as the centre of gravity between the three “true” background

components and therefore

Cbg =
ntp|bgC

t
p|bg + ntbg|pC

t
bg|p + ntbg|bgC

t
bg|bg

ntp|bg + ntbg|p + ntbg|bg
. (3.13)

Figure 3.22(a) shows schematically how the true components are combining

underneath the coincidence peak, and it can be compared with Fig. 3.22(b) where

the real data are shown. It can be observed that only Ct
bg|bg and ntbg|bg can be

directly measured from the data, by gating on the blue region in Fig. 3.22(a).

This leads to the conclusion that Ct
bg|bg = Cm

bg|bg and ntbg|bg = nmbg|bg. On the other

hand the true number of counts in the p|bg and bg|p regions are given by

ntp|bg = nmp|bg − nmbg|bg and ntbg|p = nmbg|p − nmbg|bg. (3.14)

Once again, the centroid measured for the p|bg region can be written as

Cm
p|bg =

ntp|bgC
t
p|bg + ntbg|bgC

t
bg|bg

ntp|bg + ntbg|bg
, (3.15)

and therefore

Ct
p|bg =

nmp|bgC
m
p|bg − nmbg|bgC

m
bg|bg

ntp|bg
. (3.16)

The same result is obtained for the bg|p centroid, which then simplifies to

Ct
bg|p =

nmbg|pC
m
bg|p − nmbg|bgC

m
bg|bg

ntbg|p
. (3.17)
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Figure 3.22: (a) Schematical representation of the composition of the time background

inside the γ–γ–∆T cube. (b) Experimental 3D plot of the γ–γ–∆T cube around the

delayed part of the 4+ → 2+ → 0+ cascade in 110Ru. The three background components

are clearly visible.

Now that all the true centroids for the three regions have been evaluated,

Eqs. 3.16 and 3.17 can be substituted inside Eq. 3.13. The analytical form of Cbg

will then be

Cbg =
nmp|bgC

m
p|bg + nmbg|pC

m
bg|p − nmbg|bgC

m
bg|bg

nmp|bg + nmbg|p − nmbg|bg
, (3.18)

and by substituting it into Eq. 3.10 the formula

Ct
p|p =

nmp|pC
m
p|p − nmp|bgC

m
p|bg − nmbg|pC

m
bg|p + nmbg|bgC

m
bg|bg

nmp|p − nmp|bg − nmbg|p + nmbg|bg
, (3.19)

is obtained. This can be written in terms of a shift to be applied to Cm
p|p, and it

has the form

Ct
p|p = Cm

p|p +

[
nmp|bg

(
Cm
p|p − Cm

p|bg
)

+ nmbg|p
(
Cm
p|p − Cm

bg|p
)
− nmbg|bg

(
Cm
p|p − Cm

bg|bg
)

nmp|p − nmp|bg − nmbg|p + nmbg|bg

]
.

(3.20)

Equation 3.20, or alternatively Eq. 3.19, represents the position of the centroid of

the delayed (or anti–delayed) time distribution, corrected for the background. It is

important to remind that the centroids measured in the three background regions

have to be shifted for their Compton time–walk, as described in Section 3.2.2,

before using them in Eq. 3.10. Table 3.1 shows the measured and true centroid
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values for the delayed p|p region and its three backgrund regions. The value

obtained for Ct
p|p was 556(56) ps.

Cm
p|p Cm

p|bg Cm
bg|p Cm

bg|bg Ct
p|bg Ct

bg|p Ct
p|p

312(3) 298(8) 186(6) 193(11) 239(20) 172(29) 556(56)

nmp|p nmp|bg nmbg|p nmbg|bg ntp|bg ntbg|p ntp|p
73661 47754 43271 28590 19164 148681 11226

Table 3.1: Measured and corrected centroid positions for the delayed p|p, p|bg, bg|p
and bg|bg regions 2+ level in 110Ru together with the measured and true number of

counts for the four regions. All the centroid positions are given in picoseconds.

When the same procedure is applied to the anti–delayed distribution a the

centroid position of Ct
p|p,anti = −499(54) ps is obtained. This gives a centroid

difference value of ∆Ccorr = 1055(77) ps, which, combined with the PRD correction

of 194(6) ps gives a final lifetime value of τ =431 (39) ps where uncertainity has

been obtained propagating the errors for the number of counts and position in

Eq. 3.10.

3.3.3 The Compton correction – GCD

The Compton–background correction method, described in Ref. [4] consists in

measuring the contribution to the centroid shift due to the Compton–background

events underlying the peak of interest. The correction is applied to the ∆C value,

measured between the delayed and anti–delayed distribution, obtained without any

background subtraction. Among the lifetime measurement procedures described

in this work, this background correction works for the GCD method only, but

it can also be applied to the Centroid Shift and MSCD methods. As shown in

Fig. 3.18, the centroid shift value for the test case described here is ∆C= 615(5) ps.

In order to estimate the Compton correction to the centroid difference, one of

the two transitions feeding and depopulating the level of interest (the decay

2+ → 0+ transition or the feeder 4+ → 2+ transition) has to be used as a reference

gate (either start or stop) and complementary gates (stop or start respectively)

on background regions in the vicinity of the second transition are applied. The

centroid shift value obtained from each peak–background gate ∆CCompt is then used

to evaluate the time contribution of the background ∆Cbg. It is very important,

for this procedure, to select background gates of the same width, so that no extra

corrections must be applied. The corrected centroid difference value ∆Ccorr is
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then calculated using the equation [10]:

τ =
1

2
·∆Ccorr =

1

2
· (∆C + tcorr − PRD), (3.21)

where tcorr is defined by

tcorr =
∆C−∆Cbg

Π
, (3.22)

and ∆Cbg is the background correction to the centroid shift while Π is the peak

to background ratio. According to Ref. [10] the term tcorr has to be calculated

both for the feeder and the decay transitions (tfeedcorr and tdelcorr respectively) and the

average value (tavgcorr) between the two terms has to be used in Eq. 3.21. This is due

to the fact that both full energy peaks are used to extract the ∆C value and the

background contribution must be measured for both of them. Figure 3.23(a) and

(c) show the two LaBr3(Ce) energy spectra gated on the 4+ → 2+ and 2+ → 0+

transitions respectively together with the HPGe energy spectra, gated on the

same transitions. These have been used to select the regions for background gates,

indicated by the orange arrows. The centroid shift values ∆Ccompt measured for

each background gate, have been fitted using a second order polynomial function

[10], as shown in Fig. 3.23(b) and (d). The value of the fitted curve at the energy

of the peak gives the correction term ∆Cbg which is then used to calculate the two

tcorr terms. For this measurement the two obtained ∆Cbg values were 555(36) ps

(gated on the feeder) and 427(42) ps (gated on the decay transition), where an

uncertainty of 1σ for the fitted curve was used in both cases. Π values of 0.428(55)

and 0.380(55) were obtained for the 2+ → 0+ and 4+ → 2+ transitions, respectively.

Equation 3.22 gives tfeedcorr = 539(123) ps and tdeccorr = 159(98) ps which, in turn,

give an average value of tavgcorr = 1
2
· (tfeedcorr + tdeccorr) = 299(70) ps. By substituting

the value of tavgcorr in Eq. 3.21 together with ∆C = 615(5) ps and PRD = 194(6) ps

a lifetime value of τ = 360(35) ps was obtained. The uncertainty of 35 ps on the

result was calculated from a standard error propagation in quadrature given by

δτ =
1

2

√
δ∆C2 + δtavg 2corr + δPRD2, (3.23)

where the uncertainty of 6 ps on the PRD correction is 1σ of the fitted curve

shown in Fig. 2.27. For these data the method is very sensitive to the number of

points used when fitting the Compton background, and also on the order of the

polynomial used in the fit. The order of the polynomial to be used is not really

discussed in Ref. [4, 10] and no real explanation about the various possibilities is
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given. For this measurement a second order polynomial was used because of the

better χ̃2
s value with respect to a first order polynomial.

(a)

LaBr3(Ce) gated 

at 422 keV
HPGe gated at 422 keV 
+ pairs

110Ru 2+ →0+

Background gates

P/B = 0.428(55)

(b)

ΔCcompt

ΔC

BG fit

P/B = 0.349(55)
ΔCbg = 427(42) ps

240.7

(c)

LaBr3(Ce) gated 

at 241 keV
HPGe gated at 241 keV 
+ pairs

110Ru 4+ →2+

Background gates

P/B = 0.380(56)

(d)

ΔCcompt

ΔC

BG fit

P/B = 0.376(56)

ΔCbg = 555(36) ps

422.6

Figure 3.23: (a) LaBr3(Ce) energy spectrum (blue) gated on the reference 4+ → 2+

transition at 422.7 keV. The Π ratio for the peak at 240.7 keV is 0.428(55). The same

gate has been applied on the HPGe energy spectrum (red) in order to identify good

background regions (orange arrows). (b) ∆Ccompt values at different energies (black

dots), obtained using the 4+ → 2+ transition as a reference, fitted using a second order

polynomial (red solid line). The red point represents the ∆C values as it was measured

without any background subtraction. A ∆Cbg value of 427(42) ps was found. (c) Same

as (a) but for the reference 2+ → 0+ transition at 240.7 keV. The Π ratio for the peak at

422.7 keV is 0.380(55). (d) Same as (c) but obtained by using the 2+ → 0+ transition

as a reference. A ∆Cbg value of 555(36) ps was found in this case.

A different approach has been tried in this work by fitting the ∆Ccompt points

in Fig. 3.23(b) and (d) using a curve with the mathematical formula of the PRD

curve. This gives the fits shown in Fig. 3.24. The ∆Cbg values obtained for the

two 4+ → 2+ and 2+ → 0+ reference transitions are 394(22) ps and 526(19) ps,

respectively. The final value of τ = 400(20) ps is obtained using Eqs. 3.21 and 3.22.

The smaller uncertainities on the ∆Cbg values, and consequently on the final τ ,
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are due to the smaller uncertainties for the two fits, performed using Eq. 2.13.

Furthermore, χ̃2
s values around 3 are obtained with respect to the χ̃2

s values of 10

obtained from the second order polynomial.

(a)

ΔCbg = 394(22) ps

(b)

ΔCbg = 526(19) ps

Figure 3.24: (a) ∆Ccompt values at different energies (black dots), obtained using the

4+ → 2+ transition as a reference, fitted using Eq. 2.13. A ∆Cbg value of 394(22) ps

was obtained. (b) ∆Ccompt values at different energies (black dots), obtained using the

2+ → 0+ transition as a reference, fitted using Eq. 2.13. A ∆Cbg value of 526(19) ps

was found.

Although the measurement performed using a PRD–like curve is an improve-

ment with respect to what was obtained in Fig. 3.23, this method shows several

problems when applied to this dataset. The difference between this work and

Ref. [10] is the value of Π which, when propagated for the errors in Eq 3.22

increases the uncertainties even more. Furthermore, it is difficult to determine

whether the background gates are actually representative of a clean Compton

background or if lifetimes from other levels (or nuclei) are contributing. This is

avoided with the help of a gated HPGe spectrum from which one should be able

to identify pure background regions. However, due to the poor energy resolu-

tion of LaBr3(Ce) detectors this is often not possible and, if some other lifetime

contributions are picked out, it will affect the ∆Ccompt value in that region and

eventually the quality of the estimated Compton background.

3.4 Defining a procedure

In order to define the most suitable procedure to perform lifetime measurements

on this dataset, the results obtained for the 2+ state in 110Ru, using different

methods, are compared with each other and with previously measured values from
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the literature. According to the NNDC database this lifetime has been measured

five times, these are in chronological order:

� Ref. [125] – In this work the lifetime was measured for the first time. From

the relative intensities between two internal–conversion–electron spectra

taken 1 and 2 ns after the fission of 252Cf, an upper limit of 720 ps was

found.

� Ref. [126] – Here the lifetime was measured using the Doppler Shift Method

with Ge(Li) detectors, following the spontaneous fission of 252Cf. Fission

fragments were separated using two particle detectors with a resolution of±4–

6 a.m.u.. In this work a lifetime of τ = 332 ps was measured and a relative

error of 20% is quoted as an upper limit. This is the same relative error

quoted for all the lifetime measurements performed in the same experiment.

� Ref. [127] – In this work the lifetime measurement was performed by using

the combined information of the TOF of the 252Cf fission fragment, obtained

from a particle detectors, and that of a γ–ray detector in coincidence with it.

By gating only on the 2+ → 0+ transition in 110Ru (241 keV), the lifetime

was found to have a value of 491(58) ps.

� Ref. [128] – This proceeding follows the work presented in [127] and the

technique described in the two works are the same, with the only differ-

ence that here a 254Cf source was used instead. In this case a lifetime of

τ = 432(29) ps was measured.

� Ref. [129] – This is the last and most recent work where the lifetime was

measured. Ruthenium-110 was produced from the thermal–neutron–induced

fission of 249Cf. Beta-γ coincidences were collected using a plastic scintil-

lator for β-decay electrons and a planar Ge detector, for the γ rays. The

germanium detector had a time resolution of 7 ns at 100 keV, therefore the

Centroid Shift method was used. A lifetime of 721(115) ps was measured.

Discussion on the literature

The most recent evaluation for the value of lifetime of the 2+ state in 110Ru,

given in Ref. [130], was carried out by Gürdal and Kondev in 2012, when all the

measurements listed in the previous paragraph were already published. However,

the recommended lifetime value is the unweighted average between the two values

of Ref. [127] and [128], which gives 462(29) ps, but the reason behind this choice

is not explained in Ref. [130].
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No real discussion is needed about the work in [125] since it quotes an upper

limit consistent with all the following works. The absence of a specific error bar

for each single lifetime measurement in Ref. [126], and of any time or energy

spectra is probably the reason why this measurement was not considered when

calculating the average. Furthermore the measurement performed in Ref. [126]

is by the same authors as Ref. [128], so it can be assumed that the value of

τ =332 ps [126] can be disregarded in favour of τ = 432(29) ps [128]. Also in

the work in Ref. [129] energy and time spectra are not presented. The very bad

time resolution of the system (7 ns) in this latest work would require a deeper

discussion about several aspects such as for example how the prompt curves were

obtained. Furthermore the discrepancy between the value obtained in this work

and previous measurements is not discussed in the article. It is probably for these

reasons that also this measurement was not considered in the NNDC evaluation.

The only concern about the measurements performed in Refs [127] and [128] is

the fact that no gate was imposed on the feeding 4+ → 2+ transition, but only

on the 2+ → 0+ one. This is partially compensated by the fact that γ rays were

detected in coincidence with the fission fragments and, therefore, only higher–lying

isomers (unobserved so far) could have affected the measurements. However the

two works provide precise uncertainties, and the two values are consistent within

one standard deviation. The weighted average between this two values gives

τ = 444(26) ps which is not too different from the weighted average between all

four values of τ = 441(24) ps, which shows that, given the large uncertainties

quoted in Refs [126] and [129], these two results weakly affect the total average.

Following these considerations, for the purpose of this work, the three lifetime

values τ = 491(58) ps from Ref. [127], τ = 432(29) ps from Ref. [127] and their

weighted average τw = 444(26) ps, are considered as literature values.

In Table 3.2 all the lifetime measurements presented in this chapter for the

2+ level in 110Ru are listed and compared with the three literature values. The

comparison is done for each combination of measured value and literature value

and is given as the number of sigmas between the two values.
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[127] [128]

Method weighted. av. ToF – γ DSM

↓ τ [ps] 444(26) 491(58) 432(29)

C
o
n
v
o
lu

ti
o
n

B
a
n
a
n

a τd 335(3) 4.16 22.69 3.33

τa 346(3) 3.74 2.49 2.93

τs 333(2) 4.26 2.72 3.41

T
S
V

τd 455(5) 0.42 0.62 0.78

τa 431(5) 0.49 1.03 0.03

τ 437(4) 0.27 0.93 0.17

G
C

D

No Bg. 211(4) 8.86 4.82 7.55

Banana 334(5) 4.15 2.70 3.33

TSVsub 432(41) 0.25 0.83 0.00

TSVcorr 431(39) 0.28 0.86 0.02

Comptpol2 360(35) 1.93 1.93 1.58

ComptPRD 400(20) 1.34 1.48 0.91

Table 3.2: Comparison between the literature values of the lifetime of the 2+ state

in 110Ru (columns) and the values presented in this work (rows). The agreement is

calculated in sigmas of the reference literature value for the same column. The methods

used to measure the 2+ state are indicated both for those measured in this work and

for the literature ones. TSV stands for three shifted volumes and GCD for generalized

centroid difference. Here, τd, τa and τs refer to the three time distributions fitted with

the convolution method.

3.4.1 The Banana subtraction – discussion

A first consideration can be made on the banana background subtraction: with

respect to other procedures this procedure gave results which are the most distant

from any of the literature values. Even though the results obtained from the

convolution and GCD method are consistent with each other and they are closer

to the literature value than the one measured without any background correction,

the τ values obtained are very low with respect to 444(26) ps. This could be due to

the fact that the background is normalized with respect to the area of the gate on

the coincidence peak and it is therefore relatively small compared, for instance, to

what is subtracted in the three shifted volumes procedure. This results in a small
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average background which weakly affects the two time distributions. The small

errors are related to this underestimation of the background and originate from

the fact that after the subtraction the statistics is still very good. This method

has provided very good results in the past [7, 131], where the data presented

a very low level of background. This allowed the method to be used in order

to obtain a better sample of the background time distribution. In such cases,

whether the background is overestimated or not, is not really relevant. However,

as shown in the table, this technique is not the best option for this dataset, where

the background is so strong that it has to be precisely estimated and cannot be

averaged.

Every time the banana background was used on these data the lifetime values

obtained were consistently lower than the literature values. The difference in the

results obtained with this method and the banana subtraction can be explained

by the two main differences between the methods. The first is the role of the bg|bg
component, which is basically ignored when using the banana subtraction.

A second difference lies in the shift correction which cannot be applied for the

banana because: it is not possible to define a precise time–walk correction for an

L–shaped background and which usually covers a wide energy range.

3.4.2 The TSV method – discussion

In Table 3.2 all the results obtained using the convolution method combined with

the three shifted volumes method are within less than one standard deviation of

at least two of the literature values. The relatively large difference between τd and

τa is probably due to statistical fluctuations of the histograms, given by the poor

statistics resulting from the background subtraction procedure. If one considers

that the sum time distribution is representative of an average between the delayed

and anti–delayed distributions and that it has twice the statistics of those two,

it can be observed in the table that this gave very good results and a smaller

uncertainty with respect to all the literature values. The GCD method using TSV

background subtraction (TSVsub) and background correction (TSVcorr) results are

consistent with each other and with the literature. The value of τ = 432(41) ps

and the TSVcorr value of τ = 431(39) ps are within 1σ of all three values obtained

from the convolution method. Also both of them are consistent with the literature.

However, it can be observed that the uncertainties associated with these two

measurements are are a factor of 10 larger than those from the convolution method.

This difference is given by the fact that the convolution method involves a fit,
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whereas in the GCD method the error bars of all the channels in the histogram

are being propagated and contribute to the final result.

3.4.3 The Compton correction – discussion

The Compton correction procedure performed on the GCD method, gave better

results when applied using a PRD-like curve, than when a polynomial curve is

used. The average value of 0.40(1) for the peak–to–background ratio obtained in

Section 3.3.3 in this procedure is very different from the value that arises following

the three–shifted–volumes correction. This is given by the ratio

Π =
ntp|p

ntp|bg + ntbg|p + ntbg|bg
, (3.24)

which, using the numbers in Table 3.1, for the delayed and anti–delayed coincidence

peaks, gives an average value of 0.18(7). This difference can be explained by

looking at Fig. 3.25(a), where two energy spectra are shown. The black one

represents the result of an energy gate on the 2+ →0+ (240 keV) transition in
110Ru without background subtraction and it is the same spectrum as shown in

Fig. 3.23(c). The blue one is the normalized spectrum obtained by gating on the

right of the 240 keV peak and it therefore represents the background. It is clear

from the figure that in the energy region underneath the peak at 422 keV, the

background is not flat but shows a clear bump instead. This is nothing more than

the effect of a coincidence between the γ rays produced by Compton background

and those from the full–energy transitions in 110Ru. Compared with a generic

background region any full-energy-peak region is characterized by higher statistics

which makes it more likely, for a FEP γ–ray, to be in coincidence with a γ ray

from the Compton background. This is the origin of the bumps observable in the

background spectrum. For the same reason, when a gate is applied to the 2+ →0+

transition and the background is not subtracted a “residual” peak can be observed

at the energy where the gate was applied. This effect is also visible in the energy

spectra presented in Ref. [10]. The amplitude of these “residual” peaks can be

assumed to be directly proportional to the amount of background collected, but

also to the time window between two LaBr3(Ce) detectors. This can be reduced

only by a certain amount, depending on the lifetime of interest. Figure 3.25(b)

shows how the peak–to–background ratio should be measured following this logic.

The yellow area represents the background and the violet area is the true peak.
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This gives a Π value of 0.16(1), consistent with the value of 0.18(7), obtained from

the three shifted volume method.

(a)

Peak spectrum

Background 
spectrum

(b)

Bg

Peak

Figure 3.25: (a) Energy spectrum gated on the 2+ →0+ transition in 110Ru (black)

and normalized background energy spectrum (blue) obtained by gating on the right of the

peak at 240 keV. (b) Background underneath the full energy peak (yellow area). The

violet area is the true number of full–energy–peak γ rays.

In comparison with the three–shifted–volumes background method, measuring

the peak–to–background ratio from the gated energy spectrum in Fig. 3.23(a)

and (c), as suggested in Ref. [10], is like ignoring either the bg|p or the bg|p
background regions, depending on which peak is being considered. An example is

shown in Fig. 3.26, where a 3–dimensional representation of the delayed coincidence

peak is given. When the Compton correction is used, each background gate, shown

in Fig. 3.26 by the orange arrows, represents a sample of the sum of the true

p|bg and bg|bg components. The bg|p component is also included inside the

gate condition but only underneath the coincidence peak. The correction to the

measured ∆C given in Eq. 3.22 value is then weighted by the peak–to–background

ratio that should include the effect given by the bg|p background component that

was so far ignored. This effect makes the real peak–to–background ratio smaller

than the one obtained by fitting the 4+ →2+ peak in Fig. 3.25(a).
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Gate at 240 keV
Background gates

bg|bg

p|bg

bg|p

Figure 3.26: 3–dimensional representation of the delayed coincidence peak. The

region inside the red box is the data selected when gating on the 2+ →0+ transition. The

orange arrows represent the backgrounds that would be used in the Compton correction

method. The p|bg and bg|bg components constitute the majority of the background inside

the red volume, but the bg|p background component is also selected by the energy gate

and it appears only underneath the coincidence peak. This severely underestimates the

background, when using the Compton correction, as the bg|p component is not considered.

All this explanation can be summarised in a few points:

� The assumption used for the three shifted volumes correction is that the three

true background components bg|p, p|bg and bg|bg are adding up underneath

the coincidence peak. This has been shown to make mathematical sense in

Section 3.3.2, and also in Fig. 3.22.

� It follows that the background level under the peak is higher than in any

other region where there are no FEPs. This is proven by two facts:

◦ When gating on one of the two transitions that are part of the coinci-

dence peak, a residual peak at the same energy is obtained.

◦ The same peak is observed when gating on the background associated

with the peak.

� It follows that, when measuring the peak–to–background ratio, the assump-

tion of a flat background underneath the peak is equivalent to ignoring the
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effect of the third background component (bg|p or p|bg). This is, in theory,

a mistake.

Therefore, it must be possible to demonstrate that the Compton correction

described by Eqs. 3.21 and 3.22 is substantially different from the one given in

Eq. 3.20. In order to make Eq. 3.20 comparable with Eqs. 3.21 and 3.22, it can

be written in terms of a correction to the centroid difference (and not just the

position of the centroids). This can be obtained assuming that the number of

counts measured in the four delayed regions regions are the same as those obtained

in the anti–delayed region. For a common–start common–stop system, like the one

used in this experiment, this assumption is not too far from reality. Equation 3.20

can be rewritten as

∆Ct
p|p = ∆Cm

p|p +

[
(∆Cm

p|p −∆Cm
p|bg)

Πp|bg
+

(∆Cm
p|p −∆Cm

bg|p)

Πbg|p
−

(∆Cm
p|p −∆Cm

bg|bg)

Πbg|bg

]
,

(3.25)

is then obtained, where for instance the peak–to–background ratio Πp|bg is given

by

Πp|bg =
nmp|p − nmp|bg − nmbg|p + nmbg|bg

nmp|bg
. (3.26)

The analytical form of Eq. 3.25 is similar to that of Eqs. 3.21 and 3.22. The only

difference lies in the nature of the background correction i.e. the sum in square

brackets in Eq. 3.25 which should be compared with tavgcorr defined in Eq. 3.22. In

Eq. 3.25 there are three background regions with individual Π, while in Eq 3.22

there is only one background component with its associated Π. The tavgcorr is the

unweighted average between the tfeedcorr and tdeccorr corrections which correspond to

the bg|p and p|bg corrections respectively. They can be written using the same

notation used in Eq. 3.25 as

tfeedcorr =

(
∆Cm

p|p −∆Cm
bg|p
)
nmbg|p

nmp|p − nmbg|p
(3.27)

and

tdeccorr =

(
∆Cm

p|p −∆Cm
p|bg
)
nmp|bg

nmp|p − nmp|bg
, (3.28)

which give, for the tavgcorr term, the equation

tavgcorr =
1

2

((
∆Cm

p|p −∆Cm
bg|p
)
nmbg|p

nmp|p − nmbg|p
+

(
∆Cm

p|p −∆Cm
p|bg
)
nmp|bg

nmp|p − nmp|bg

)
. (3.29)
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In order to compare the correction given in Eq. 3.29 with the one given in

square brackets in Eq. 3.25 this last equation can be written as

tavgcorr =
1

2

(
∆Cm

p|p

Πp|bg
+

∆Cm
p|p

Πbg|p

)
− 1

2

(
∆Cm

bg|p

Πbg|p
+

∆Cm
p|bg

Πp|bg

)
, (3.30)

where Π is redefined as

Πp|bg =
nmp|p − nmp|bg

nmp|bg
and Πbg|p =

nmp|p − nmbg|p
nmbg|p

. (3.31)

Equation 3.30 shows the different nature of the background correction applied

in the case of the Compton correction procedure. Since one can assume that the

bg|bg component is uniformly distributed in the two dimensional energy spectrum

in Fig. 3.26, it follows that it is actually subtracted when Eq. 3.30 is applied. A

first problem is represented by the way the peak–to–backgrounds in Eq. 3.31 are

measured, as already discussed in this section. Ignoring the effect described before,

leads to wrong weighting factors for all the centroid differences in the equation. A

second problem arises in the way the other two background components are simply

averaged. In the Compton correction procedure the background is estimated to

be the average of p|bg and bg|p whereas in the TSV method it is assumed that

the backgrounds are cumulative. In the case of a flat background underneath

the peaks in Fig. 3.25, i.e. the three background components are not adding up

under the coincidence peak in Fig. 3.26, then an unweighted average of the two

components in Eq. 3.30 would give a reasonable solution. Unfortunately this is

not the case for this dataset and therefore Eq. 3.22 cannot be used for this dataset

and Eq. 3.19 must be used instead.

As a concluding remark it is important to stress that the idea of using a fit, in

order to determine the time behaviour of the background, is not to be considered

wrong but it is more difficult to perform. The idea of using the three volumes is

just a different way to obtain a sample of the background. The difference between

the two methods is in the way the information obtained from the background is

treated.

Conclusion

According to the results just presented on this test case, the procedure that gave

better results is the three–shifted–volumes background correction, both for the

convolution and for the GCD methods. In comparison, the Compton correction
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method proved its effectiveness during the EXILL–FATIMA campaign, where

the peak–to–background ratios measured and the statistics were much larger

than those presented here [4, 10, 133]. Also the banana–subtraction method is

usually applied when very good statistics and peak–to–background ratios are

obtained [7, 131] and the banana cut simply provides a way to obtain a better

sample for the background time spectrum.

The three shifted volume background subtraction will be used in the next

chapter to perform other lifetime measurements using the GCD method, in

particular the version where the position of the centroid is corrected, rather than

the one where the background is actually subtracted.

3.4.4 Additional case: no background subtraction in DGS

Figure 3.27 shows three time distributions obtained by applying the three shifted

volumes background subtraction on the γ–γ–∆C cube, obtained using the four

single DGS gates discussed before, but without any DGS background subtraction.

These gave the lifetimes of τd = 400(5) ps, τa = 415(8)ps and τs = 405(5) ps

from the convolution method and τGCD = 428(23) ps from the GCD method.

These values are lower than those obtained with the same three shifted volumes

background in Table 3.2, but have smaller error bars because of the larger statistics.

As explained at the beginning of this chapter, using DGS gates which are not

background subtracted is not an option to be discarded without discussion. The

loss in statistics for the case of the 2+ state in 110Ru when applying the DGS

background subtraction is approximately a factor of three inside the γ–γ–∆T cube

and ∼2.3 for the time distributions. Even though Fig. 3.4(a) compared to (b)

shows an improvement in the quality of the γ–γ coincidence matrix, this is often

not enough to justify the loss of statistics in the final time spectrum. Whether

this procedure will be applied or not to other levels of interest, it will be discussed

in the next Chapter, case by case.

3.5 Note on the uncertainties

In the previous sections the calculation of the uncertainities was only discussed in

some cases. This was to avoid confusion since the attention of the reader should

focus on the procedure rather than other details. The aim of this short section is

to fill this gap giving a brief explanation about the calculation of the uncertainties

in those cases where no explanation was given. The discussion must be divided in
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Figure 3.27: Log scale on both y axes. (a) Delayed (blue) and anti–delayed (red)

time distributions obtained after the set of single gates, listed in Fig 3.3 was applied

to the data. The three shifted volumes background subtraction was applied on both of

them, using the same background limits that were used through the entire section. The

distributions fitted with Eq. 3.1 gave τd = 400(5) ps and τa = 415(8) ps respectively, with

reduced chi–squared values of χ̃2
d = 1.0 and χ̃2

a = 1.1. From the position of the centroids

the GCD method was applied, giving a lifetime of τCGD = 428(23) ps. (b) Sum of the

two distributions. With a χ̃2
s value of 2.0 the fit gave a lifetime value of τs = 405(5) ps.
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two parts, one regarding the uncertainties obtained from the convolution method,

and a second one focusing on the GCD method. For the convolution method

the quoted uncertainities are given by the errors on the parameter τ . In some

cases the uncertainties obtained from the GDC method can also be fit–dependent,

when for example Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6 cannot be used to evaluate the position of the

centroids. The fits were performed using the software root with the minuit2

minimization package which is used to minimize a negative log–likelihood function.

Uncertainties on the parameters are obtained by the software for a confidence

interval of 1σ [134]. Different fitting packages and algorithms offered by the

software root were used on the test case described in this section, but they all

gave consistent and often identical results. For this reason particular care was

taken when calculating the error bars of the experimental points, which are the

only major ingredients of the final uncertainties.

3.5.1 Convolution – Uncertainities

For the delayed distribution histogram presented in Fig. 3.7 the final error bars

(δ) on the data points would be obtained simply by adding in quadrature the

content of two different components. In fact, the histogram is produced by gating

on a γ–γ–∆T cube which is obtained by subtracting the cube gated on the

backgrounds of the four DGS transitions from the cube obtained by gating on the

FEPs. Therefore, two histograms are being added together to obtain the final one

and, consequently, the error bar for each channel i must be the quadratic sum

these, and it is given by

δi =

√(
ηi

)2
+
(
ρi

)2
, (3.32)

where ηi is the error bar of the i–th channel of the delayed histogram obtained from

FEP cube, and ρi is the same for the background cube. If no other manipulation

of the γ–γ–∆T cube was done, a well established practice is to use the square

root of the number of counts of each channel for ηi and ρi. For the cases where

DGS background subtraction is applied, the widths of the gates used were always

consistent (i.e. one, two or three channels) such that no normalizing factor had to

be used. Equation 3.32 is correct when the two uncertainities under the square

root are independent and this is the case since during the data sorting phase

every event was allowed to fill only one of the two cubes. For more complicated

procedures, such as for example the three–shifted–volumes method, the calculation
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3 Data analysis and test cases 3.5 Note on the uncertainties

of the error bars follows the same principle, but in a more complex form given by

the fact that not only was the cube the result of subtracting the DGS background

from the DGS FEPs, but also inside this one, four different volumes with different

gate widths, were being subtracted from one another. Equation 3.32 then becomes

δ
p|p
i =

[(
η
p|p
i

)2
−
(
k1 · ηp|bgi

)2
−
(
k2 · ηbg|pi

)2
+
(
k3 · ηbg|bgi

)2
+

−
(
ρ
p|p
i

)2
+
(
k1 · ρp|bgi

)2
+
(
k2 · ρbg|pi

)2
−
(
k3 · ρbg|bgi

)2] 1
2

, (3.33)

where the indices p|p, p|bg, bg|p and bg|bg indicate the four different time dis-

tributions to be added together for both FEP and background γ–γ–∆T cubes

and k1,2,3 are the normalizing factors. Whenever the sum distribution of the

delayed and anti–delayed time spectra was used, the error bar for the i–th channel

was calculated from the quadratic sum of the i–th channels of the two original

distributions (the anti–delayed being previously mirrored). The error bars for the

sum time spectrum are therefore larger than those from the other two, but the

relative uncertainty i.e. with respect to the number of counts, is lower, resulting

in general in a better fit, with lower χ̃2 value and a smaller final error on the τ

parameter. When the convolution method, which is completely fit dependent, is

used, this is the kind of uncertainty calculation carried out in this work.

3.5.2 GCD – Uncertainities

When using the GCD method, the error bars of the data points were obtained

as already explained for the convolution method. In general, the uncertainities

on the position of the centroids were calculated using Eq. 3.6, when using the

discrete time distribution. Whenever the histogram was fitted using a Gaussian

function the errors on the centroid parameters were used instead. For the TSVcorr

method, uncertainties on the corrected delayed and anti–delayed centroid values

δCtrue were calculated from the partial derivatives with respect to all the variables

in Eq. 3.20. The equation has the form given in Ref. [135],

δCt
p|p =

√√√√ bg|bg∑
i=p|bg

(∣∣∣∣∣∂Ct
p|p

∂ni

∣∣∣∣∣ δni
)2

+

bg|bg∑
i=p|bg

(∣∣∣∣∣∂Ct
p|p

∂Ci

∣∣∣∣∣ δCi
)2

, (3.34)

where ni and Ci represent the number of counts and centroid positions measured

for the three background regions, respectively. The uncertainties for the three
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3 Data analysis and test cases 3.5 Note on the uncertainties

centroids used in Eq. 3.34, were actually larger than those obtained from the fit

of the time distributions because the uncertainty given by time–walk correction

of the Compton background were also considered. The uncertainty on ∆C was

then obtained from the quadratic sum of the uncertainties on the position of the

two centroids and the final error on τ included the uncertanty on the ∆C value

and on 1σ the PRD correction, which is 6 ps, for the energy values given by the

4+ →2+ →0+ cascade in 110Ru. Whenever a correction factor was applied to the

∆C in the Compton–corrected GCD method, as for example in Section 3.3.2, the

uncertainties from all the ingredients used in the correction were propagated to

obtain the final error on τ .
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Chapter 4

Results

This Chapter discusses all the lifetimes measured in this work using one or more

of the techniques described in the previous chapter. The GCD method coupled

with the three–shifted–volumes correction was used in most of the cases. This is

because the lifetimes presented here are short compared with the time resolution

of the system and because the low statistics doesn’t always allow for a TSV

subtraction to be applied. For every measurement some important information

must be given: the DGS gates applied to the data to make the γ–γ–∆T cube and

whether these gates were background subtracted or not, the LaBr3(Ce)–LaBr3(Ce)

time coincidence window, the start and stop energy gates applied to the LaBr3(Ce)

array, the corrected “true” ∆C value (obtained from the procedure in Section 3.3.2)

and the PRD correction. At the end of the Chapter all the results are summarized

in a table and compared with the literature. Interpretation of the results in the

light of different theoretical models is given in the following chapter.

4.1 Lifetime measurements in 100–102Zr

4.1.1 The 2+
1 state in 100Zr

The measurement of the lifetime of the 2+1 state in 100Zr is a particularly difficult one

for this dataset because the 2+ → 0+ transition at 213 keV is very close in energy

to the 5/2− → 3/2− (217 keV) transition in 79Br populated via (n,n′) reaction on

the LaBr3(Ce) crystals. Due to the low energy resolution of LaBr3(Ce) detectors

it is virtually impossible to distinguish them and, therefore, whenever a gate is

applied to the transition at 213 keV some information from the 217 keV transition

is also picked up. A time window of 6.6 ns was used for the measurement but, as

discussed in Section 2.6, this could not be enough to avoid all the contaminants.

Figure 4.1(a) shows the LaBr3(Ce) (blue) and DGS (red) energy spectra obtained
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4 Results 4.1 Lifetime measurements in 100–102Zr

gating on three different transitions in Gammasphere: the 6+1 → 4+1 , 6+4 → 4+1 and

the transition at 1464 keV feeding the 6+
1 state in 100Zr (a partial level scheme is

given later in this Chapter). Background subtraction when gating on the DGS

was not used in order not to decrease the (already low) statistics in the time

distributions. Figure 4.1(b) shows the projection of the γ–γ–∆T cube gated on

Gammasphere, the p|p and background regions are also shown. The convolution

method applied after a three–shifted–volumes background subtraction described

in Section 3.2.2 was used to extract the lifetime of the 2+ level. The delayed

(blue) and anti–delayed (red) time distributions are presented in Fig. 4.2(a). As

for the 110Ru case strict limits were imposed on the fit parameters. The sigma of

the Gaussian component was constrained between 330 and 370 ps, in line with

the time resolution of the system for these energies. The lifetimes obtained were

τd = 810(89) ps, τa = 906(86) ps and τs = 855(44) ps for the convolution method.

The large uncertainties are due to the poor statistics in the time distributions.

The GCD method was also used and the lifetime obtained was τGCD = 802(68) ps.

Because of the larger statistics in the spectrum in Fig. 4.2(b), the lifetime quoted

at the end of the Chapter will be τs = 855(44) ps.
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Figure 4.1: (a) LaBr3(Ce) array (blue) and DGS (red) energy spectra gated on the

6+1 → 4+1 , 6+4 → 4+1 transitions and the transition at 1464 keV feeding the 6+1 state, in

Gammasphere. They are not background subtracted. (b) Zoom of the γ–γ–∆T cube

around the 4+ → 2+ → 0+ cascade. The black squares represent the gates on the

coincidence peaks, the red and black ones are p|bg and bg|p regions, the red ones are the

bg|bg regions.
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4 Results 4.1 Lifetime measurements in 100–102Zr
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Figure 4.2: Log scale on both y axes. (a) Delayed (blue) and anti–delayed (red) time

distributions obtained for the 2+ state in 100Zr. The three shifted volumes background

subtraction was applied on both of them, using the background limits shown in Fig. 4.1.

The distributions fitted with Eq. 3.1 gave τd = 810(89) ps and τa = 906(86) ps respectively,

with reduced chi–squared values of χ̃2
d = 1.3 and χ̃2

a = 1.2. From the position of

the centroids the GCD method was applied, giving a lifetime of τCGD = 802(68) ps.

(b) Sum of the two distributions. With a χ̃2
s value of 2.3 the fit gave a lifetime value of

τs = 855(44) ps.

Figure 4.3 shows the history of the lifetime measurements for this state. The

value of 791+26
−36 ps is indicated by the solid and dashed red lines has been suggested

in a recent evaluation in Ref. [136]. The value of τ = 840(18) ps from Ref. [10] is

indicated by the green point, while the measurement from this work is given by

the red point. The most recent measurement [10] is in good agreement with the

one presented in this work and cites as a reference the NNDC value τ = 851(43) ps
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4 Results 4.1 Lifetime measurements in 100–102Zr

from Ref. [67], which was calculated as the weighted average between the values

published in Refs. [122,126–128,137–139,141,142].
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Figure 4.3: History of the lifetime measurements of the 2+ excited state in 100Zr. The

red point represents this work. The green point is the more recent measurement [10]. The

red solid line is the evaluation performed in Ref. [136] of 791+26
−36 ps, while the dashed red

lines are the associated uncertainties. This has been calculated from the measurements

represented by the blue and black points, performed using the delayed coincidence method

and recoil distance method, respectively.

4.1.2 The 4+
1 state in 100Zr

The lifetime of the 4+
1 state in 100Zr was previously measured in three different

works [10, 141, 143]. In references [141, 143] lifetime values of τ = 53(6) ps and

53.39(50) ps were measured respectively (the NNDC value is the average 53(4) ps),

while more recently [10] a lifetime value of τ = 37(4) ps was obtained, using the

GCD method with Compton correction. These values are much smaller than

the time resolution of this system, therefore for this measurement the TSVcorr

method was used. In order to avoid contamination from the fission neutrons a

time window of ∼3.5 ns was used to gate the ∆T information.

The 4+ state in 100Zr was isolated by applying one background–subtracted

energy gate on the 2+ → 0+ transition in Gammasphere. In Fig. 4.4(a) the gated

and background–subtracted DGS (red) and LaBr3(Ce) (blue) energy spectra are

shown. The 6+
1 → 4+

1 (feeder) and 4+
1 → 2+

1 (decay) transitions at 497 keV and

352 keV respectively are labelled. The gates on the FEPs and background regions

are indicated by the black and red solid lines respectively. The reduced level

scheme for 100Zr is shown in Fig. 4.4(b) where the red transition is the one used to

gate on the DGS energy and the blue transitions are the start and stop signal in

the LaBr3(Ce) array. The projection of the γ–γ–∆T cube is shown in Fig. 4.5(a)

where the gates on the coincidence peaks are highlighted by the black squares,
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4 Results 4.1 Lifetime measurements in 100–102Zr

and the red ones indicate the gates on the six background region. The eight time

distributions obtained from the gates in Fig. 4.5(a) are shown in Fig. 4.5(b).
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Figure 4.4: (a) LaBr3(Ce) array (blue) and DGS (red) background–subtracted energy

spectra gated on the 2+1 → 0+g.s. transition in Gammasphere. The FEP and background

energy gates are indicated by black and red solid lines respectively. (b) Reduced level

scheme for 100Zr. The red transition is used to gated on DGS energy. The blue ones

are used for the start and stop gates on the LaBr3(Ce) array.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Zoom of the γ–γ–∆T cube around the 6+1 → 4+1 → 2+1 cascade. The

black squares represent the gates on the coincidence peaks, the red and black ones are

p|bg and bg|p regions, the red ones are the bg|bg regions. (b) Log scale on y axis. The

p|p (black), p|bg (green), bg|p (red) and bg|bg (blue) time distributions obtained from

the energy gates shown in Fig 4.4(a), and scaled for their gate areas.

The positions of the centroids obtained from these time distributions are listed

in Table 4.1 together with the measured and true number of counts in each region
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4 Results 4.1 Lifetime measurements in 100–102Zr

and the corrected values for the centroids of the delayed and anti–delayed p|p time

distributions, obtained by applying Eq. 3.20. A value for ∆Ccorr = 183(21) ps was

found by applying Eq. 3.20 to the values listed in Table 4.1. By applying a PRD

correction of 116(6) ps to the measured ∆C the obtained lifetime was τ = 34(11) ps.

The result is within 1σ of the value given in Ref. [10], but in slightly less good

agreement with the values obtained in Refs. [141,143]. The difference between the

two sets of measurements is probably given by the presence of fission–partners

contaminants. In Ref. [10], 100Zr was produced by the neutron–induced fission

of 235U, and, as for this experiment, only γ rays were used to select the nuclei

of interest. Also in Refs. [141, 143] 100Zr was produced via nuclear fission, but

in [141] the JOSEF mass separator was used and in [143] the SAPHIR array was

used to detect fission products.

D
e
l.

Cm
p|p Cm

p|bg Cm
bg|p Cm

bg|bg Ct
p|bg Ct

bg|p Ct
p|p

61(1) 57(2) 56(6) 61(2) 41(12) 47(7) 99(15)

nmp|p nmp|bg nmbg|p nmbg|bg ntp|bg ntbg|p ntp|p
43996 24896 30877 19374 5524 11504 7595

A
n
ti

–
D

e
l. Cm

p|p Cm
p|bg Cm

bg|p Cm
bg|bg Ct

p|bg Ct
bg|p Ct

p|p
−87(1) −86(2) −81(2) −75(2) −35(16) −98(7) −80(14)

nmp|p nmp|bg nmbg|p nmbg|bg ntp|bg ntbg|p ntp|p
42006 23901 20406 19869 4032 10537 7567

Table 4.1: Measured and corrected centroid positions for the p|p, p|bg, bg|p and bg|bg
region, used to measure the lifetime of the 4+ level in 100Zr together with the measured

and true number of counts for the four regions. The measured Cm centroids, for the

background regions, have been shifted for the Compton time–walk. All the centroid

positions are given in picoseconds.

4.1.3 The 6+
1 state in 100Zr

The lifetime upper limit of the 6+
1 state has been measured using the TSVcorr

method. The 8+
1 → 6+

1 → 4+
1 cascade has been isolated by applying background–

subtracted gates on the 2+
1 → 0+

g.s., 4+
1 → 2+

1 and 10+
1 → 8+

1 transitions in

Gammasphere. The resulting energy spectra are shown in Fig. 4.6(a). The gates

applied on the 8+1 → 6+1 and 6+1 → 4+1 transitions are shown in the same figure by

the black solid lines, together with the background gates (red lines). A partial

level scheme of 100Zr is shown in Fig. 4.6(b) where the transitions gated in DGS

are coloured in red, and the blue transitions are those used as start and stop-

gates in the LaBr3(Ce) array. The projection of the γ–γ–∆T cube is shown in
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4 Results 4.1 Lifetime measurements in 100–102Zr

Fig. 4.7(a). The gates on the coincidence peaks are highlighted by the black

squares, and the red ones indicate the gates on the six background regions. For

this measurement the p|p region was selected to minimize the contribution from

the 511 keV peak and therefore, very narrow gates on the FEP were applied. The

eight time distributions used for the TSVcorr method are shown in Fig. 4.7(b).
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Figure 4.6: (a) LaBr3(Ce) array (blue) and DGS (red) energy spectra obtained by

applying background–subtracted gates on the 2+1 → 0+g.s., 4+1 → 2+1 and 10+1 → 8+1
transitions, in Gammasphere. (b) Partial level scheme of 100Zr. The transitions

coloured in red were used to apply an energy gate in DGS. The blue transitions are those

used as start and stop gates for the energy signals in the LaBr3(Ce) array.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Zoom of the γ–γ–∆T cube around the 8+1 → 6+1 → 4+1 cascade. The

black squares represent the gates on the coincidence peaks, the red ones are the six

background regions. (b) Log scale on y axis. The p|p (black), p|bg (green), bg|p (red)

and bg|bg (blue) time distributions obtained from the energy gates shown in Fig 4.6.
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4 Results 4.1 Lifetime measurements in 100–102Zr

In Table 4.2 the centroid of the eight time distributions, before and after the

TSVcorr was applied, are presented. From the position of the centroids the corrected

centroid difference value of ∆C = 95(37) ps was obtained which, combined with

a PRD correction of 79(5) ps, gave a lifetime value of τ = 8(18) ps, from which

an upper limit of τ ≤26 ps can be adopted. This lifetime has been measured

twice in the past. The first time the lifetime obtained was 7.0(15) ps [143]. More

recently, in Ref. [10] a lifetime of τ = 12(5) ps was obtained, using the GCD

method combined with Compton correction. Because of the large uncertainity,

the result obtained in this work agrees with both these works.

D
e
l.

Cm
p|p Cm

p|bg Cm
bg|p Cm

bg|bg Ct
p|bg Ct

bg|p Ct
p|p

44(4) 51(4) 39(4) 32(5) 80(11) 62(8) 25(17)

nmp|p nmp|bg nmbg|p nmbg|bg ntp|bg ntbg|p ntp|p
3381 1931 1542 1180 752 362 1088

A
n
ti

–
D

e
l. Cm

p|p Cm
p|bg Cm

bg|p Cm
bg|bg Ct

p|bg Ct
bg|p Ct

p|p
−57(4) −53(4) −47(4) −43(4) −38(24) −65(26) −69(32)

nmp|p nmp|bg nmbg|p nmbg|bg ntp|bg ntbg|p ntp|p
3089 2183 1600 1264 620 336 570

Table 4.2: Measured and corrected centroid positions for the p|p, p|bg, bg|p and bg|bg
region, used to measure the lifetime of the 6+ level in 100Zr together with the measured

and true number of counts for the four regions. The measured Cm centroids, for the

background regions, have been shifted for the Compton time–walk. All the centroid

positions are given in picoseconds.

4.1.4 The 6+
1 state in 102Zr

The 6+1 state in 102Zr has been isolated by setting background–subtracted gates on

the 4+1 → 2+1 and 2+1 → 0+g.s. transitions in Gammasphere. The gated energy spectra

for the LaBr3(Ce) array (blue) and DGS (red) arrays are shown in Fig. 4.8(a).

Figure 4.8(b) shows a partial level scheme for 102Zr which follows the same colour

scheme as the previous cases. Figure 4.9(a) shows the projection of the γ–γ–∆T

cube around the 8+
1 → 6+

1 → 4+
1 cascade. The eight time distributions are shown

in Fig. 4.9(b). The time distributions obtained from the gates are presented in

Fig. 4.9, while their centroids are listed in Table. 4.3.
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Figure 4.8: (a) LaBr3(Ce) array (blue) and DGS (red) energy spectra obtanied by

applying background–subtracted gates on the 2+1 → 0+g.s. and 4+1 → 2+1 transitions in

Gammasphere. (b) Partial level scheme of 102Zr including the DGS gated transitions

(red) and the LaBr3(Ce)–gated transitions (blue).
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Figure 4.9: (a) Zoom of the γ–γ–∆T cube around the 8+1 → 6+1 → 4+1 cascade. The

black squares represent the gates on the coincidence peaks, the red ones are the six

background regions. (b) Log scale on y axis. The p|p (black), p|bg (green), bg|p (red)

and bg|bg (blue) time distributions obtained from the energy gates shown in Fig 4.8(a).

For this measurement ∆Ccorr = 101(40) ps which, together with a PRD

correction of 92(5) ps give a lifetime value of τ = 5(20) ps. This can be translated

into an upper limit of 25 ps for the lifetime of the 6+
1 state in 102Zr, consistent

with the literature value of τ ≤12 ps, given in Ref. [10].
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D
e
l.

Cm
p|p Cm

p|bg Cm
bg|p Cm

bg|bg Ct
p|bg Ct

bg|p Ct
p|p

51(3) 49(4) 61(5) 45(6) 55(11) 94(12) 15(31)

nmp|p nmp|bg nmbg|p nmbg|bg ntp|bg ntbg|p ntp|p
5704 3678 3224 2178 1500 1046 980

A
n
ti

–
D

e
l. Cm

p|p Cm
p|bg Cm

bg|p Cm
bg|bg Ct

p|bg Ct
bg|p Ct

p|p
−75(3) −65(4) −80(5) −72(6) −32(20) −95(19) −86(25)

nmp|p nmp|bg nmbg|p nmbg|bg ntp|bg ntbg|p ntp|p
5694 3453 3158 2114 1340 1044 1197

Table 4.3: Measured and corrected centroid positions for the p|p, p|bg, bg|p and bg|bg
region, used to measure the lifetime of the 6+ level in 102Zr together with the measured

and true number of counts for the four regions. The measured Cm centroids, for the

background regions, have been shifted for the Compton time–walk. All the centroid

positions are given in picoseconds.

4.2 Lifetime measurements in 114Pd

In this section the lifetime measurements of the 2+
1 , 4+

1 and 6+
1 rotational states

in 114Pd are presented. A time window of 3.5 ns was considered for the three

measurements which have all been performed using the TSVcorr method.

4.2.1 The 2+
1 state in 114Pd

The 2+
1 state in 114Pd has been selected by setting background–subtracted gates

on the 6+1 → 4+1 (648 keV), 8+1 → 6+1 (715 keV), 10+1 → 8+1 (644 keV) and 5−1 → 4+

(1332 keV) transitions in Gammasphere. The reduced level scheme is presented in

Fig. 4.10(b). The resulting LaBr3(Ce) (blue) and HPGe (red) energy spectra are

presented in Fig. 4.10(a) where the 2+
1 → 0+

g.s. (333 keV) and 4+
1 → 2+

1 (520 keV)

transitions are labelled. The black vertical lines are the gates applied to the

4+
1 → 2+

1 → 0+
g.s. cascade and the red solid lines are the background gates. The

projection of the γ–γ–∆T cube is presented in Fig. 4.11(a). For this measurement

the p|p regions were very clean with no contaminants and it was also possible to

select very clean background regions. The eight time distributions obtained from

the gates are shown in Fig. 4.11(b).
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Figure 4.10: (a) LaBr3(Ce) array (blue) and DGS (red) energy spectra for the

obtained by setting gates on the background–subtracted 6+1 → 4+1 , 8+1 → 6+1 , 10+1 → 8+1
and 5−1 → 4+1 transitions in Gammasphere. (b) Reduced level scheme for 114Pd. The

transitions coloured in red were used for DGS gates, the blue ones are the stop and start

transitions in the LaBr3(Ce) array.
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Figure 4.11: (a) Zoom of the γ–γ–∆T cube around the 4+1 → 2+1 → 0+g.s. cascade.

(b) The p|p (black), p|bg (green), bg|p (red) and bg|bg (blue) time distributions obtained

from the energy gates shown in Fig. 4.10, and scaled for their gate areas.

The corrected centroid difference value of ∆C = 363(19) ps was obtained using

the three shifted volumes correction method. Combined with a PRD correction of

153(6) ps this gave a lifetime value of τ = 105(9) ps. This is within one sigma

of the literature value of τ = 118(20) ps given in Ref. [85] and also more precise.

It is also consistent with the value of τ = 116(6) ps in Ref. [140] that was not

published. The lifetime of this level was also measured in Ref. [127] and a value
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4 Results 4.2 Lifetime measurements in 114Pd

of 289(86) ps was obtained. This is a factor of 2.5 larger than Dewald’s [85] and

Mach’s [140] value and the one obtained in this analysis and for this reason it is

not considered.

D
e
l.

Cm
p|p Cm

p|bg Cm
bg|p Cm

bg|bg Ct
p|bg Ct

bg|p Ct
p|p

130(2) 130(5) 85(5) 110(10) 173(21) 55(22) 178(14)

nmp|p nmp|bg nmbg|p nmbg|bg ntp|bg ntbg|p ntp|p
15552 6651 8028 4520 2131 3508 5393

A
n
ti

–
D

e
l. Cm

p|p Cm
p|bg Cm

bg|p Cm
bg|bg Ct

p|bg Ct
bg|p Ct

p|p
−148(2) −130(2) −123(5) −131(12) −129(15) −118(12) −184(12)

nmp|p nmp|bg nmbg|p nmbg|bg ntp|bg ntbg|p ntp|p
16024 5279 7722 3317 1963 4405 6340

Table 4.4: Measured and corrected centroid positions for the p|p, p|bg, bg|p and bg|bg
region, used to measure the lifetime of the 2+ level in 114Pd together with the measured

and true number of counts for the four regions. The measured Cm centroids, for the

background regions, have been shifted for the Compton time–walk. All the centroid

positions are given in picoseconds.

4.2.2 The 4+
1 state in 114Pd

The 4+1 state has been isolated by applying three background–subtracted gates on

the 2+1 → 0+g.s., 8+1 → 6+1 and 10+1 → 8+1 transitions in Gammasphere. The resulting

LaBr3(Ce) (blue) and HPGe (red) energy spectra are shown in Fig. 4.12(a). For

this case the energy gates on the 6+1 → 4+1 → 2+1 cascade have been applied on the

right–hand side of the two energy peaks, in order to minimize the contributions

from the two contaminant peaks at 511 keV and 644 keV respectively, the latter

being the 10+
1 → 8+

1 transition in 114Pd. The partial level scheme of 114Pd is

shown in Fig. 4.12(b), where the transitions are coloured according to the previous

cases. The time distributions obtained from the eight gates shown in the matrix in

Fig. 4.13(a) are presented in Fig. 4.13(b) and their centroids corrected according

to the three shifted volumes correction method are given in Table 4.5. A ∆Ccorr

value of 120(24) ps was measured. Together with a PRD correction of 70(4) ps

this gave a lifetime value of τ = 25(12) ps. This is the first lifetime measurement

for this level.
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Figure 4.12: (a) LaBr3(Ce) array (blue) and DGS (red) energy spectra obtained by

setting gates on the background–subtracted 2+1 →0+g.s., 8+1 → 6+1 and 10+1 →8+1 transitions

in Gammasphere. (b) Partial level scheme for 114Pd. The red transitions are used as

gates on Gammasphere. The blue ones are the start and stop gates on the LaBr3(Ce)

array.
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Figure 4.13: (a) Zoom of the γ–γ–∆T cube around the 6+1 → 4+1 → 2+1 cascade. The

eight gated regions are shown. (b) The p|p (black), p|bg (green), bg|p (red) and bg|bg
(blue) time distributions obtained from the energy gates shown in Fig 4.12, and scaled

for their gate areas. The positions of their centroids are listed in Table 4.5.
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4 Results 4.2 Lifetime measurements in 114Pd
D

e
l.

Cm
p|p Cm

p|bg Cm
bg|p Cm

bg|bg Ct
p|bg Ct

bg|p Ct
p|p

130(2) 130(5) 85(5) 110(10) 173(21) 55(22) 178(14)

nmp|p nmp|bg nmbg|p nmbg|bg ntp|bg ntbg|p ntp|p
15552 6651 8028 4520 2131 3508 5393

A
n
ti

–
D

e
l. Cm

p|p Cm
p|bg Cm

bg|p Cm
bg|bg Ct

p|bg Ct
bg|p Ct

p|p
−148(2) −130(2) −123(5) −131(12) −129(15) −118(12) −184(12)

nmp|p nmp|bg nmbg|p nmbg|bg ntp|bg ntbg|p ntp|p
16024 5279 7722 3317 1963 4405 6340

Table 4.5: Measured and corrected centroid positions for the p|p, p|bg, bg|p and bg|bg
region, used to measure the lifetime of the 4+ level in 114Pd together with the measured

and true number of counts for the four regions. The measured Cm centroids, for the

background regions, have been shifted for the Compton time–walk. All the centroid

positions are given in picoseconds.

4.2.3 The 6+
1 state in 114Pd

The lifetime upper limit of the 6+
1 state in 114Pd was determined after gating on

the background–subtracted 2+1 → 0+g.s. and 4+1 → 2+1 transitions in Gammasphere.

The LaBr3(Ce) (blue) and HPGe (red) energy spectra obtained are shown in

Fig. 4.14(a). It is shown that the energy gates around the 6+
1 → 4+

1 transition

had to be taken on the right–hand side because of the contaminant peak around

644 keV, while the gate on the 8+1 → 6+1 is relatively clean. A partial level scheme

of 114Pd is presented in Fig. 4.14(b), where the gates on Gammasphere and those

on the LaBr3(Ce) array are presented. Figure 4.15(a) shows the projection of the

γ–γ–∆T cube with the gates applied on the 8+
1 → 6+

1 → 4+
1 cascade. The time

distributions obtained from the eight energy gates are presented in Fig. 4.15(b).

The three–shifted–volumes correction has been used to the centroids listed in

Table. 4.6. A ∆C value of 38(21) ps was measured for this case. Combined with

a PRD value of 29(4) ps the measurement gave a lifetime value of τ = 5(10) ps.

This can be translated into an upper limit of 15 ps. Also for this lifetime there is

no literature value available.
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4 Results 4.2 Lifetime measurements in 114Pd
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Figure 4.14: (a) LaBr3(Ce) array (blue) and DGS (red) energy spectra obtained

by setting gates on the background–subtracted 2+1 → 0+ and 4+1 → 2+1 transitions in

Gammasphere. (b) Partial level scheme of 114Pd showing the transitions gated on

Gammasphere (red) and those used to obtain the time distributions in the LaBr3(Ce)

array (blue).
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Figure 4.15: (a) Zoom of the γ–γ–∆T cube around the 8+1 → 6+1 → 4+1 cascade.

(b) The p|p (black), p|bg (green), bg|p (red) and bg|bg (blue) time distributions obtained

from the energy gates shown in Fig 4.14, and scaled for their gate area. The positions

of their centroids are listed in Table 4.6.
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4 Results 4.3 Summary

D
e
l.

Cm
p|p Cm

p|bg Cm
bg|p Cm

bg|bg Ct
p|bg Ct

bg|p Ct
p|p

9(3) 8(4) 2(6) 1(7) 26(20) 5(12) 12(13)

nmp|p nmp|bg nmbg|p nmbg|bg ntp|bg ntbg|p ntp|p
5016 2234 2390 1600 634 790 1992

A
n
ti

–
D

e
l. Cm

p|p Cm
p|bg Cm

bg|p Cm
bg|bg Ct

p|bg Ct
bg|p Ct

p|p
−27(3) −22(4) −13(6) 7(7) −79(23) −39(17) −27(16)

nmp|p nmp|bg nmbg|p nmbg|bg ntp|bg ntbg|p ntp|p
4840 2279 2358 1320 959 1038 1523

Table 4.6: Measured and corrected centroid positions for the p|p, p|bg, bg|p and bg|bg
region, used to measure the lifetime of the 6+ level in 114Pd together with the measured

and true number of counts for the four regions. The measured Cm centroids, for the

background regions, have been shifted for the Compton time–walk. All the centroid

positions are given in picoseconds.

4.3 Summary

Table 4.7 is a summary of all the measured lifetimes presented in this chapter,

together with their literature values, where available.

Nucleus Level Measured lifetime [ps] Literature lifetime [ps]

100Zr 2+
1 855(44) 851(43) ps [67], 840(18) [10],

791+26
−36 ps [136]

100Zr 4+
1 34(11) 53(4) [141,143], 37(4) [10]

100Zr 6+
1 ≤26 12(5) [10], 7.0(15) [143]

102Zr 6+
1 ≤25 ≤12 [10]

114Pd 2+
1 105(9) 118(20) [85] 116(6) [140]

114Pd 4+
1 25(12) –

114Pd 6+
1 ≤15 –

Table 4.7: List of the lifetimes measured in this work.
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Chapter 5

Interpretation of results

This chapter provides a comparison between B(E2; J → J−2) transition probabil-

ities, intrinsic quadrupole moments Q0 and deformation parameters |β2|, obtained

from the lifetimes measured in Chapter 4, and calculations found in the literature.

In Section 5.1 the lifetimes measured for the yrast band in 100Zr are interpreted

in terms of nuclear deformation and compared with the literature. In Section 5.2

the lifetimes of the first three excited states belonging to the ground state band

in 114Pd are discussed.

In order to calculate B(E2; J → J − 2) transition probabilities from the mea-

sured lifetimes τmeas, the partial gamma-ray lifetime τγ has to be evaluated for

each level. Since in all the cases of interest there is only one decaying transition,

τγ is calculated using the equation

τγ = τmeas(1 + α), (5.1)

where α is the electron conversion coefficient. The partial lifetime τγ is then used

to calculate the Weisskopf hindrance factor FW defined as

FW =
τγ
τW

, (5.2)

where τW is the single–particle Weisskopf lifetime, defined, for E2 transitions,

as [17]

τW =
(

7.3 · 10−8A4/3E5
γ

)−1
. (5.3)

In Eq. 5.3, A is the mass number and Eγ is the energy of the transition in keV.

The FW ratio gives an estimate of the degree of collectivity associated with a

particular transition. In general for τγ � τW the transition can be assumed to
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5 Interpretation of results

involve many nucleons, while for the opposite case, single–particle behaviour is

expected. Tables. 5.1 and 5.3 list the FW values measured in this work. In all cases

the order of magnitude of 10−2 was obtained for the hindrance factors indicating

a collective behaviour for the excited states in the yrast band of 100Zr and 114Pd.

The B(E2) transition strengths values have been calculated using Eq. 1.12,

rearranged as

B(E2; Ji → Ji − 2) =
8.162× 1010

τγE5
γ

, (5.4)

where the partial lifetime τγ is given in nanoseconds and the energy Eγ of the

transition is given in keV. The uncertainties σB(E2) are assumed to be symmetric,

and have been estimated following the procedure given in Ref. [145], defined by

the equation

σB(E2) = B(E2)−B(E2)− = B(E2)+ −B(E2), (5.5)

where B(E2)− and B(E2)+ are the lower and upper limits for B(E2), respectively.

These have been obtained using the upper and lower limits on Eγ and τγ, in

Eq. 1.12, as follows:

B(E2+) : E+
γ = Eγ − σEγ , τ−γ = τγ − στγ ,

B(E2−) : E−γ = Eγ + σEγ , τ+γ = τγ + στγ .
(5.6)

Intrinsic quadrupole moments Q0 for the states of interest have been calculated

using Eq. 1.11, on the assumption of purely rotational levels and that K = 0. This

means that the rotation is occurring about the axis perpendicular to the symmetry

axis. Under these conditions the B(E2) value for the 2+1 → 0+1 transition becomes

B(E2; 2+ → 0+) =
Q2

0

16π
, (5.7)

from which Q0 can be calculated. Uncertainties on Q0 were obtained by propa-

gating the uncertainties on B(E2). Deformation parameters |β2| for each level

have been calculated solving the cubic equation 1.10 for the different Q0 values

and the uncertainties for them were obtained solving the same equation for the

upper and lower limits of Q0.
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5 Interpretation of results 5.1 Yrast band in 100Zr

5.1 Yrast band in 100Zr

The three 100Zr lifetimes quoted in the previous chapter have been used to calculate

reduced transition probabilities B(E2; Ji → Ji − 2) for the 2+
1 → 0+

1 , 4+
1 → 2+

1

and 6+
1 → 4+

1 transitions. The intrinsic quadrupole moments Q0 obtained from

the reduced transition probabilities are listed in Table ?? together with the

deformation parameters |β2|.

Jπi Eγ τmeas α τγ τW FW
[keV] [ps] [ps] [ps]

2+
1 212.53(9) 855(44) 0.0723(11) 917(47) 68.1·103 1.3·10−2

4+
1 351.96(12) 34(11) 0.01268(18) 34(11) 5.46·103 6.2·10−3

6+
1 497.1(2) ≤ 26 0.00426(6) ≤26 970 2.6·10−2

Table 5.1: Electron conversion coefficients α [144], partial lifetimes τγ, Weisskopf

lifetimes τW and hindrance factors FW are presented for the transitions depopulating

the yrast levels in 100Zr.

Jπi τγ B(E2;Ji →Ji-2) B(E2;Ji →Ji-2) |Q0| |β2|
[ps] [e2b2] W.u. [eb]

2+
1 917(47) 0.206(11) 75(4) 3.22(8) 0.308(7)

4+
1 34(11) 0.491(159) 178(58) 4.15(66) 0.387(54)

6+
1 ≤ 26 ≥ 0.103 ≥ 37 ≥ 1.82 ≥0.183

Table 5.2: Partial lifetimes τγ, reduced transition probabilities B(E2;Ji →Ji-2) to-

gether with intrinsic quadrupole deformations Q0 and quadrupole deformation parameters

|β2| for 100Zr. One W.u. equals 27.57 e2fm4.

The results obtained for the B(E2) values in the yrast band of 100Zr can be

discussed in the framework of the MCSM [146] and IBM–1 [76]. Both calculations

have been extended in Ref. [10] to levels that were not discussed in [76] and [146]

and the IBM–1 calculations in [76] were performed using 90Zr as a core and a

SU(3)–type Hamiltonian (Eq. 1.52). The comparison between the B(E2) values

obtained from the two models, the most recent literature values from Ref. [10] and

the results obtained in this work is presented in Fig. 5.1 and shows a substantial

agreement between the data and the theory.
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5 Interpretation of results 5.1 Yrast band in 100Zr

Shapes

The value of the R4+1 /2
+
1

signature measured for 100Zr is ∼ 2.6, indicating that

the nucleus overlaps with the onset of deformation, while for N = 62 (102Zr)

the limit for a deformed rigid rotor of R4+1 /2
+
1

= 3.33 is reached. The MCSM

calculations carried out in Ref. [146] on 90−110Zr isotopes, agree with the spherical–

to–prolate shape transition occurring at N = 60. Prolate deformation for the 0+
1

state (ground–state) in 100Zr is assigned using a method called T–plot [147,148].

Three more 0+ states are predicted in the same calculation, which shows that

at high energies shape coexistence is expected for this isotope. According to

these calculations an oblate 0+ state lies at an excitation energy of approximately

0.5 MeV and two 0+ states, prolate and spherical, are identified for E & 1 MeV.
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Figure 5.1: Theoretical values of the reduced transition probabilities, for the 2+1 → 0+1 ,

4+1 → 2+1 and 6+1 → 4+1 transitions in 100Zr, calculated from MCSM calculations

(blue) [10, 146] and IBM–1 calculations (red) [10, 76] compared with Ansari et al.

(green) [10] and the values measured in this work (purple).

The Potential Energy Surfaces (PES) for the ground state in 100Zr calculated in

Ref. [65] using the Liquid Drop Model combined with Shell-Model corrections using

the Woods–Saxon potential are shown in Fig. 5.2. The pairing interaction was

calculated by two different approaches: Particle Number Projection (PNP) [149]

method and BCS calculations. In both cases two minima were obtained and

they are associated with prolate (γ = 0◦) and oblate (γ = −60◦) shapes. The

oblate shape minimum is 0.85 MeV above the prolate one resulting in a prolate

deformation for the ground state. In [65], the β2 deformation parameters of 0.34

and −0.21 are obtained for the prolate and oblate shape minima, respectively.
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5 Interpretation of results 5.1 Yrast band in 100Zr

The value found for the prolate minimum lies closer to the value of |β2| = 0.308(7)

listed in Table. ??. This confirms the predictions of a prolate–deformed ground

state band. Figure 5.3 taken from Ref. [65], shows that, as the angular momentum

increases, the β2 deformation parameters for the ground state levels are expected

to increase. This is consistent with the trend shown by the |β2| values listed

Table ??.
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Figure 5.2: Potential energy surface for the ground state of 100Zr, calculated using

PNP (left–hand side) and BCS (right–hand side). In both cases the nucleus is shown to

have minima for γ = 0◦ (prolate) and γ = −60◦ (oblate). Taken from Ref. [65].
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Figure 5.3: Equilibrium deformation

parameter (red crosses) for the rota-

tional bands built on the prolate and

oblate minima in 100Zr. As the angu-

lar momentum increases the deforma-

tion parameter slightly increases. Taken

from Ref. [65].
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5 Interpretation of results 5.2 Yrast band in 114Pd

5.2 Yrast band in 114Pd

Chapter 1 explained that nuclei in the Pd isotopic chain have been predicted

to show some degree of triaxiality when approaching the mid–shell region and

therefore 114Pd is a good candidate to test such predictions. Furthermore, in

Ref. [89], a decrease of deformation is calculated between 114Pd and 124Pd, sug-

gesting that 114Pd is the most deformed nucleus in the isotopic chain. Some basic

indicators of triaxial deformation are based on spectroscopic information such

as the energy spacing in the yrast band. For the 114Pd case, this follows quite

remarkably the ∼ J(J + 6) pattern expected for both Wilets-Jean’s [44] γ–soft

and Davydov’s [45] γ–rigid models. Two other important signatures for triaxial

deformation are the R2+2
/R4+1

and R2+2
/R2+1

ratios which, for this case, are 0.8

and 2.1, respectively. The first is reported by both Wilets-Jean’s and Davydov’s

models to be a signature of strong departure from axiality. According to the rigid

triaxial rotor model by Davydov a R2+2
/R2+1

value of 2.1 is consistent with a γ

deformation parameter of 27.5◦. A distinction between γ–soft and rigid triaxial

behaviour can be established when looking at the energy spacing between levels

inside the quasi–γ band [150]. In Ref. [151] Pd isotopes have been systematically

analysed in terms of the staggering parameter S(J), defined as

S(J) =

(
E(J)− 2E(J − 1) + E(J − 2)

)
E(2+

1 )
, (5.8)

where E(J) is the energy of a level with spin J in the quasi–γ band. In the case

of γ–soft nuclei, the S(J) parameter is expected to take positive values for the

odd–spin levels and negative values for the even–spin ones, while the opposite is

true for the γ–rigid case [46]. The values of S(J) predicted in γ–soft and γ–rigid

nuclei are, for even–odd J ,

SWJ(J) =
1

8
∓ 1

4

(
J +

9

2

)
, SD(J) =

1

6
± 1

4

(
J − 5

2

)
. (5.9)

For axially symmetric rotors the S(J) parameter gives a value of 1/3 while for

a spherical vibrator S(J) = −1 [13]. In Fig. 5.4 the staggering parameter for

N = 62-72 palladium isotopes is given, showing that at N = 68 (114Pd) an inversion

of the type of triaxiality occurs, going from γ–soft to that of a rigid rotor. It can

also be observed that for N = 72 there is a return to the γ–soft configuration. A

comparison between the staggering parameters for 114Pd and 112Ru, known to be

a rigid triaxial rotor [81], for different values of J is shown in Fig. 5.5. It can be
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5 Interpretation of results 5.2 Yrast band in 114Pd

observed that the S(J) trend is similar for the two nuclei but, for 112Ru, the S(J)

values are generally larger.
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Figure 5.4: Values of S(J) calculated using Eq. 5.8, for the Pd isotopic chain. Figure

taken from Ref. [151] where values were calculated using the energies in Ref. [67].
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between the staggering parameters S(J) for 114Pd (red) and
112Ru (blue) for different values of J. Calculated using the energies in Ref. [67].

In the IBM–2 calculations carried out in Ref. [56], Pd isotopes have been

treated as being transitional between the U(5) (anharmonic spherical vibrator)
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5 Interpretation of results 5.2 Yrast band in 114Pd

and O(6) (γ–soft) limits where the nuclei closest to the O(6) limit are represented

by 114,116Pd. The ratio

Rtr =
E3+1
− E0+2

E4+2
− E2+2

, (5.10)

is very sensitive to the transition between the two limits [152] and it takes the

values of 1 for the U(5) case and 0 for the O(6) case, respectively. The value of

Rtr = 0.224 is reached for 114Pd, suggesting some degree of triaxiality.

B(E2) transition probabilities

Electron conversion coefficients α, partial gamma–decay lifetimes τγ, Weisskopf

lifetimes τW , and hindrance factors FW are presented in Table. 5.3, for the three

lifetimes measured in the yrast band of 114Pd. Reduced transition probabilities

B(E2; Ji → Ji − 2) for the 2+1 → 0+1 , 4+1 → 2+1 and 6+1 → 4+1 transitions are listed

in Table 5.4 together with intrinsic quadrupole moments Q0 and the associated

deformation parameter |β2|. Once again the order of magnitude of 10−2 obtained

for the hindrance factors indicates a collective behaviour in the yrast band of
114Pd.

Jπi Eγ τmeas α τγ τW FW
[keV] [ps] [ps] [ps]

2+
1 332.6(1) 105(9) 0.0211(3) 107(9) 7.25·103 1.8·10−2

4+
1 519.8(2) 25(12) 0.00534(8) 25(12) 778 3.8·10−2

6+
1 648.1(1) ≤ 15 0.00291(4) ≤15 258 6.9·10−2

Table 5.3: Electron conversion coefficients α [144], partial lifetimes τγ, Weisskopf

lifetimes τW and hindrance factors FW are presented for the transitions depopulating

the yrast levels in 114Pd.

Jπi τγ B(E2;Ji →Ji-2) B(E2;Ji →Ji-2) |Q0| |β2|
[ps] [e2b2] W.u. [eb]

2+
1 107(9) 0.188(16) 57(5) 3.08(13) 0.240(9)

4+
1 25(12) 0.11(5) 34(16) 1.97(47) 0.159(36)

6+
1 ≤ 15 ≥ 0.047 ≥ 14 ≥ 1.23 ≥ 0.101

Table 5.4: Partial lifetimes τγ, reduced transition probabilities B(E2;Ji →Ji-2) to-

gether with intrinsic quadrupole deformations Q0 and quadrupole deformation parameters

|β2| for 114Pd. One W.u. equals 32.84 e2fm4.
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In Davydov’s model, B(E2) values are also able to provide signature of triaxiality

especially for those transitions between the ground–state band and quasi–γ band.

As shown in Ref. [153] B(E2) values for transitions between levels inside the ground

state band don’t change much for different values of the deformation parameter γ.

In this work B(E2) transition rates have been calculated only for the yrast band,

and therefore the power of the signatures in Davydov’s model is strongly limited

in this case. Figure 5.6 shows the comparison between measured B(E2) values

(purple crosses) and theoretical calculations given in Refs. [46,56,89,154]. In the

IBM–2 calculations carried out in Ref. [56] B(E2) values are calculated for the

2+1 → 0+1 and 4+1 → 2+1 transitions (red squares). The B(E2) values for transitions

up to 18+
1 → 16+

1 , have been calculated in Ref. [89] using Projected Shell Model

(PSM) calculations (blue diamonds). In Ref. [46] B(E2) transition rates up to the

10+
1 → 8+

1 transition, have been calculated using the Bohr Hamiltonian coupled

with the Killingbeck potential where the approach used was essentially the one

described in Section 1.3.4. In this last work, when calculating the energy levels,

the assumption of triaxiality was used for 114Pd (brown 4–point stars). In the

IBM–1 calculations performed in Ref. [154] two different approaches were used

to calculate B(E2) transition rates in 114Pd. An SU(3)–type Hamiltonian was

used first, and then a three–body term (three d bosons) able to create a triaxial

minimum in the potential was added. The effect of this additional interaction is

to strongly modify the distribution of the energy levels belonging to the γ–band,

leaving the ground–state band almost unchanged, and also to reduce the effect of

the odd–even staggering S(J) described previously. The comparison between the

results obtained by using the two approaches and the experimental B(E2) values is

given in Table 5.5. The set of values that better describes the experimental values

is the triaxial case (orange triangles). As pointed out in Ref. [154], the three-body

term, surprisingly, changes the relative B(E2) values for the ground–state band,

by a factor of ∼1.2, driving the nucleus towards a larger deformation.

Figure 5.6 shows that the four theoretical calculations considered give consistent

results. For the 2+
1 → 0+

1 transition the agreement between the theory and the

experiment is very good, while this is not really true for the 4+
1 → 2+

1 transition,

for which the B(E2) is within 2σ of the theoretical values. The measured B(E2)

value for the 6+1 → 4+1 transition gives a lower limit which is compatible with the

theoretical calculations in Refs. [46], [89] and [154].

Some information can be obtained analysing the systematics of theB(E2;2+1 → 0+1 )

values for the neighbouring isotopic chains i.e. Cd and Ru. Cadmium even–even
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Figure 5.6: Theoretical values of the reduced transition probabilities, for the 2+1 → 0+1 ,

4+1 → 2+1 and 6+1 → 4+1 transitions in 114Pd, obtained from IBM–2 calculations (red) [56],

PSM calculations (blue) [89], Killingbeck potential (brown) [46], and IBM–1 (or-

ange) [154], compared with Dewald et al. (green) [85] and the values measured in

this work (purple).

Ji → Jf Theoretical [154] Experimental

Standard Triaxial

2+
1 → 0+

1 50 50 57(5)

4+
1 → 2+

1 89 74 34(16)

6+
1 → 4+

1 118 87 ≥ 14

Table 5.5: Comparison between experimental and theoretical B(E2;Ji →Jf ) [W.u.]

values, calculated in Ref. [154] in the IBM–1 framework, without (standard) and with

(triaxial) the three–body interaction.

isotopes in the range N = 56-72 are considered to be good examples of spherical

anharmonic vibrators [80, 155,156] while among the even–even Ru isotopes cases

of γ–softness and stable triaxiality in the range 108−118Ru were observed [73, 157].

Systematics for the B(E2;2+1 → 0+1 ) values in the cadmium, ruthenium and palla-

dium isotopic chains are shown in Fig. 5.7. First of all it can be noticed that, as

the number of neutrons N increases, the Ru and Cd isotopes follows completely

different paths. The B(E2) values for the cadmium chain, show a rather constant

trend while Ru transition rates increases up to the maximum value represented by
112Ru, where the maximum of triaxiality is expected to occur [157]. The B(E2)

values for the Pd chain lie in between those of Cd and Ru for almost every value of

N. It can also be noticed that the weighted average between the B(E2;2+
1 → 0+

1 )
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value measured in this work and the one in Ref. [85] for 114Pd, approaches that of
112Ru, indicating some degree of triaxiality.
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Figure 5.7: B(E2;2+1 → 0+1 ) transition rates for the Ru (Z = 44, blue), Pd (Z = 46,

in black) and Cd (Z = 48, in red) isotopic chains. Values are taken from Ref. [145].

The weighted average between Dewald’s value from Ref. [85] and the value from this

work for 114Pd is represented by the pink star.

Intrinsic quadrupole moments Q0

In Ref. [158] a systematic decrease of the Q0 as the angular momentum increases

inside the yrast band, was found for the Mo (Z = 42) and Ru (Z = 44) isotopes:

this is consistent with the first two Q0 values measured for the yrast band in
114Pd.

Deformation parameters |β2|

Following the B(E2) measurement of Ref. [85] a quadrupole deformation parameter

of |β2| = 0.24(1) was deduced for 114Pd. In the LDM calculations in Ref. [65]

Pd isotopes are calculated to be γ–soft, but no potential–surface plots are shown.

Two minima, prolate and oblate are also found for this nucleus, but the energy

difference between them gives zero, meaning that the sign of the ground–state

deformation cannot be assigned for the yrast band. The measured value of

|β2| = 0.240(9) for the ground state is slightly larger than the prolate deformation

parameter, given in [65], of 0.21, but is closer to the value of −0.24 obtained for

the oblate case.
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5.3 Concluding remarks

The lifetime measurements performed in this work have been used to calculate

the reduced transition probabilities for the 2+
1 → 0+

1 , 4+
1 → 2+

1 and 6+
1 → 4+

1

transitions in 100Zr and 114Pd. In the first case, no new lifetime was measured but

the results are in good agreement with the theoretical calculations [10, 76, 146].

Our results confirm the previous interpretation of a rotational yrast–band built

on a prolate ground state.

From spectroscopic data it seems clear that the palladium isotopic chain is

showing triaxial behaviour, going from γ–soft for lower N to rigid triaxiality at

N = 68 (114Pd). The S(J) pattern follows the expected trend for stable triaxial

deformation even though the energy staggering in the quasi–γ band of 114Pd is not

as pronounced as it is in in the case 112Ru, which is predicted to be a rigid triaxial

rotor. The B(E2) measurements in the yrast band of 114Pd show a substantial

agreement with the theoretical calculations found in the literature [46, 56,89,154].

Trixiality is taken into account in most of these calculations. A transitional–

type behaviour between the U(5) (anharmonic vibrator) and O(6) (γ–soft) limits

is assumed in Ref. [56] and triaxial deformation is assumed in Refs. [46, 154].

The predicted maximum of triaxiality for 114Pd cannot be confirmed from these

measurements due to the lack of inter–band B(E2) values and to the large error

bars on the values measured in this work. A comparison between the systematics

of the B(E2) values for Pd, Cd, and Ru isotopic chains, suggests that 114Pd is

showing some degree of triaxiality, since the B(E2;2+1 → 0+1 ) value is very close to

the one measured for 112Ru. Furthermore, the suggestion that 114Pd is the most

deformed Pd isotope is strongly supported by the value of B(E2;2+1 → 0+1 ) which

is the largest of the isotopic chain.
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Conclusion

This thesis provides a complete description of the experimental setup and data

analysis carried out for the ANL experiment which measured the lifetimes of

low lying states in nuclei produced by the spontaneous fission of 252Cf. The

experiment used an array of 25 LaBr3(Ce) scintillator detectors, coupled for the

first time with Gammasphere to study excited levels in 100Zr and 114Pd, using the

Generalized Centroid Difference method combined with the Three Shifted Volumes

correction method. The TSV method is commonly used for energy background

subtraction when analysing γ–γ–γ coincidence data but in this work it was

adapted to fast–timing analyses. In this thesis it is demonstrated that, especially

when dealing with difficult datasets, the difference between the results obtained

between the TSV background–correction procedures and the other methods is not

negligible, and the TSV approach the best agreement with the literature. The

TSV method is presented in two different versions: the background subtraction

and the background correction. Both give consistent results with each other and

the literature. The second version is particularly suitable for datasets with low

statistics, since it doesn’t physically subtract the background information.

From the measured lifetimes of the 2+
1 , 4+

1 and 6+
1 states in 100Zr and 114Pd,

reduced transition probabilities, intrinsic quadrupole moments and deformation

parameters have been obtained. The measurements performed on 100Zr are in

good agreement with the literature and a brief theoretical explanation has been

given in terms of yrast band deformation. Of the three measurements performed

on the yrast band of 114Pd only the lifetime of the 2+1 state was known [67,85]. The

results are interpreted in terms of axial asymmetry of the ground state band but

no real quantitative information on the triaxiality of the nucleus could be obtained

due to the large error bars on the reduced transitions probabilities obtained from

the lifetimes. The two new lifetimes will however provide a benchmark for future

measurements and, whenever more information is available, a test for existing

theoretical models.
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